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AbstractMuch has been written in the academic literature about designing information systems (IS) tosatisfy organizational, rather than purely technical, objectives. The design of systems to address therequirements of end-users has also received considerable attention. Little has been said, however,about the relationship between these two facets of \best practice" and how they might be reconciled.This is of concern because the relationship is fundamental to the success of organizational systems,the value of which is ultimately realized through the activities of individuals and workgroups.The practical bene�t of achieving an integrated approach is clear. Systems can be developed inlight of the relationship between worker and organization, rather than as a result of a compromisebetween two `competing' viewpoints. An integrated theory would also reduce the conceptualdistance between current conceptions of individuals, which tend to downplay their status as socialbeings, and of social organizations, which often overestimate the inuence of social organizationon individuals' actions. A process of conceptual analysis and theory development that addressesthis disjunction is presented in this thesis.As the main contribution of this research, the socio-cognitive theory of information systems isa �rst attempt at providing an integrated treatment of IS phenomena. The theory is developedusing a dialectic research method by drawing upon existing work in human-computer interaction,information systems, psychology and sociology. Following a consideration of dialectic as a researchmethod, it is applied to existing conceptions of the individual and of social organization in thesedisciplines. The theory is then constructed to provide an explanation of information systemsphenomena in socio-cognitive, rather than social and cognitive, terms.Having presented the theory, its potential contribution to realizing the practical bene�ts of inte-grated approaches to IS development is illustrated through the development of a systems devel-opment lifecycle and an evaluation methodology. Recognizing that IS development is primarilyconcerned with the relationship between individuals and social organizations, the lifecycle modelfocuses attention on addressing skills issues during the development process. Extending the focuson skills and intersubjective communication, the evaluation methodology outlines a method, con-sistent with the socio-cognitive theory, for analysing working practices and assessing the impactsupon them of IS-related change. i
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Chapter 1Introduction1.1 MotivationBoth commercial and non-pro�t making organizations now invest a signi�cant and in-creasing proportion of their revenue into the development and use of computer-basedinformation systems. Price Waterhouse, for example, found that companies spent an av-erage of 1.5% of their turnover on IT in 1992/93 and 1.8% in 1995/96 (Price Waterhouse1992, Price Waterhouse 1995). Computer Economics found that IT budgets increased byan average of 4.9% in 1998 for �rms with revenues exceeding US$100 million (ComputerEconomics 1998b) and projected a global IT spend of almost US$1 trillion in 1999 (Com-puter Economics 1998a). Looking at the wider economic picture, the rapid expansion ofthe Internet (Butler, Barker and Levitin 1996) and developments in mobile informationand communication technologies (ICTs) (Puuronen and Savolainen 1997) and electroniccommerce (Edelheit and Miller 1997) suggest that the continued exploitation of ICTs islikely to have signi�cant social and economic implications.To gain a full appreciation of the societal impacts of ICTs, it is not su�cient merely tolook at broad economic indicators. Even at the organizational level, it has been recognizedthat the economic implications are extremely di�cult to evaluate. Financial analyses1



Chapter 1 2 Introductionindicate e�ciency gains that are often unremarkable and belie the radical impacts of newtechnologies on working practices and power relations within and between organizations.It is because the impacts of ICTs are frequently not measurable in terms of e�ciency thataccounting based techniques using the classical economic theory of the �rm have provedlargely ine�ectual for corporate decision makers (Strassmann 1990, Willcocks, Lacity andFitzgerald 1995). As indicated by the increasing volume of research addressing the socialand organizational impacts of ICT-based systems, a plausible alternative would be to drawupon psychological and social theories to supplement the technical and economic analysesthat underpin much human-computer interaction (HCI), information systems (IS) andsoftware engineering (SE) evaluation research. Such an eclectic approach is adopted herein an attempt to establish a sound theoretical basis for explaining combined psychological,socio-economic and technical changes and to exploit such theory to propose an alternativeapproach to the evaluation of ICT-based information systems.1.2 Background1.2.1 Current Perspectives on the Information Systems and SoftwareDevelopment LifecyclesIn the 1970s, the need to develop increasingly complex software systems led to the devel-opment of various structured methods for systems design (Yourdon 1972, DeMarco 1979).These methods typically embodied the conventional `waterfall' model (Royce 1970) andregarded analysis as the task of identifying the correct structure to encode the problemdomain. Avison and Fitzgerald (1995) suggest that advocates of these models have cometo recognise that user involvement is important but have left design decisions primarilyunder the control of technical experts. Since the 1980s, the empowerment of users dur-ing the development lifecycle has been taken more seriously, although the complexity ofpower and authority relations has yet to be fully appreciated. Mumford (1983) proposedthe following typology, which summarizes much of the work on user-centred design since



Chapter 1 3 Introductionthat time:1. Consultative participation - Analysts discuss the system's requirements withusers, but the technical experts perform design.2. Representative participation - Representative users work on the design teamand are, thereby, involved in decision making.3. Consensus participation - Users drive the design process, making all the keydecisions.An obvious trend in this list is the transfer of authority and responsibility over designdecisions from technical experts to users. It has rarely been noted, however, that thetransfer of authority and responsibility to users does not empower them unless they arealso given the capacity to act accordingly. Techniques for improving user capacities forcontributing to software development have also received little attention in the literature.Consequently, software development has continued to be driven by technical experts, albeitwith increased awareness of the need for user involvement.Looking at information systems development more widely, a notable trend is the increasein end-user computing, particularly through the exploitation of desktop application pack-ages. Such developments of an organization's IS capacity are typically small in scale andare usually developed in a relatively unplanned manner. The response of the SoftwareEngineering community has been to regard such activity as distinct from more formal andlarge-scale software development. The IS community has shown that this kind of user ISdevelopment can be both a source of great bene�t and harm to an organization's capa-bility (enabling users to improve their own working practices, for example, but increasingthe fragmentation and inconsistency of the organization's information), but has not pre-sented an explicit lifecycle model that represents formal software development and usercomputing as interrelated parts of IS development. To address this omission, chapter 2sets out a case for changes to information systems theory and practice through the adop-



Chapter 1 4 Introductiontion of user-centred information systems and chapter 6 develops such models using thesocio-cognitive theory of information systems. Particular attention is paid in chapter 6to demonstrating the e�ects of information systems and software development in terms ofsocial transformation.1.2.2 Current ICT Investment Evaluation Theory and PracticeApproaches to measuring the value of ICT investments can readily be divided into threecategories: IS investment evaluation; usability evaluation; and software engineering met-rics. Owing to the focus on the social impacts of systems and software development, notedabove, information systems investment evaluation, which aims to establish the expectedor actual contribution of ICT-based changes to the organization, is primarily consideredhere. Before discussing investment evaluation in detail, it is important to note that thethree categories are in no way independent. The use of software engineering metrics tomaintain the technical quality of systems has two key impacts on IS development. First,good technical quality is vital to user acceptance, as illustrated by notable failures, suchas the London Ambulance Service (Beynon-Davies 1995). Second, the technical expertsresponsible for operating and maintaining software systems are key stakeholders whosepreferences and interests should not be ignored. Similarly, usability evaluation derivesits relevance from its attempts to accommodate user characteristics in the developmentprocess. Given that user acceptance has been shown to relate to productivity and otheraspects of organizational performance, usability and software quality issues must clearlybe accounted for. As illustrated in the following discussion of current perspectives oninvestment evaluation, progress has been limited.Early approaches to ICT investment evaluation, through their derivation from accountingmethodology, relied extensively upon monetary valuation and typically aimed to quantifythe direct costs and bene�ts of an ICT investment. It was soon realised that these ap-proaches provided a very limited analysis, even where e�ciency and direct productivitygains were the main objectives (Couger 1987, Strassmann 1990). Consequently, a number



Chapter 1 5 Introductionof elaborations of standard accounting techniques were developed. The resulting method-ologies, such as Information Economics (Parker, Benson and Trainor 1988) and Returnon Management (Strassmann 1990), met with limited success, failing to supplant the lessadvanced accounting techniques. This was primarily because, in attempting to quan-tify intangible bene�ts, these methods diminished a number of familiar and importantattributes of standard accounting practice (Hemingway 1997a), most notably by makinganalyses more abstract rather than being solidly based in fact. Nevertheless, interest in theso-called soft bene�ts continues to inuence the direction of IS evaluation research (Farbey,Land and Targett 1995). This focus upon describing the `true value' of an informationsystem seems increasingly misguided, however, given that money derives its meaning fromexchange within the market and, therefore, is of limited usefulness in describing the valueof transformations that occur within a single �rm and, moreover, need not relate directlyto the �rm's engagement in the market. Furthermore, there is a growing body of researchaimed at providing an understanding of the evaluation process (Hirschheim and Smithson1987, Symons 1990, Walsham 1993), which demonstrates the importance of consideringthe values of individuals and social groups a�ected by information systems changes.The focus on the evaluation process, which has been driven by advocates of hermeneuticresearch, has provided some of the more interesting IS research �ndings of the past decade.This research has often focused on the political nature of the evaluation process (Symons1990, Avgerou 1995, Bryson and Currie 1995), although much research has explored morefar-reaching social and political issues relating to the introduction of technologies intoorganizations (Markus 1983, Zubo� 1988, Orlikowski 1992, Walsham 1993, Orlikowski andGash 1994). This research has not yet provided an explicit framework or methodologyfor facilitating investment evaluation, although a general dialectic approach to buildingconsensus regarding a system's value is typically advocated (see, for example, Avgerou1995).In light of the criticisms levelled against the accountant's focus on capital, multi-criteriamethods (French 1986) o�er an interesting alternative which: (a) do not demand the



Chapter 1 6 Introductionuse of monetary values; (b) provide mechanisms for quantifying subjective values wherecriteria cannot be directly measured; and (c) deal explicitly with risk and attitudes torisk. The absence of monetary values is a mixed blessing: the analysis is able to representa range of non-monetary values, but loses the familiarity of �nancial benchmarks thatmakes accounting techniques convenient aids to decision making. The quanti�cation ofsubjective values, however, appears promising in terms of addressing the need to paymore attention to the informal evaluations of individuals. Several possible approachesare available for doing this, ranging from the negotiation of a single set of attributes andvalues for a group to the formulation of analyses for every individual involved (Ngwenyamaand Bryson 1999). Whilst some reports suggest that users perceive some multi-criteriatechniques as useful, the empirical evidence for and against these techniques is both sparseand inconclusive. Questions regarding the adequacy of multi-criteria methods concernthe elicitation of subjective risk estimates and values (Angell and Smithson 1990). Thereliance upon the individual to identify the relevant evaluation criteria, quantify them onarbitrary scales and estimate the various risks, suggests that considerable support ought tobe provided at the elicitation stage. It is this stage, however, that receives least support,with methods tending to focus on di�erent ways of manipulating the quantities once theyhave been derived. This de�ciency seriously limits the e�ective application of multi-criteriamethods.As noted above, the lower level analysis of evaluation theory, as compared with social the-ory and economics, suggests the relevance of psychological and social-psychological issues.These have been explored in a limited way (see, for example, Clegg et al 1996) but seemto lose sight of the resource management issues that are basic to the investment decisionsthat IS evaluation aims to address. There has also been some documentation of the useof business analysis techniques (such as scenario analysis) for evaluating organizationalchange related to information systems (Clemons 1995). Whilst these techniques seem use-ful and are often highly acclaimed, their advocates o�er little in terms of rigorous evidenceof their social and psychological impacts. In other words, the techniques lack any formaltheoretical underpinnings, typically being developed by practitioners or consultants and



Chapter 1 7 Introductionthe claimed bene�ts are usually supported by only anecdotal evidence (Kuhn and Sniezek1996). The limited academic research that has been conducted into the application ofthese tools has generally been inconclusive, although some reports suggest that the oppo-site psychological e�ects to those claimed have been observed (see Kuhn and Sniezek 1996,for example), thereby implying that business analysis techniques may potentially impededecision makers.A number of strategic approaches to evaluation have been proposed in the IS literature.These methods provide higher level analyses than the above quantitative techniques, aim-ing to identify the general impacts of the investment on the organization's goals. Theportfolio approach to evaluating information systems investments (Ward 1994), for ex-ample, supports strategic decision makers in prioritising the various IT related projectsthat have been proposed. Such a technique is clearly useful for deciding, say, whetherto invest in computer-aided design facilities or a new administrative network. Strategicapproaches make a much more limited contribution, however, to the choice between al-ternative implementations to address the same business problem - the focus of �nancialappraisal and some multi-criteria methods. Such strategic methods complement ratherthan substitute �nancial appraisal by supporting the selection of problems to be solved,rather than choices between alternative solutions. In doing so, they make a signi�cantcontribution to IT investment appraisal, but they do not address the majority of problemsat the �nancial appraisal level and, moreover, typically do not serve to integrate theselower level analyses.At the lower level stages of investment evaluation, analysis has been limited by the neglectof technical quality issues. Stakeholder preferences are taken into account by some methodsand stakeholders frequently cite technical quality and usability issues as signi�cant factorsin their appraisal of a system's acceptability. As already noted, despite these interrelations,no attempt has been made to integrate investment evaluation methods with the �ndingsof software quality or usability evaluation, which are largely within the domain of thesoftware engineer, rather than the information systems or business analyst.



Chapter 1 8 Introduction1.3 A Case for Information Systems TheoriesDespite the proliferation of studies of information systems at all levels of analysis, therehave been numerous comments by IS researchers about the discipline's lack of progress inaddressing its substantive issues (Banville and Landry 1992). Even when the discipline'srelative youth is taken into account, there seems to be some justi�cation for these criticismsbecause information systems research does not seem to be cumulative. In considering whyIS research does not seem to progress in a cumulative manner, two issues are consideredhere: (a) whether IS should be cumulative; and (b) whether IS can be cumulative. Whilstvarious arguments might be o�ered for and against the �rst point, the case presentedhere focuses on the relationship between theory and action, particularly the actions ofpractitioners and researchers in IS.As an academic discipline, IS must attempt to demonstrate an improved understanding ofits phenomena of interest. Like many disciplines in both the humanities and the sciences,IS can best demonstrate its understanding by collecting evidence and providing accountsand explanations consistent with that evidence. It must be determined, however, whether- like history - IS should focus on explaining particular events or - like physics - aim toprovide generalised explanations in the form of theories.Information Systems is ultimately concerned with social and psychological phenomena.Whilst psychologists have mostly adopted a scienti�c approach to studying human be-haviour, sociology has no methodological orthodoxy (Giddens 1995) and the ontologicalstatus of basic social phenomena are still the subject of considerable debate. A key dif-�culty in providing general explanations of classes of social phenomena is that there areno clear criteria for evaluating such explanations. Although IS relies heavily upon thestudy of social organization, the issue of evaluating generalised accounts is less problem-atic because IS has a substantial engineering component. Regardless of the e�cacy ofgeneralising across social phenomena, the IS community has largely rejected the alterna-tive of regarding information systems development as a technology driven process that



Chapter 1 9 Introductioncan only be appraised in a summative manner. Consequently, the aim of developing ageneral understanding of IS phenomena in order to improve information systems practicehas fairly widespread acceptance. This motivation is signi�cant because it sets a criterionfor evaluating the community's attempts to explain its phenomena of interest: the expla-nations must be su�cient to serve as the basis for purposeful and e�ective intervention.This criterion provides a standard by which IS theory can be said to be cumulative in itsexplanatory power, whilst avoiding a commitment to a strict natural scienti�c approachto studying IS phenomena.Although the above criterion may not be regarded as ideal, particularly by those whoinsist that all scienti�c activity should be a pursuit of objective truth, it is suggested herethat it is a much stronger criterion than it at �rst appears. In fact, the requirement isvery strong for a discipline in such an early stage of development. In many respects, thecriterion parallels that proposed by Hacking (1983) for justifying ontological commitmentsmade in physics, such as the existence of electrons and other subatomic particles. Whilstthe evidence collected by the IS community cannot be as precise as that gathered byphysical scientists, close attention to consistency in research method will enable the IScommunity to clarify the ontological basis of its theories and explanations.Developing an ontology for IS theories is, at present, a di�cult process because researchresults are highly fragmented. Many di�erent research methodologies have been used andstudies are often exploratory, suggesting new phenomena rather than testing the validity ofexisting claims. Furthermore, the many ontological commitments to postulated phenom-ena are rarely made explicit and, owing to the lack of an established research technique,cannot readily be inferred from published IS research. Nevertheless, the development ofan IS theory with an explicit ontological basis is a necessary starting point for improvingthe precision and accuracy of current explanations of IS phenomena. For this reason, themain activity underpinning this research has been the development of an ontology throughthe analysis of the current literature in IS and its reference disciplines. Such an analysis isinevitably limited in what it can achieve, but represents a step towards providing testable



Chapter 1 10 Introductioninformation systems theories.Given that IS deals with social phenomena and a theory-driven approach to its study isadvanced by this thesis, a potential criticism must be addressed. The notion of theorydriven research in the social sciences raises the prospect of the self-ful�lling prophecy:the possibility that observed phenomena may be artefacts of the research process. Suche�ects are not con�ned to the theory-based study of social phenomena, but also a�ectobservations made in a purely exploratory manner, because observation is a�ected bythe preconceptions and prior knowledge of the observer (see chapter 3). These impactscertainly complicate the research design process and make the analysis of results lesscertain, but this is an unavoidable complexity of studying human action. Besides, there isa further problem with exploratory research: the researcher is free to interpret his or herobservations with few constraints. Theory-based empirical research distinguishes itselffrom other types of activity by its emphasis on intersubjective agreement underpinnedby well-de�ned research methods. Sound theory bolsters intersubjective agreement byproviding a common language for discussing the phenomena under investigation. Suchshared meanings are less apparent in IS research than in more established research areas;something that cannot be addressed without initial attempts at developing substantivetheories to underpin research design. It is this close relationship between theory andresearch method and its implications for research quality and progress that motivate theorydevelopment in this thesis.The primary di�erence between an historical account and a theory is that a theory aimsto explain a broad class of past and future events that share signi�cant commonalities,whereas a history explains a speci�c class of previous instances. The generality of a theorydraws out regularities from the past that aid prediction in similar future circumstances.The scope of a theoretical account is not absolute or objectively de�ned, but dependsupon the judgement of the theorist as to which similarities and di�erences will de�nethe class of phenomena to be explained. In the natural sciences, the subjects of theoriescan be precisely de�ned and are often subject to control. Consequently, theories can be



Chapter 1 11 Introductionformulated with precision. In contrast, social phenomena are very di�cult to de�ne andcannot be subject to control. In both cases, however, theories have proven to be of valueboth for furthering understanding and for providing practical guidance. Although notadvocating instrumentalism, the practical implications of theory are of particular interestto the development of this thesis.The practical value of theory stems from its generality. Assuming that the future willresemble the past, generalization facilitates prediction and, consequently, the future appli-cation of knowledge and skills. Each new experience corroborates or challenges theories,rea�rming their value, or leading to their modi�cation or rejection. Considering general-ization in its broadest sense, all technologies can be regarded as embodiments of theory,even those that have evolved through use, rather than being designed around scienti�cprinciples. E�ective technologies, better than anything else, demonstrate the validity aswell as the value of theory. As indicated in chapter two, computer-based technologies arenot of as good a quality as might be hoped. Some of the reasons suggested for this lackof quality are:1. Software engineering has focused on developing complete systems without the use ofhighly standardized components.2. Software design has paid insu�cient attention to the physical aspects of technologies.3. ICT-based systems seem di�cult to specify and adapt according to user needs.4. The interaction between human and technological artefact is di�cult to apprehend.5. The e�ective use of ICTs is contingent upon the users' skills for using informationto guide their actions as well as their ICT skills.6. The social impacts of ICTs have proven hard to identify and open to broad inter-pretation.The �rst point is not that software development problems are treated holistically and notsu�ciently decomposed to make them manageable. The main obstacle to quality is that



Chapter 1 12 Introductioneach component is constructed anew and time pressures lead to quality being compromised.Standardised, con�gurable components would provide a way by which systems could beconstructed quickly and at low-cost, yet achieve high levels of reliability. Such an approachis being pursued by advocates of software reuse, component-based software and modularsystems, such as enterprise-wide systems. However, many of the conceptual problems indetermining how to identify and design solutions of general application have yet to beresolved. Similarly, some progress has been made in addressing the actual limitationsof technology artefacts during design (point 2). A recent example is the uni�ed softwaredevelopment methodology based upon UML (Jacobson, Booch and Rumbaugh 1999). Themodelling of technical constraints is, however, primitive and informal.Despite the extensive e�orts of HCI and information systems researchers, establishinguser needs, mapping these onto technical speci�cations and providing su�cient exibilityto address changes in user needs have proved di�cult areas in which to make progress(point 3). Increasingly, SE, HCI and IS have looked towards ontology and epistemologyfor solutions to the problems of addressing diverse user needs and, more importantly,di�erent user perceptions of the problem domain (Checkland 1981, Avison and Wood-Harper 1990, Walsham 1993). In so doing, the research community has increasingly cometo realise that the notion of a single description of the world is an inadequate basis fordesigning an information system for many users working in complex social organizations.Users' models of the real world di�er, often with good reason, and such di�erences cannotbe decisively resolved.The fourth point - understanding the interactions between human and technological arte-fact - has become increasingly important for three reasons: (a) ICTs have become availableto non-expert users whose usage is (or should be) incidental to their activities; (b) ICT sys-tems have become increasingly complex and used for a wider range of tasks; and (c) ICTsare increasingly used to mediate interpersonal communication. Reecting the inuencesof cognitive science and ergonomics, HCI has two theoretical cores - models of perceptionand low-level decision making, and models of physical interactions - that are reasonably



Chapter 1 13 Introductionwell integrated (for example, GOMS, Card et al. 1983). The relationship of this bodyof theory to theories of high-level cognition and action is much more limited. The mainconsequence of this is that HCI pays comparatively little attention to the interpretation ofinformation and how this a�ects user action. In contrast, software engineering focuses ondata processing issues and information systems focuses on organizational concerns, whilstneither consider the detailed cognitive issues of information design. It is, perhaps, for thisreason that the combined e�ects of interface layout, data model, and organizational/socialfactors on users' interpretations of information have not been fully appreciated by any ofthe disciplines. This is a fundamental obstacle to designing quality systems because nobody of theory can provide guidance on how changes to the information made availableto users will a�ect the ways that they perform their tasks. As identi�ed by point 5, theconsideration of all three factors is also essential for establishing e�ective combinations ofartefact designs and user training.Finally, the longer term implications of ICTs at the organizational and societal levelscannot be appreciated or managed without some understanding of the nature of personaland inter-personal impacts of ICTs. Achieving such understanding has proved di�cultfor the IS community. Alternative philosophies and research approaches have shown somepromise, but raise the problem of how to relate the �ndings to those of software engineeringand HCI. Without such a relationship, the contribution of the theory to practice is limited.Indeed, the guidance o�ered so far is not obviously compatible with SE and HCI bestpractice.The above discussion illustrates the need for sound integrated theory to serve as the basisfor prescriptive methodologies for developing ICT-based information systems. It also showsthat the pursuit of sound theory has led to the increased interest of all three disciplinesin philosophical issues. These issues are clari�ed and given a new treatment in chapter 5.



Chapter 1 14 Introduction1.4 Research ApproachThe original aim of this research was to develop a more satisfactory methodology forevaluating IT investments. Research in this area had long been concerned with conceptualproblems, such as intangible bene�ts, and issues of subjective interpretation, such as thedivergence of stakeholder values and viewpoints. An analysis of these issues (Hemingway1997a) suggested that these problems stemmed from de�ciencies in the premises of thevarious methods. Although interpretive research had shed some light on these issues,progress seemed to be fundamentally limited by the ways in which the relationship betweenthe individual and the organization was conceived. In the case of cost-bene�t analysis,for example, attempts were made to accommodate individual di�erences in viewpoint toprovide a `complete' analysis of social/organizational impacts. Such attempts violate theassumption that accounting analyses should address speci�c audiences and the economicpremise that organizations work towards organizational goals; both of which are reliedupon by the techniques that cost-bene�t and other methods extend.Further investigation of the limitations of existing evaluation methods led to the analysisof the economic theory of the �rm upon which most evaluation methods were, in e�ect,based. A major de�ciency appeared to be that a simplistic model of intra�rm activity ledto an overemphasis on e�ciency gains derived by substituting components of a system (i.e.an organization or a business process) with functionally equivalent but technically superioralternatives. Whilst adequate for evaluating many types of automation, this simple modelis implausible in the context of modern computer-based information systems. The reasonsfor this lie not in the technologies themselves but in the role of information in changingthe ways in which an organization's contituent parts interrelate. Speci�cally, Hemingway(1997b) argues, ICTs encode rules, some of which would previously have been appliedas part of routine working practices and norms. Such changes, particularly on a largescale, alter the interactions between workers and, thereby, a�ect the `how' and `why' oforganizational activity as well as what is being done. Conventional economic theory is,therefore, ill-suited as a basis for evaluating such changes and a replacement theory is



Chapter 1 15 Introductionrequired.Having establised the need for an alternative theoretical basis for IT investment evaluation,the next task was to identify a suitable alternative. Such a theory would need to providea detailed treatment of the relationship between the individual and the organization sothat problems like those raised above could be resolved. In an attempt to identify anappropriate theory, the literatures of IS and several reference disciplines were examined.During this search, particular attention was paid to examining the implications of thetheory at the various levels of analysis. When looking at a theory of the individual, forexample, its implications for the nature of social organization would be considered indetail. When looking at a social theory, however, particular attention was paid to theplausibility of the assumptions made about individuals' actions.The IS literature o�ered few attempts at integrated theory development. A growing recog-nition of the limitations of conventional scienti�c methodology had led to a more pluralisticresearch culture. Whilst the resulting diversity of research had greatly enriched the evi-dence available to IS researchers, it had reduced consensus on the meaning of basic terms,such as information, system and organization. This situation continues to prevail and hasnot proved especially conducive to theory development (Baskerville and Lee 1999). Therewas, and continues to be, a growing awareness of the need to address epistemological is-sues when conducting and evaluating research. Less attention has been paid, however, toclarifying basic terms and their referents in the real world. A notable exception to thistrend is a paper by Mingers (1996), which argues in favour of utilizing a model of theindividual that attends to the physical aspects of human experience and action as well asthe mental aspects addressed by most cognitive theories. At the time this research wasconducted, Mingers had provided only the beginnings of an embodied theory of cognition,with the analysis of social organization limited to a literature review. In contrast withMingers' theory, few information systems theories have developed a model of human cog-nition. Consequently, understanding of the relationship between the individual and theorganization has been limited by the lack of explicit theorizing about cognition and action.



Chapter 1 16 IntroductionIn contrast with information systems, HCI has retained a scienti�c research methodologyand focused upon the individual user. A review of HCI theory suggested that, althoughthe conventional approach had facilitated theory development - drawing quite heavilyupon the cognitive architectures developed by the cognitive science community - the ra-tionalistic approach resulted in theories focused on goal-directed behaviour rather thanexplaining the nature of human action as a form of social conduct. The evaluation ofICTs provides a good illustration of the limitations of HCI theory. It is generally assumedthat users work towards well-de�ned, short-term goals. Little consideration is given to therelationships between an individual's various activities or to the inuence of social contextand social roles on the development and attainment of goals. Clearly, such an assumptionis problematic if one is to balance an HCI-based usability analysis against an economicevaluation that assumes shared social goals. Thus, whilst HCI theory is valuable withinthe con�nes of its narrow assumptions, it would need to be considerably extended in scopeto provide a useful basis for understanding the relationship between the individual andthe organization.Like information systems, sociology has no methodological orthodoxy and is open to abroad range of research methodologies and philosophical perspectives. The focus of theorydevelopment is upon social organizations and societies, although there is a long traditionof considering the relationship between the individual and society. In comparison withIS, however, sociology places less emphasis on research that supports the planning oforganizational or social change and research tends to be more descriptive. Nevertheless,social theories have been used to inform previous IS research and represented a substantialbody of relevant theory. Having being considered by other IS researchers (Orlikowski1992, Walsham 1993), the theory of structuration (Giddens 1984) appeared to satisfymany of the requirements identi�ed by the analysis of the IS evaluation literature. For thisreason, structuration theory was studied in some detail. In studying structuration theory,particular attention was paid to Giddens's use of ego psychology to underpin assumptionsabout the individual actor, as compared with the cognitive psychology used in HCI. Aparticular concern was the extent to which ego psychology could be used as a basis for



Chapter 1 17 Introductiondesign and intervention in IS, rather than as a descriptive tool in sociology. Althoughthe quality and depth of explanation o�ered by structuration theory was found to bevaluable in understanding some aspects of information systems and their social contexts,it has serious limitations as a basis for HCI-type study. The additional emphasis given tothe situated nature of cognition and the analysis of routinization, for example, was notsupported by any justi�cation in terms of physiology and basic cognitive processes, suchas learning. Yet, without explanations at these lower cognitive levels being consonantwith the higher level analyses o�ered by structuration theory, its use to support IS-relatedchange would not ensure that design rationales based around the individual user wouldbe consistent with the organizational/social objectives that justi�ed and facilitated thechange process.Having failed to identify an appropriate theoretical basis for developing an IS evaluationmethodology to solve the problems identi�ed, two alternatives were evident: (a) developa methodology using existing theory, with the intention of making its limitations explicit;and (b) developing an theory that integrates social and psychological explanations of ISphenomena. Given that the limitations of existing theory seemed fundamental, relating tothe basic concepts of information, system and organization, the �rst alternative was con-sidered neither to be feasible nor to o�er signi�cant improvements over existing evaluationmethodologies. For this reason, the development of an integrated theory was attempted.In developing an integrated theory, care was taken to draw upon existing theory in thevarious reference disciplines, whilst ensuring consistency through the identi�cation of theassumptions of existing theories and their reinterpretation with respect to a single con-ceptual basis. Given that such a development process would be interpretive, a particularconcern was ensuring that the study was sensitive to the historical context of theory de-velopment. Although an ideal approach would have been to study the histories of eachacademic discipline and of the relationship between the computer, the individual and so-ciety, this was clearly beyond the scope of the research and a more modest analysis wasdevised. Firstly, in order to gain an appreciation of the role of ICTs in society and the



Chapter 1 18 Introductionprecursors to the IS discipline, telecommunications and software engineering were brieystudied. This study provided some insight into what are, currently, the most widely usedICTs and the most widely used methods for developing computer-based systems. Second,to provide a review of how the relationship between the individual and ICTs had been con-ceived, the discipline of HCI was examined. Finally, the IS discipline itself was reviewedto reect the contribution of social and organizational analyses to the understanding ofICT-based systems.Given the longer history of telecommunications and its increasing convergence with infor-mation technology, its study provided several insights into the theoretical and practicaldi�culties facing information systems. Having made the transition from being a subjectof interest to the electrical engineer to a household (and, increasingly, a personal) com-modity, the telephone serves as a useful reference point for making sense of developmentsin computer technologies and their application. Of particular value was the comparisonof the notions of `information,' `communication' and `system' in telecommunications andinformation systems, which led to the realization that the theory must be able to provideprecise de�nitions of these terms that had clear referents. In the absence of such precision,explanations of IS phenomena would be ambiguous and subject to broad interpretation.The increased awareness of these basic conceptual issues was reected to a degree in a �rstattempt at theory development (Hemingway 1999). Further analysis, some of which is pre-sented in chapter 2, con�rmed the initial impression that more attention needed to be paidto making explicit which phenomena are to be regarded as concrete objects, events involv-ing concrete objects, mental phenomena or other kinds of entity. Consequently, a searchof the philosophy of science and philosophy of social science literatures was undertaken.Over the past twenty years, the philosophical debates in information systems have focusedon epistemological issues, such as how to account for the di�erences in actors' world viewsand the subjectivity of the research process. Although these debates have bene�ted theIS community, the relativism of some IS research has led to a degree of self-doubt aboutthe validity of generalized claims made by IS researchers (Baskerville and Lee 1999). The



Chapter 1 19 Introductionquestions being raised, combined with the concerns about the ambiguity of basic terms,suggested that a key task in theory development was the construction of an ontologyof information systems. A review of several discussions of ontological issues found twoperspectives - one natural sciences (Hacking 1983) and one social sciences (Keat and Urry1982) oriented - that provided scope for addressing ontological issues whilst permittingthe diversity of epistemological viewpoints suggested by IS research. In particular, bothconsidered the justi�cation of ontological commitments to kinds of phenomena, whilstrecognizing that each kind could be described in di�erent ways and that no descriptioncould be regarded as objectively true.Adopting a philosophical standpoint derived from the work of Keat and Urry (1982) andHacking (1983), the literature of the various reference disciplines was again reviewed withthe purpose of developing ontological commitments to basic phenomena and, buildingupon these de�nitions, providing explanations that were as precise as established evidencewould permit. As discussed in chapter 4, the analysis of the sociology literature led tothe conclusion that the only safe ontological commitments that could be made were to theindividual actor as a physical being; the spatiotemporal regions in which social activitiestook place; and events involving actors and physical objects. This analysis concurred withthat of Giddens (1984) in two key respects: (a) it implied that the apparent structuringof social activity was inferred from perceptions of the similarities between events; and (b)similarities in social activity were perceived because individual actors tend to act similarlyin similar circumstances and alter their behaviours in accordance with those of otheractors. There was, however, a key point of departure from the ontology of the theoryof structuration: the reliance upon ego psychology did not appear to be justi�able as anaccount of empirical evidence from cognitive psychology. Thus, ontological commitmentsto the individual must be developed by drawing upon the psychology and HCI literatureand the ontology of social phenomena then reconsidered.Despite concentrating on established results in cognitive psychology, it was clear froma brief review of the discipline that controversies surrounding basic cognitive phenom-



Chapter 1 20 Introductionena could not be decisively resolved with the empirical evidence available. Consequently,given the intimate relationship between information and subjective meaning, it wouldprove impossible to resolve many ontological issues raised by the comparison of socialand psychological analyses. As a result, the research strategy shifted from a constructiveprocess of ontology development to a process of synthesis broadly comparable with dialec-tic. The application of this process (described in section 1.5) began with the most basiccommunicative act and developed an explanation of how a combination of physiologicalsimilarity and interaction between individuals in co-presence could result in the emergenceof shared meanings. Although clear ontological commitments could not be justi�ed in thispart of the theory's ontology, the commitments made were considered from several levelsof analysis, ranging from the physiological level to social cognition.Having `reconstructed' the notion of the individual from a socio-cognitive standpoint,theory development continued by reinterpreting the earlier ontology of social phenomenato ensure their consistency with the remainder of the theory. Encouragingly, this stage oftheory development uncovered few inconsistencies, which were resolved through a similar`dialectic' process to the one applied to the psychology literature. At this stage, however,it was recognized that the focus on cognition had implicitly maintained the assumptionof well-de�ned goals, which, in the light of the literature review, did not seem defensible.Drawing upon the social cognition, sociology, economics and IS evaluation literature, thisassumption was investigated and the theorymodi�ed to provide more detailed explanationsof personal and social value concepts. It is at this stage that the theory is weakest. Again,the reason for this stems from the di�culties encountered by all disciplines in investigatingthe concepts related to personal value, such as the self-concept, either empirically orconceptually. The explicit inclusion of a more detailed account of value was, however, feltto be valuable, although it is expected that this part of the theory will change considerablyas a result of future research.Having developed a basic socio-cognitive theory, which addressed key psychological andsocial phenomena from a single consistent viewpoint, the theory was extended to account



Chapter 1 21 Introductionfor IS-speci�c phenomena, principally the information system, information artefact andICT. Given the ambiguity found in the information systems literature regarding the mean-ings of basic terms, some new terminology was introduced at this stage to make clear thedistinctions between subjective phenomena, such as information, and objective phenom-ena, such as the artefacts used by individuals to inform one another. A consequence of thisapproach is that some of the basic terms used in the theory are quite di�erent from thosealready familiar to the IS community. For this reason, it was felt necessary to `test' theseconcepts and illustrate their value by applying them to information systems problems.Given the potential contribution of the theory's detailed consideration of value and itsnovel IS-speci�c terms, IS evaluation was considered to be an appropriate applicationarea. IS evaluation had the further bene�t that it had already been studied in somedetail and, consequently, the problems that needed to be addressed were well understood.As evaluation activity is a key component of the IS development lifecycle and existinglifecycle models did not utilize the concepts provided by the socio-cognitive theory ofinformation systems, a prerequisite to exploring IS evaluation was the statement of thesystems lifecycle in socio-cognitive terms. Taking the notion of social transformation asa focal point, such a lifecycle model was developed and is presented in Hemingway andGough (1999a) and chapter 6. The evaluation methodology based upon this lifecycle modelis presented in Gough and Hemingway (1999) and in the second part of chapter 6. Themethodology draws upon the value concepts and other components of the socio-cognitivetheory to provide an approach to evaluation that is quite di�erent to those currently inwidespread use. Although empirical testing of the methodology was beyond the scopeof this research, some reasons why this represents a potential improvement over currentevaluation methodologies are considered towards the end of chapter 6.



Chapter 1 22 Introduction1.5 Dialectic as a Research MethodAs indicated by the research approach, this research has relied upon conceptual analysisand the criticism of existing theory in order to develop an integrated theory of informationsystems. In order to claim that such a research process results in a valid contribution toknowledge, a systematic approach to analysis must be taken. As in the case of empiricalresearch, this is best ensured by the use of an appropriate research method. Methods foranalysing and criticizing theory are not widely addressed in the IS literature, however.For this reason, methods used in other academic disciplines were drawn upon throughoutthe research to develop an appropriate method. A signi�cant inuence in this regard wasthe process of dialectic, which has similar aims of criticizing and integrating/synthesisingtheory.There is a long tradition of using dialectic, going back at least to Aristotle's analysis of thephilosophy of Plato (Owen 1986). More recently, dialectic has been used by Hegel, whodeveloped the method with the aim of making philosophy \an objective, demonstratedscience." (Hegel 1976, p.53). Hegel's work has since had a signi�cant inuence on the useof dialectic in philosophy (Beiser 1993). Throughout this time, dialectic has been regardedas a method for developing more general and/or more valid knowledge claims, making ita potentially valuable tool for theory development.Popper (1940) characterized Hegel's dialectic as a process of thesis, antithesis and synthe-sis. This reect's Hegel's aim of showing that knowledge claims were self-contradictoryand, subsequently, resolving these contradictions to attain a higher level of truth. Forster(1993) provides a more speci�c description of Hegel's method:1. Show that category A contains category B.2. Show that category B also contains categoryA and that the categories are, therefore,self-contradictory.3. Derive a category C that subsumes A and B with their senses changed so that the



Chapter 1 23 Introductioncontradiction is resolved.This account of Hegel's dialectic is su�ciently speci�c to be used as a method for de-veloping knowledge claims. It reveals, however, some aspects of Hegel's philosophy thatare incompatible with the philosophical basis of this research. Two points are of particu-lar concern. First, the method focuses exclusively upon categories, or concepts, reectingHegel's idealist philosophy. Second, the method assumes that dialectic will lead to a single,objectively true body of knowledge.Hegel's writings advocate both realism and the development of a single true body ofknowledge (Sayers 1985), indicating that Hegel believed there exists an objective worldand that true explanations of that reality can be developed. As an idealist, Hegel believedthat such truth would be attained through a process of reasoning that would eliminateerrors and inconsistencies in knowledge. This view that truth is ultimately reected inideas creates a serious problem for Hegel's philosophy: it is not possible to demonstratethat knowledge is true of the world if knowledge and reality are assumed to be distinct.This problem does not arise, however, if the relationship between knowledge and the worldis considered in realist and materialist terms. Such a philosophical standpoint has beentaken by Marx (1974) and, more recently, by Sayers (1985) as the basis for reinterpretingthe dialectic method. It is also quite consistent with Hacking's position with respect toknowledge in the natural sciences (Hacking 1983) and the position adopted by Keat andUrry (1982) with respect to knowledge in the social sciences.The second major weakness of Hegelian dialectic is the assumption that a single bodyof true knowledge can be developed. It is now well-established that experience of thereal world is interpreted and that subjective interpretation is necessarily partial and ofteninaccurate (Kuhn 1962). Moreover, theories must be represented in some form and itis also evident that forms of representation both conceal and reveal di�erent aspects ofthe knowledge they represent (Potts 1996). Replacing objective truth with a relativisticaccount of knowledge, however, threatens to undermine the dialectic process altogether. If
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InterpretingFigure 1.1: The Dialectical Relationship Between Acting In and Knowing About the Worldno theory can be regarded as more true than another, then there is no basis for assertingthat dialectic leads to better theories about the world. It should be noted, however, that,whilst the interpretive nature of subjective experience denies the possibility of objectivelytrue knowledge, it does not rule out the possibility of evaluating the relative truth ofknowledge claims, provided that experience and theory interrelate. Given that a closerelationship between theory and experience/practice is consistent with materialism, thisis an appropriate starting point for developing an alternative dialectic process.Taking materialism, realism and subjective interpretation as starting points, a dialecticrelationship between acting in and knowing about the world can be described (�gure 1.1).The development of knowledge about the world is regarded as a process of: (a) activelyengaging in the world, both to change it and to experience it; (b) interpreting one'sexperiences; (c) abstracting from those experiences and one's existing knowledge to developknowledge about the world; and (d) interpreting that knowledge with respect to one'sexperiences of the world in order to guide one's actions. Clearly, a person is practicallylimited in what he or she can achieve in a given time and situation. Consequently, di�erentkinds of activity emphasise di�erent aspects of the dialectic process. Some kinds of activityare illustrated in �gure 1.2.Developing knowledge and evaluating its truth, like any other human activity, necessarilyinvolves engagement in the dialectical process. The di�erence between everyday activityand the scienti�c pursuit of knowledge are, therefore, only matters of degree. They aresocial conventions and institutionalized practices that serve a variety of functions, the
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Chapter 1 26 Introductionmost important of which are:� specifying what constitutes valid observation and the reporting of experiences, andwhat constitutes acceptable scienti�c activity;� determining whether the referents of a theory are real;� appraising theories in terms of their scope, coherence, consistency and simplicity;and� developing forms of representation that e�ectively communicate evidence and theory.In order to establish a method for analysing, criticizing and developing theory, it is neces-sary to identify the contribution of theory and theory development to each of the activitiesabove. It should be noted, however, that relatively little will be said about the �nal pointbecause forms of representation are subjects of the research and are, therefore, addressedin the following chapters.In considering the acquisition of valid scienti�c evidence, it should be noted that dialecticasserts a causal relationship between the world and the subject. A person comes to knowabout the world by experiencing its e�ects and by interpreting and reasoning from theseexperiences towards increasingly accurate descriptions of the things themselves. A criticalcomponent of empirical and theoretical research, therefore, is an appreciation of cause-e�ect relationships and causal attribution.Ideally, causal relations could be described in terms of necessary and su�cient conditions:� a cause is necessary if the e�ect is only present when the cause is present; and� a cause is su�cient if the e�ect is always present when the cause is present.A simple causal relation of this kind would, in principle, be falsi�able in the Popperiansense (Popper 1972). Unfortunately, the possibility of causally inhibiting factors compli-



Chapter 1 27 Introductioncates this situation because it cannot be the case that there exists a causal factor thatsatis�es the above criteria and a causally inhibiting factor that also satis�es them. Thereare, however, many kinds of events to which both kinds of causal factor are associated - asin the case of our ability both to start and to extinguish �res. Thus, a more complex ac-count of causality is required, involving non-necessary and non-su�cient causes. It is alsosometimes desirable to describe causes in quantitative or other relative or proportionateterms. Following Cartwright (1983), it is suggested that causal relations can be assertedon the basis of both:� creating causally isolated conditions with respect to a particular e�ect and addingor removing causal factors in a controlled manner; and� showing that the probability of the e�ect given the presence of the causal factor isgreater (or smaller) than the probability of the e�ect.The �rst requirement involves establishing minimally su�cient conditions to yield an e�ect.Where possible, variations in conditions and resultant variations in e�ects are recordedwith precision. The resulting evidence is used to establish generalized claims about causalrelations, using changes in probability of occurrence as evidence of causality.The human subject complicates the analysis of causality in two ways: (a) objective causalrelations only become evident through a dialectic process between the world and an in-dividual; and (b) human subjects engage in a dialectical relationship with the world,which must be explained in causal terms. The use of dialectic to understand phenomenaas objective phenomena has two implications. First, causal isolation is an experience ofcausal isolation and, therefore, the situation under study can only be regarded as causallyisolated insofar as it appears to be isolated and insofar as knowledge of relevant causalfactors has progressed. Second, where technologies support causal analysis the subject'sinterpretation of the form(s) of representation used will a�ect his or her attribution ofcausality.
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Subjective Representation Subjective RepresentationFigure 1.3: The Dialectical Relationship Between Researcher and SubjectConsidering the causal analysis of human action, the situation is more complex. Causalattribution must attempt to predict the e�ects of the actions of others whilst recognizingthat the person, as a causal agent, has acted freely (Hospers 1956). We must also recognizethat any such causal attributions are made on the basis of the observer regarding the actoras an object. Such attributions do not represent the intentions of the subject that led tothe e�ects observed. There is a fundamental di�erence between agency and action, andregarding the person as an object only provides insight into agency. To appreciate humanaction, a more complex dialectical relation must be understood (see �gure 1.3).By understanding the dialectic relationship between researcher and subject, it is possibleto build upon an objective causal analysis by working out what a person believes he or shehas done (as opposed to what evidence suggests were the e�ects of his or her behaviours)and why he or she acted in that way. In order to do this, it must be recognized thatsubjective processes involve personal knowledge and intentions. Moreover, actors considerthe social interactions they observe to be the results of the intentional actions of others.Thus, social actions are based upon the interpretation of knowledge with respect to anindividual's intentions and the intentions of other actors. The various interpretive researchapproaches can be e�ective in revealing a person's intentions and their perceptions of theintentions of others (Boland 1985, Walsham 1993). For the researcher to make sense of the



Chapter 1 29 Introductionviews of others, he or she must also recognize that his or her interpretations also involvepersonal intentions relating to the conduct of the research.When utilizing a text as evidence, rather than a particular social interaction, the dialecticprocess is somewhat di�erent (as is the case with some forms of ICT, as emphasized bythe distinction between interacting with and through ICTs presented in chapter 5). Themost obvious di�erence is that the intentions of the author are not a�ected by his or herinterpretations of readers' actions. Moreover, neither the text nor the intentions behindits construction will be a�ected by the intentions of the reader. These di�erences must betaken into account when devising methods for empirical study based upon the methodsfor analysing texts, as in the case of hermeneutics (Hirschheim 1992), and vice versa. Afailure to do so increases the risk that the intentions of the subjects under study will bemisinterpreted.Having considered objective evidence relating to events and related this to evidence con-cerning the intentions and knowledge of actors, an attempt can be made to utilize theresulting evidence to develop one's own knowledge. A �rst step in this process is to iden-tify the referents of the texts or actors under study. When doing so, the aim is to evaluatethe evidence relating to the entities and events postulated. Where the evidence suggeststhat a particular kind is real, this knowledge can be checked against one's existing bodyof theory and one's own ontology, thereby, improved. Where the evidence suggests thata postulated kind is not real, the evidence must be used both to identify possible errorsin one's own ontology and to reinterpret the text or empirical evidence. The purpose ofreinterpretation is to establish whether: (a) the initial attempt had resulted in a misin-terpretation; or (b) whether sense can be made of the subject's or text's explanations interms of one's own theoretical viewpoint. At all times, the process is a dialectic one inwhich `negotiations' between the evidence being studied and the theory being developedwork towards a more satisfactory explanation.It is inevitable when studying human activity that concepts will be used for which thereis little evidence. In such cases, the dialectic process must often relax the materialistic



Chapter 1 30 Introductionrequirement and make a trade-o� between the value of the theory and its rigour. Otherevaluation criteria, such as the utility, consistency and simplicity of the theory, althoughnot as strong as the materialist requirement, can be used to support the dialectic process.In cases where sources of evidence are in conict, however, those claims with the mostconcrete evidence must carry more weight in theory development.1.6 Organization of the ThesisExpanding upon the background and key issues outlined in this chapter, four perspectiveson information and communication technologies (ICTs) are presented in chapter 2. Themain aim of this review is to illustrate how current perspectives on information systemsand software development and evaluation are singly too narrow in scope, yet too disparateto be applied in combination. Having considered the limitations of current informationsystems approaches, the contributions of reference disciplines are considered in chapters3 and 4. Chapter 3 considers various psychological and sociological perspectives on theindividual, paying particular attention to the di�erent ontological commitments made bythe theories, as well as their coverage of the key aspects of individual action and interactionthat need to be addressed by the IS community. Chapter 4 presents a similar analysis atseveral social levels, again considering both psychological and sociological theories. Giventhe subject matter of information systems research, particular attention is paid in thischapter to the analysis of organizational forms.Having analysed relevant theory and empirical studies at various levels of analysis, fromthe single person to supra-organizational forms, chapter 5 presents the socio-cognitivetheory of information systems as an integrated theory for explaining the psychologicaland social issues relevant to the development of ICT-based information systems. Chapter6 presents initial applications of the theory to propose new models of the informationsystems and software development lifecycles and to address some of the problems of ICTinvestment evaluation. Chapter 7 reects upon the research process, comments on the



Chapter 1 31 Introductionpotential contribution of the proposed theory to improving information systems theoryand practice and considers options for future research to develop and test the theory andits applications.



Chapter 2Current Perspectives onInformation and CommunicationSystems2.1 IntroductionThis chapter reviews four disciplines that are primarily concerned with the design, de-velopment, evaluation and use of information and communication systems. The �rst -Telecommunications Engineering - is briey considered in terms of theory and practicerelated to the transmission and receipt of signals. This discipline is distinguished fromthe remaining three by its technology-centred focus and lack of attention to the `infor-mational content' of the signal. This area is typi�ed by Shannon and Weaver's theory ofcommunication (Shannon and Weaver 1963).The second discipline - Software Engineering - also has its origins in technology-centreddesign, although the emphasis is upon the e�cient storage, maintenance and disseminationof structured data. The interest in structure is manifest in a shift in emphasis from physical32



Chapter 2 33 Current Perspectivesto logical design considerations.The third discipline - Human-Computer Interaction - represents a signi�cant shift in the-oretical underpinnings, drawing upon cognitive psychology to provide a more human-centred approach to the design of ICTs. This discipline pays relatively little attention tothe logical aspects of design, such as data modelling, because the discipline regards itselfas supplementing existing software engineering practice with insights into the processes ofinteraction between users and ICTs.The fourth discipline - Information Systems - aims to cover the areas addressed bySoftware Engineering and, to some extent, Human-Computer Interaction, from a so-cial/organizational perspective. Given that most computer-based systems are used withinorganizations, the approach to development emphasises the aims and needs of the organi-zation or social group. Rather than attempting to develop reliable technological artefactsor match technical design with human physiology and cognitive abilities, the aim is tomanage the social and economic impacts of technological change. Consequently, Informa-tion Systems pays less attention to the engineering aspects of design than the other threedisciplines.Having provided a broad review of the main research areas relating to the use of ICTs insocial systems, the chapter concludes with a statement of the key issues relating to theirimproved design, development, evaluation and use.2.2 Telecommunications EngineeringIn general terms, Telecommunications Engineering is concerned with the use of cable net-works and electromagnetic wave broadcasting for long-distance public and private com-munications. E�ectively beginning with the invention of the telegraph by Samuel Morse in1837, this branch of engineering has come to include telephony, radio, television, satelliteand mobile communications. Increasingly, telecommunications networks are being used



Chapter 2 34 Current Perspectivesfor data transmission and are being integrated with computer networks, leading to anincreasing overlap between the studies of information and communication technologies.In its present state, and for much of its history, telecommunications engineering can beconsidered in terms of three sub-areas: product engineering, manufacturing engineeringand systems engineering. There is a broad analogy between these sub-areas and the stagesof design, development and implementation of computer-based information systems at theorganizational level. This analogy is exploited in the identi�cation of key information andsoftware systems development issues at the end of the chapter. Given the aims of thisthesis, however, manufacturing engineering is not considered in any detail.2.2.1 Product EngineeringAs the design stage in telecommunications, product engineering refers to the developmentof prototype devices for use in a telecommunications network. The process leading fromthe initial concept (or a speci�c communications problem), through research and devel-opment, to a working product suitable for mass production is informed by a substantialbody of theory, primarily consisting of: (a) representations of signals; (b) probability the-ory; and (c) information theory and coding. A brief consideration of the characteristicsof these areas illustrates the nature of information and communication as seen by thetelecommunications engineer. This perspective provides an insight into the developmentof the infrastructure required for multi-user and inter-organizational information systemsand can be contrasted with the other disciplines considered in this chapter.Relying extensively upon the theory of communication proposed by Shannon and Weaver(1963), the communication process is typically modelled as shown in �gure 2.1. Thecommunicated message is regarded as a patterned signal. No signi�cance is attached to theinterpreted meaning of the signal, which is assumed to match the meaning of the messageat source, provided that the signal is only minimally disturbed during its transmission.Indeed, the individuals acting as source and user of the message are e�ectively ignored, as



Chapter 2 35 Current PerspectivesSource of InformationTransmitter Channel ReceiverInformation User
Communication SystemFigure 2.1: The Telecommunications Engineering Model of Communicationillustrated by Haykin (1994, p.3):\A source of information may be characterised in terms of the signal thatcarries the information. A signal is de�ned as a single-valued function of timethat plays the role of the dependent variable . . . "Having identi�ed the signal as the fundamental concern of the communications process,telcommunications engineering has developed numerous devices for representing and ma-nipulating signals so that the impacts of the transmitter, channel (including interference)and receiver can be studied. In practice, Fourier series and Fourier transforms are themain methods of signal representation, providing a frequency-domain description of thesignal. The manipulation of signals is known as modulation and involves the modi�cationof a carrier wave in accordance with the message signal (Haykin 1994). The types of mod-ulation available depend upon whether a continuous sinusoidal wave or a periodic sequenceof rectangular pulses is used as the carrier. A speech signal, for example, may be used tomodulate a (continuous) radio wave by modifying either its amplitude (AM), its frequency(FM) or its phase (PM). Alternatively, the speech signal could be periodically sampledand the sampled values encoded by modifying the amplitude, duration or position of the



Chapter 2 36 Current Perspectivesrectangular pulses on the carrier wave. Increasingly, however, pulse-code modulation isused, because its conversion of modulated pulses into binary symbols provides a numberof advantages:� the signal is more robust to noise in the environment because the 0s and 1s canbe regenerated (i.e. each pulse need only be determined to be a 0 or 1 for perfectrecovery of the message, whereas other modulation techniques require the wholerange of modulated values corresponding to, for example, the voice, to be discerned);� diverse sources of information are easily integrated because they are all convertedinto a common binary format; and� the transmission can more easily be made secure.Owing to the consideration of signals as patterns, rather than as intentional constructions,the communication process is regarded as probabilistic in nature. The main concern of thetelecommunications engineer is to increase the probability that the message (of unknownappearance) will be received accurately. Given that transmission is imperfect, there aretwo factors - noise and interference - that can be characterised in terms of probabilitytheory. A further application of probability is the construction of e�cient mechanismsfor coding messages. The Morse Code, for example, uses short codes for frequently usedsymbols and longer codes for infrequent symbols.Information theory makes use of probability to provide a mathematical basis for describingthe relationship between a message source and a communication channel. Two conceptsserve as the basis for information theory: the entropy of an information source and thecapacity of a communication channel. Entropy is a measure of the average informationcontent per symbol for an information source with a given alphabet (i.e. set of symbols).The calculation reects the fact that a symbol occurring with probability p = 1 is uninfor-mative, whereas the less likely symbols are to occur, the more informative each occurrenceof a symbol will be. Where the prior probabilities of the occurrence of each symbol in an



Chapter 2 37 Current PerspectivesH(') = K�1Xk=0 pklog2� 1pk�where ' is the alphabet s0 : : :sK�1 and p0 : : : pK�1 are the prior probabilitiesof occurrence of s0 : : : sK�1 respectively.Figure 2.2: Entropy of a Message Source (Adapted from Haykin 1994)alphabet are known, the entropy of a source using that alphabet is calculated as shownin �gure 2.2. The entropy for a source ranges from H(') = 0, in the case where theprobability for some symbol k is pk = 1 and there is, therefore, no uncertainty, to H(')= log2K in the case where all symbols are equiprobable and there is, therefore, maximumuncertainty.An important special case is the binary source, where the probability of symbol 0 is p0and the probability of 1 is p1 = 1 - p0. The calculation for the entropy of binary source is:H(') = -p0 log2 p0 - (1 - p0) log2 (1 - p0) bits.The entropy calculations can be extended to consider blocks of n symbols:H('n) = nH(').The use of binary encoding can be exploited to improve the e�ciency of communication.This is achieved by assigning binary code-words to each symbol in the alphabet andminimising the average code-word length; the minimum average value being determinedby the entropy of the information source, as stated by Shannon's source coding theorem(Shannon and Weaver 1963).Information theory supports many other aspects of communication process design, includ-ing data compaction (the removal of redundancy from a signal) and the calculation of the



Chapter 2 38 Current Perspectivescritical rate of a communication channel, using the channel coding theorem. In doing so,it provides a sound mathematical basis for modelling communications systems and �ndinge�cient solutions to communications problems. Whilst mathematical modelling does nottranslate directly into practical application, information theory provides a useful basis foridentifying general solutions, which can inform the development of artefacts that have theapproximate characteristics suggested by the mathematical model.From a practical perspective, two factors have a signi�cant impact upon the design ofactual products: customer requirements and regulation. As a social factor, customer re-quirements have a reexive interaction with telecommunications designs, with design beinginuenced by and inuencing customer perceptions and demands. The uptake of mobiletelephones, for example, has signi�cantly increased because the initial customer base re-alised that mobile phones could have an impact on their lifestyle as well as their businessconduct. As demand increased and the industry placed more emphasis on the lifestyleaspects of mobile telephony, economies of scale reduced unit costs and mobile phonesbecame more commonplace. This cycle has recurred in the telecommunications sector.Companies selling telephones in the 1920s, for example, formed the Comit�e ConsultatifInternationale des Communications T�el�ephoniques �a Grande Distance to coordinate theadvertising of the telephone as a necessary item and not a luxury good. Their campaignplaced considerable emphasis upon the use of the telephone to improve the individual'ssocial life (Young 1983).In terms of product engineering, the primary concern in telecommunications is developingan appropriate interface between the customer (end-user) and the telecommunicationsnetwork. Interface issues can be usefully considered in terms of two distinct categoriesof issues: products and services, roughly corresponding with ergonomics and usability,respectively. Service provision usually involves a great deal of hardware and software atthe telephone exchange, but the emphasis on usability derives from the systems engineer'sgoal to make telecommunications networks transparent to their users.Ergonomic issues include the design of handsets, the layout of keyboards, sound quality



Chapter 2 39 Current Perspectivesand, increasingly, display quality. With mobile communications, power consumption isalso an essential consideration, with battery size, power and weight being critical to theacceptance of mobile technologies. Despite the importance of these issues to end-users,few methods exist for integrating ergonomic principles into the design process. One recentapproach - High Touch (Lee et al. 1997) - has had some success in this respect. Evaluationalso seems quite sparsely covered in the literature. In general, it seems that the typicaluser is catered for and only current and soon-to-appear services are considered at thedesign stage. Consequently, the focus is on standard, reliable and low-cost products thatare replaced when new services require additional product functionality. Some exibilityis being introduced into telecommunications products, however, through their increasedconvergence with information technologies. Many telephones, for instance, now have `softkeys' with programmable functions controlled by the service provider. The development offorward-looking telecommunications standards, such as GSM (Redl, Weber and Oliphant1998), are also having a positive impact in terms of service quality and exibility.Whilst the attempt to cater for typical users has led to generally usable products thatare highly robust, some human factors, particularly the needs of disabled users, remainpoorly addressed. Whilst specially designed products are available, their bene�ts aretypically con�ned to the disabled user's home and workplace. Personal telecommunicationstechnologies, such as mobile telephones, can potentially make a signi�cant contributionin terms of improving ergonomics for a wide range of user needs. Although the designconstraints are considerably greater than for conventional telecommunications products,the combination of mobility and their personal nature mean that the bene�ts of suchproducts are less con�ned to particular locations and the speci�c needs of user categoriescan be more precisely addressed through greater product di�erentiation.2.2.2 Systems EngineeringWhereas product engineering is primarily concerned with technical quality and ergonomicissues, the development of telecommunications networks demands the consideration of four



Chapter 2 40 Current Perspectivesstakeholder groups:� government and industry regulators and standards committees;� service users;� competitors, suppliers and business partners; and� the shareholders of the network provider.Each of these stakeholders imposes demands or constraints on the network provider. Sys-tems engineering is concerned with providing telecommunications services to satisfy theneeds of users within the technical, legal, economic and other constraints imposed bythe other stakeholder groups. The range of issues that must be addressed includes: geo-graphical coverage; mobility; transmission quality; spectrum/bandwidth e�ciency; infras-tructure cost; terminal price and complexity; timing factors (e.g. average call connectiontime); security; privacy of calls; reliability (e.g. number of lost calls); available serviceoptions; and future adaptability.The telecommunications industry has, for almost a century, been subject to governmentregulation. The most signi�cant aspect of this regulation, from the perspective of net-work providers, is the issuance of operating licences, which are speci�c to geographicalareas and/or radiofrequencies. Whilst much of the technical standardisation is agreed bycommittees that have signi�cant industry involvement, licencing decisions are ultimatelypolitical. The Europe-wide GSM standard for mobile telecommunications (Redl et al.1998), for example, was developed by industry in response to the European authorities ex-pressing the need for a Europe-wide standard. The development of this open standard wassigni�cantly inuenced by network operators, who bene�t from the exibility in switchingbetween equipment suppliers. In contrast, the North American standard was inuencedby equipment vendors and, consequently, favours proprietary standards (Goodman 1997).In North America, roaming between areas covered by di�erent network operators is techni-cally more complex and, until recently, involved additional e�ort on the part of the mobile



Chapter 2 41 Current Perspectivesphone user or callers to mobile phones (for example, dialling di�erent numbers dependentupon the probable location of the person whom one wants to call).Whilst standards ensure that equipment is technically compatible, it does not guaran-tee that users will be permitted to communicate between di�erent networks. Thus, animportant issue to be addressed in improving quality of service is agreements for inter-connections between network operating companies that operate in di�erent geographicalareas and/or provide competing services to the same customer group. In the case of dif-ferent geographical areas, co-operation is rarely problematic from a business perspective(unless the operators intend to expand their present services) and the main problems tobe addressed are technical interconnection and charging policies (Goodman 1997). In con-trast, a service provider considering connecting to a competitor's network must considerthe opportunities and threats in terms of market share.Transmission quality and bandwidth e�ciency are directly related, with quality improv-ing with increased bandwidth or more e�cient bandwidth utilization. In practice, theallocation of bandwidth by governments, coupled with the increase in required capacityresulting from increased customer demand, mean that the e�cient use of bandwidth isa serious technical challenge. For this reason, various techniques have been developedfor increasing the number of voice channels available in a given frequency band. Mostsigni�cant is the use of signal multiplexing, where multiple voice channels are combinedby dividing a channel by time, frequency, time and frequency, or by using a binary codingmethod (code division multiple access) (Goodman 1997). Whilst the various techniquesall increase the capacity of network operators, they have two possible impacts upon end-users. Firstly, some multiplexing techniques cause signal quality to decrease as the numberof multiplexed signals increases. Secondly, the complexity of the equipment used by end-users must sometimes increase. This can result in increased costs (particular in terms ofupgrading existing devices) and can also a�ect factors such as power consumption.



Chapter 2 42 Current Perspectives2.2.3 SummaryThe development of a mathematical basis for telecommunications engineering has madepossible the construction of products that are of a high technical quality, yet low in cost.Consequently, although ergonomic principles are not fully incorporated into the designprocess, telecommunications devices mostly satisfy the needs of typical users. The re-quirements of users with special needs have been less well-addressed, although the trendtowards personal telecommunications may ameliorate this problem.Telecommunications networks continue to evolve, increasing in complexity and providingan ever broader range of services. The reliability and standardisation of system compo-nents means that the services provided by network operators are reliable and presentedconsistently to end-users, with the complexity of the technical infrastructure being largelytransparent. These qualities have come at the expense of exibility, however, because userstypically have �xed functionality devices that sometimes need to be replaced to gain accessto new services on a network. This situation is changing as a result of the convergenceof information and communication technologies and a more forward-looking approach todeveloping technical standards. The interconnection of networks is not always satisfactoryfrom the users' perspective because the policies and business interests of network operatorssometimes limit the exploitation of available technologies. The inuence of stakeholdergroups over the formulation of national and international standards and regulations hassigni�cant implications in this respect, as illustrated by the comparison of European andUS mobile telephony (see section 2.2.2).2.3 Software EngineeringAs noted in the previous section, software is increasingly being used to improve the ex-ibility of telecommunications products, which, in sharp contrast with modern ICT-basedsystems, usually have �xed functionality. Unfortunately, the enormous exibility of ICT-



Chapter 2 43 Current Perspectivesbased systems has not been well controlled, leading to low technical quality and frequentdi�culties in gaining user acceptance. In attempting to understand these di�erences sothat exibility, technical quality and usability can be achieved, it is instructive to considertwo basic di�erences between software and telecommunications engineering:� software development methodologies usually regard the physical aspects of a problemsituation as presenting peripheral constraints to logical design, rather than as thebasic medium for development; and� software systems have typically not been constructed from standard components ofveri�ed design.The main consequence of focusing on the logical rather than physical aspects of designis that the limitations of computer and software technologies are not accommodated bythe methods for exploiting them. Thus, whilst telecommunications engineering comparesthe abstract notion of entropy with the concrete limit of a communication channel's ca-pacity, software development methodologies model problem situations in only abstractterms. Logical data models, for example, are usually �nalised before considering the ba-sic properties of the ICT artefacts being used to construct the information system. Thischaracteristic of software engineering is considered here as a possible cause of low levelsof software reliability and user acceptance for computer-based information systems.A second consequence of ignoring the physical aspects of the problem situation is thatlittle attention is paid by software engineers to how software systems are used (Gough andHemingway 1999). This is also true of telecommunications engineering, as illustrated bythe lack of integration of ergonomic factors into the design process. The complexity ofmodern computer systems, however, means that an acceptable level of usability is oftendi�cult to achieve.The tradition of developing software systems de novo, rather than using veri�ed sys-tems components further complicates the task faced by software engineers. Numerous



Chapter 2 44 Current Perspectivestechniques and technologies are being explored by the software engineering communityfor managing this complexity. Software reuse models (Boulange 1998) attempt to es-tablish basic systems components; CASE tools (Parkinson 1991) and fourth generationlanguages (Wojtkowski 1990) focus on particular classes of problems; and software pro-cess improvement methods attempt to institutionalize development practices that reducesoftware errors (Fitzgerald and O'Kane 1999).The following analysis examines the above three issues - ICT artefact characteristics, users'working environments and software/project complexity - from the perspective of improv-ing the satisfaction of customers and end-users. Several lifecycle models (illustrated in�gure 2.3), reecting di�erent approaches to addressing these issues, are considered be-low, followed by a summary, which identi�es the main challenges to establishing technicalquality and introducing user-centred development practices.2.3.1 Conventional Software EngineeringDespite the two fundamental di�erences between software development and other typesof engineering, conventional engineering methods have inspired many attempts at system-atizing the software development process, the most notable example being the conventional`waterfall' model (Royce 1970). Although the limitations of this model are well recognized,its inuence can still be discerned in many methodologies that are currently in widespreaduse (for example, SSADM, Goodland and Slater 1995). Figure 2.3(a) illustrates the wa-terfall model as described by Easteal and Davies (1989).The waterfall model regards software development as an essentially linear process. Be-ginning with an informal statement of requirements by the customer, a detailed problemspeci�cation is constructed by an analyst. The speci�cation is described in abstract termsand used to create a logical design for a computer system to satisfy the speci�cation. Thisdesign is then translated into a detailed technical design, which is implemented using aspeci�c combination of hardware and software. The implementation is �nally tested to
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Chapter 2 46 Current Perspectivesensure compliance with the speci�cation before being released for operational use.The basic lifecycle model provides no explicit mechanism for taking into account the char-acteristics of the available ICT artefacts until the logical design is �nalised. Consequently,consideration of the technical skills required, the complexity of programming and testing,or of technical quality and e�ciency is limited. Various tools and techniques - which oftenassume the waterfall model, but can be used in the context of di�erent lifecycle approaches- have been developed to address the problems of identifying user skills, selecting hardwareand software and estimating software complexity. These are discussed in detail in section2.3.7.In terms of accounting for the context in which a software system will be used, the wa-terfall model has two serious and well-documented de�ciencies. First, the customer - whode�nes the system's requirements - and the users are virtually excluded from the designprocess, which makes extensive use of technical design notations. Consequently, manydesign decisions that may a�ect the �t of software into the users' working practices arebased upon the developer's interpretations of what the customer requires, supplementedby his or her understanding of what constitutes a user-friendly system. This approachhas been cited as a reason for low levels of user acceptance (Willcocks and Mason 1987).Second, the one-o� statement of user requirements, which is documented in a way that isdi�cult for users to understand, results in the analyst being faced with the onerous taskof integrating the software system into modi�ed business processes. Owing to the rigidnature of the software development process, it has been common for integration to pro-ceed by making the workers �t around the computer system (Avison and Fitzgerald 1995).Such technology-centred changes can have negative impacts in terms of job satisfactionand business performance.The low level of user participation achieved when using the waterfall model stems from itsdocument driven nature. The criterion for progressing through the lifecycle is the com-pletion of key documents at each phase (Boehm 1988). The document generation processbegins in the customer's and/or users' language but becomes increasingly technical as



Chapter 2 47 Current Perspectivesanalysis and design proceed. This process of translation demands that the user eitherbecomes increasingly involved in technical detail or - more likely - allows the softwaredeveloper to make design decisions. From the technical design stages onwards, the cus-tomer/users are completely excluded from the development process until the software issu�ciently complete to be exposed to end-users.The limitations of the above process are well understood. Requirements analysis nota-tions, such as Data Flow Diagrams (DeMarco 1979) and Entity-Relationship Models (Chen1976), have been found to be less intuitive to non-technical persons than was previouslythought (Moody 1996, Chan 1998). Indeed, empirical studies suggest that even softwareengineering practitioners have a limited appreciation of the semantic constructs used inEntity-Relationship Models (Hitchman 1995). Thus, although it has been accepted thatthe customer and users will be excluded from development at some stage, this may occurearlier in the development process than has been assumed, owing to the technical natureof conventional modelling tools.Having stated the problem and made some contributions to its analysis, the customerand users are faced with a long delay before the software is ready for use. Evidence sug-gests that customer and user requirements change over time (Eason 1988). Consequently,the long delay incurred by following the waterfall lifecycle risks developing software that,when delivered, is solving the wrong problem. Another factor reducing software acceptancearises from the exclusion of the customer following requirements speci�cation. Evaluationcriteria are stated by the problem owner, but are then subject to interpretation by thesoftware developers to de�ne when the software requirements have been met. These met-rics are then combined with the developer's technical criteria to determine whether thesoftware is of an acceptable quality. As illustrated by decision theorists (see, for example,Alt 1971 and French 1986 ), preference elicitation is notoriously di�cult and the e�ectiveaggregation of di�erent stakeholder preferences presents futher di�culties. Thus, it seemsunlikely that even the most user conscious developer can genuinely make choices on thecustomer's or users' behalf.



Chapter 2 48 Current PerspectivesA �nal obstacle to gaining user acceptance stems from the separation of functional andnon-functional requirements, which occurs at the analysis stage (Pressman 1997). Fac-tors relevant to the system but not modelled in information terms are classi�ed as non-functional and, consequently, regarded as design constraints. Given that many workingnorms, corporate standards and other issues fall into this category, there is a signi�cantrisk that adopting this perspective will result in the encoding and, thereby, reinforcementof old working practices. If, as evidence suggests, the greatest bene�ts from systems de-velopment stem from the adoption of more e�ective methods rather than e�ciency gains(Strassmann 1990), the waterfall model may actually limit the bene�ts of any developmentactivity.As with software and hardware selection, the waterfall model is somewhat limited in termsof managing project complexity and risk. A great deal of progress has been made in ad-dressing these issues through the adoption of process improvement standards, which havenational and international recognition and through the developmeent of project manage-ment tools. A selection of these standards and tools is reviewed in section 2.3.8.2.3.2 The Iterative Waterfall ModelAs illustrated above, the waterfall model is too constraining because early decisions some-times need to be revised in light of new information and/or changed circumstances. Beforeconsidering alternative lifecycle models, the impact of iteration on the waterfall model isexamined.A key criticism of the conventional model is that the logical design is �nalised beforetechnical issues are seriously considered. Where iteration is introduced, the logical designcan be revised if it is found to be impracticable given actual technical constraints. Twopoints can be noted with regard to this approach to accommodating the characteristicsof ICT artefacts. Firstly, it is likely to lengthen the already time-consuming developmentprocess. Secondly, it provides no explicit mechanisms for balancing the criteria for good



Chapter 2 49 Current Perspectiveslogical design against the practicalities of implementation.Few of the serious constraints on user participation are alleviated by the use of iterationbecause they arise from the technical, document-driven nature of the individual phases.Iteration has no signi�cant impact upon the way in which each phase is conducted, butsimply identi�es elements of earlier documents that need to be revised to resolve di�cultiesat subsequent stages. The nature of the documentation itself, which is the key limitationto user participation, remains unchanged. A note of caution must also be raised regardingthe process by which documents are revised. Objections would be expected if technicalexperts adjusted the documents developed by analysts and users to make implementationmore convenient. Alteration of documents without the original authors' involvement mayalso deviate from the actual requirements of users. Where such revisions must be approvedby the analysts and users, however, the problem of technical competency arises. Giventhat the later stages in the lifecycle require considerable technical skill, it is likely thatthe reasons for changing documentation will also be technical. Consequently, users arefaced with requests to balance their requirements against technical issues that they do notfully understand. This pressure may be considerable if the software developers are froman external organization that competed for the development contract. In this respect,iteration may result in a more technology-driven development approach.2.3.3 Incremental DevelopmentA simple variation on the waterfall model is the incremental approach to systems devel-opment (�gure 2.3b). This approach involves partitioning a software system into discretecomponents and ordering them in terms of their importance to the customer and/or users.The waterfall process is then applied to the various components, beginning with the corefunctionality and ending with the `nice to have' features. Whilst the approach o�ers noadvantages over the waterfall model in terms of addressing technical issues, it claims twokey bene�ts in terms of user involvement:



Chapter 2 50 Current Perspectives� core functionality is available to the user more rapidly than via the conventionalwaterfall model; and� feedback from initial phases can be accommodated by later increments to the system(Pressman 1997).In the absence of systematic comparisons between the various lifecycle models, severalreservations can be made regarding the bene�ts of this approach. Design decisions are stilltaken by the software engineer. Thus, the increase in user involvement is limited. Giventhat core functionality is likely to represent a signi�cant proportion of the investment insoftware, the extent to which negative user feedback can be accommodated is unlikely tobe considerable. Minor criticisms could be addressed in a timely manner through incre-mental development, but it is doubtful that this represents a signi�cant advantage over thewaterfall model, particularly in view of the need to develop new functionality at the sametime as modifying the structure of existing code. Furthermore, releasing components toend users could conceivably constrain the designer's future technical decisions, which maya�ect the project's overall success. A likely example, which the addition of iteration to thewaterfall model addressed, is that later design phases may call for the revision of earlierdesign decisions. The operational use of core functionality in the case of the incrementalmodel may complicate, or even preclude, such revisions, particularly where the proposedchanges a�ect interfaces that are rated highly by users or require the modi�cation of datamodels that have been used to encode corporate data.2.3.4 PrototypingIn comparison with the use of an incremental approach, the use of prototyping at theanalysis and/or design stages can have a more substantial impact upon software develop-ment. A signi�cant problem for many customers and users is that, although they can statetheir problem, they have insu�cient experience of possible solutions to state their prefer-ences between them. Consequently, their contribution to design decisions is very limited.



Chapter 2 51 Current PerspectivesPrototyping can help to overcome this by providing the various stakeholders with some ex-perience of alternative software solutions. Furthermore, experimentation with alternativework processes can help customers and users to clarify their requirements. The potentialfor improving dialogue between customer/user and analyst is signi�cant. Whereas users�nd data models and technical speci�cations di�cult to interpret and evaluate, they canusually state without di�culty their preferences between systems that they have used.Whilst prototyping techniques can both prolong and raise the standard of user-analyst di-alogue, even when simply introduced into the waterfall approach, they do have a numberof limitations. Firstly, the development and use of prototypes must be carefully managedin order to avoid slowing down the systems development process or unduly increasingits cost. Both the cost and time for prototype development will vary with the methodused, which can range from a paper mock-up to a `rough and ready' version of the system(Olle et al. 1988) . Care must be taken to ensure that the prototype is only developedto a su�cient degree to allow customers and users to clarify their needs and preferences.Secondly, prototyping is only useful for analysing some aspects of systems and less usefulfor others. As noted by (Olle et al. 1988, p.203), prototypes \. . . greatly facilitate gettingthe visible aspects of a design speci�cation correct" but it is \. . .much harder for the useracceptor to evaluate correctness, completeness and consistency of elements that show uponly indirectly, such as complex computation and integrity rules." Thus, whilst prototyp-ing can improve user participation, it will only address certain requirements and designissues. The discussion of other issues relies upon the use of traditional analysis techniques.It is, therefore, possible that the unmanaged use of prototyping could be detrimental tothe development process, encouraging users to focus on what is easy to prototype andvisualize, rather than what is critical to the success of the project. A related risk is thatusers may focus their e�orts on re�ning the prototype rather than evaluating it as one ofmany possible solutions. In other words, prototyping might lead to the search for a `localmaximum' rather than placing an emphasis on describing the general characteristics of a`globally optimal' system.



Chapter 2 52 Current PerspectivesHaving proceeded, with the aid of prototypes, to develop the requirements speci�cationand design documents, there are two options for progression: to throw away the prototypeor develop it into a working system (Pressman 1997). The throw-away option regards theprototype as a means by which to improve the quality and relevance of the analysis anddesign documents. Having completed these documentation stages, the systems lifecycleproceeds as normal, with the software engineer developing a completely new system basedupon the technical design. This approach is time consuming (as with the waterfall model)and may be frustratingly slow for users who, having direct experience of what the systemwill be like, are eager to use it. Pressman (1997) suggests that it can be di�cult to convinceusers that it is worth waiting for the properly engineered system and comments that somedevelopers are pressurised into providing the throw-away prototype for operational use.Clearly, this is likely to fail the user in the longer term because integrity, reliability andother quality factors are compromised. In terms of addressing technical implementationissues, the only bene�t of prototyping arises when technologies that might be used in theoperational system are used at the prototype stage.The second alternative, to purposefully develop the prototype into a workable system, hasbeen questioned on similar grounds to the release of a throw-away model. It is maintainedby many software quality specialists (Sommerville 1992, p.108) that quality cannot beengineered into intrinsically awed and unstructured software. This argument is reinforcedby evidence that continued maintenance causes deterioration in the structure of softwareand consequent performance degradation. In the event that it is possible to transform aprototype into a well-engineered system, it is arguable as to whether this will o�er any time,cost or user acceptance bene�ts in comparison with throw-away prototyping. Given thepoor structure of the prototype code, it is quite plausible that developing the �nal systemfrom scratch will be the quicker, cheaper and less risky option, particularly for projects ofsome complexity. In terms of attending to ICT characteristics during design, this option ismost unsatisfactory. Instead of making an informed choice of ICT artefacts, the selectionis made by default. Thus, this option ought really to be con�ned to those cases where theprototype only requires minor (especially cosmetic) adjustment to become operationally



Chapter 2 53 Current Perspectivesuseful. A �nal point to note is that prototyping encourages a focus on the requirementsspeci�ed by users. In addition to these, the software engineer must also develop testplans and technical quality metrics so that the system can be properly engineered beforerelease to the users. Evolutionary prototyping blurs the boundaries of analysis, designand development stages so that it becomes unclear when and how such quality issues canbe addressed. Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that the use of prototyping requires adi�erent view of the lifecycle than that o�ered by conventional engineering models. Onesuch alternative model is the spiral model (Boehm 1988, Boehm et al. 1998).2.3.5 The Spiral ModelThe spiral model (�gure 2.3c), as its name suggests, involves a number of cycles, eachleading further towards an operational system. As a risk-based, rather than documentdriven, process, each cycle consists of:� identifying objectives, constraints and alternative actions;� the evaluation of possible actions and the management of risk;� the elaboration of process and product de�nitions; and� planning of the next cycle.Central to the e�ective management of risks is the use of prototyping and other techniquesfor clarifying stakeholder requirements and for enabling a more informed and inclusiveapproach to making design decisions. Recently, negotiation support has been added tothe spiral model to further assist in reconciling diverse stakeholder objectives (Boehm etal. 1998) . In many respects, the spiral model is almost a meta-model, accommodatingthe waterfall and other approaches to development. The aim of the spiral model is toenable project teams to choose an approach suited to their project type and to allow themto retain continuity in their project if their development approach needs to be adapted.



Chapter 2 54 Current PerspectivesThe introduction of support for stakeholder negotiations makes the spiral model muchmore user centric at the analysis and design stages, whilst ensuring that project boundariesand issues of technical quality are also addressed. It is less obvious whether the spiral modelcan make a signi�cant contribution to improving participation throughout the developmentprocess. One possible obstacle is that the stakeholders and risks to be considered by eachcycle are formulated by the project team without any detailed support by the spiralmethod. Thus, which stakeholders are included in the cycle and which risks are identi�edas most important is determined by the analysis skills of the project membership at agiven time.The risk-based approach clearly demands that software developers are skilled at stake-holder and organizational analysis as well as at assessing risks. These are not traditionalskills of software engineers and, when prototyping is extensively used, the systems analystis often given a diminished role because user and programmer can discuss the softwareface-to-face. The need for these skills is emphasised by the lack of support providedby the model for stakeholder, organization and risk analysis. No explicit guidelines areprovided for identi�cation or classi�cation, nor has an attempt been made to present acomprehensive taxonomy of software risks.A further weakness of the spiral model is its lack of attention to longer-term managementand planning. For the software project to be successful, it must achieve long-term objec-tives agreed by the group. The spiral model places a good deal of emphasis on establishingobjectives for the current cycle, but provides no mechanism for ensuring that objectivesand decision criteria are consistent between cycles (Wol� 1989).2.3.6 Rapid Application DevelopmentThe notion of rapid prototype development using computer-based tools has been extended,in the context of a waterfall-type model, resulting in the rapid application development(RAD) approach to software engineering (see �gure 2.3d). This approach focuses on



Chapter 2 55 Current Perspectivesinformation systems problems (particularly those encountered in business environments)with the following characteristics:� processes are based around transactions;� inputs are well-de�ned and mostly expressible in alphanumeric form (whether useror machine input); and� outputs either list attributes of a single entity or of a few related entities, or providesummary information about classes of entities.The �rst constraint excludes the use of RAD for real-time systems where the time framefor data processing is dictated by the environment. Such systems require very di�erentanalysis procedures and technical architectures (Sommerville 1992). The other constraintsrelate to the visual approach to development that is utilized by RAD to achieve developerproductivity gains.Fourth generation languages and other RAD tools typically support the development ofobject or relational databases with menu-navigated forms-based interfaces and tabularreporting (sometimes limited types of graphs are also available). Thus, the solution iscon�ned to a fairly narrow range of options and can be regarded as an explicit `localmaximum' approach where, for typical information systems problems, this will provide asatisfactory solution. Requirements for complex data processing must be elicited from theuser by conventional analysis methods and encoded by the developer. Thus, RAD is notwell-suited to systems with low levels of user interactions and complex data processingalgorithms (Jones and King 1998). Given the right type of problem, however, RAD o�erssimilar bene�ts to users as prototyping methods, with the additional bene�t of providingan engineered product without signi�cant delay.From the user/customer perspective, RAD has a number of potential drawbacks thatrequire careful management. Of the various di�culties identi�ed by Ljubic and Stefancic(1994), for example, several indicate that the pace of change may be too rapid for some



Chapter 2 56 Current Perspectivesusers. More generally, the emphasis on rapid software provision may encourage a short-term perspective, producing software that quickly becomes out of date. If this occurs,RAD simply quickens the software lifecyle and the claims of cost savings and improvedalignment of software with business goals are less convincing over the long-term.The RAD approach also has some technical limitations. Where large problems are encoun-tered, for example, the project must be partitioned and components developed in parallel(as shown in �gure 2.3d). Thus, problems of system integration may arise. Similarly, thefocus on rapidly developing software within the con�nes of a narrow system boundary maycreate problems of integrating the RAD engineered product with existing software (Jonesand King 1998). For this reason, Pressman (1997) suggests that RAD should be avoidedwhere technical novelty or systems integration requirements are high.2.3.7 Technical Skills Assessment and ICT Artefact SelectionA key aspect of developing ICT-based information systems is the ex ante evaluation ofproject costs, resource requirements and the demands of a project on sta� time and skills.Early texts on systems analysis, such as Daniels and Yeates (1971), paid considerable at-tention to these issues. This is in contrast with the modern software engineering literature,which does not even provide comparable discussion when discussing systems developmentand implementation as a whole (see, for example, Sommerville 1992). As suggested above,a possible reason for this is that the characteristics of concrete ICT artefacts have typi-cally been regarded as constraints. Consequently, the continual improvement in hardwareperformance have lessened the perceived need to consider such issues. It is argued herethat issues of hardware and software selection are equally, if not more, important nowthan they were in the early 1970s because the range of hardware and software options isconsiderably greater and the need for integrated technical systems is increasingly reectedin user and business requirements.The �rst occurrence of evaluation in a software development project involves collecting



Chapter 2 57 Current Perspectivesinformation to clarify the scope of the problem situation. A key element in such anevaluation is cost estimation. Given that user requirements are often unclear during theearly stages of development, initial estimates are always very approximate. Nevertheless,the information they provide makes an important contribution to `strategic' decisions,such as the choice between bespoke and packaged software. As information is collectedand used to clarify requirements and guide project planning, the broad characteristicsof the software project begin to take shape and will themselves inform the estimationof project costs. Thus, in considering the nature of project evaluations, it is useful todistinguish between a number of project types, as shown in �gure 2.1.Bespoke Component Package ServiceIn-House Yes Yes No YesContract Yes Yes Yes NoVendor Yes Yes Yes NoProvider No No No YesTable 2.1: Types of Computer-Based Systems DevelopmentDuring the later stages of analysis and throughout the design process, technical issuesmust be considered. These range from application-oriented requirements, such as guaran-teed response times, to system-oriented requirements, such as compatibility with existinghardware. The following list is adapted from Bennatan (1992).� interfaces to existing equipment;� database requirements;� communications and network architecture;� adopted standards;� system reliability;� timing constraints;� programming languages;



Chapter 2 58 Current Perspectives� computer hardware availability;� reuse of existing components;� reusability of components to be developed;� data integrity; and� data security.The use of software packages is unique among the options for providing software to end-users, its main advantages and disadvantages being summarized in table 2.2. The provisionof information services, either by a specialist internal department or an external vendorraises a separate set of issues that are best considered in terms of the wider informationsystem. These options are, therefore, considered in section 2.5.4, in terms of insourcingand outsourcing respectively.Advantages DisadvantagesLess programmer time Suitable packages can be di�cult to locateFaster implementation Possible ine�ciency of useSuperior product Need for tailoringLower Cost InexibilityLow maintenance cost High capital outlaySta� freed for other work Lack of acceptance of installationTable 2.2: The Advantages and Disadvantages of Packaged Software SystemsConsidering the ex ante evaluation of bespoke and component systems, various technical,cost and skills metrics can be used in the analysis. The Constructive Cost Model (CO-COMO) is reviewed here to illustrate a typical software engineering approach. COCOMOis an algorithmic model that uses lines of code (LOC) estimates to make cost projections(Bennatan 1992). There are numerous techniques for providing LOC estimates, which canprovide widely di�ering results. This variation is, in itslf, a limitation on the validity ofCOCOMO and derivative models.One claimed advantage of COCOMO is that it enables the project evaluator to factor the



Chapter 2 59 Current Perspectivesnumber and quality of personnel into a cost estimate using multipliers derived from empir-ical data. A project that will generate many lines of code and involves only inexperiencedengineers, for example, will use a large multiplier to adjust a typical cost estimate.Another characteristic of software projects that can be addressed by COCOMO-derivedmodels is the type of application being developed. Bennatan (1992), for example, re-vises COCOMO to distinguish between system, algorithmic, service and data processingsoftware. Again, multipliers are used to reect the tendency for system software to bemore complex and time-consuming per LOC than data processing software. The reliabil-ity expected of the software system is accommodated by yet another multiplier. Boehm(1981) used the following classi�cation to develop the original COCOMO model, althoughvariations have again been proposed:� slight inconvenience;� losses easily recovered;� moderately di�cult to recover loss;� high �nancial loss; and� risk to human life.Other factors, such as the software development environment can be accounted for byfurther adjusting the cost model.It should be noted that the COCOMO multipliers are highly subjective in terms of clas-si�cation and the recommended values are only very approximate. Whether adjustingan already rough �nancial estimate with such multipliers is informative or misleading isopen to question. The various risks involved in using quite arbitrary values of this sortare illustrated in more detail in the review of similar approaches to information systemsevaluation (see section 2.5.4).



Chapter 2 60 Current PerspectivesIn addition to project level metrics such as those used by COCOMO, there is an enormousrange of lower-level software metrics, addressing factors such as correctness, reliability, ef-�ciency, integrity, usability, maintainability, exibility, testability, portability, reusabilityand interoperability. Although many of these factors can only be assessed subjectively,software engineering approaches have typically insisted upon the quanti�cation of all fac-tors, using arbitrary scales where direct measurements cannot be made. Agreement onthe way in which subjective metrics should be constructed has not been achieved withinthe software engineering community. Consequently, the number of metrics available toaddress each of the above factors is also considerable (Bennatan 1992). It is, therefore,useful to consider how an informed choice might be made between the metrics currentlyavailable. Ejiogu (1991) suggests the following evaluation criteria:� the metric should be easy to learn and to compute;� the metric should be empirically and intuitively persuasive;� the results of applying the metric should be consistent and objective;� units and dimensions should be applied consistently;� the metric should not be programming language dependent; and� the metric should provide information that can be acted upon to improve the qualityof the software product.The extent to which such metrics are used by project teams depends upon a number offactors, including the team's (and organization's) expertise and maturity, the complexityof the project and the risks involved.2.3.8 Managing Complex Software ProjectsFor software to function well over the long term, it must satisfy high technical standardsin terms of reliability, integrity, security and maintainability. Given that quality cannot be



Chapter 2 61 Current Perspectivesengineered into intrinsically poor software, guaranteeing technical and usability standardscan only be achieved by ensuring that the software development process is itself well-managed. Whilst standard project management tools and techniques, such as programmeevaluation and review technique (PERT) and the critical path method (CPM), can beused, the standards and methods that directly address the complexity of systems devel-opment and the management of software risks are of particular interest. Standards forimproving software development processes can be divided into two categories: (a) state-ments of minimum requirements and (b) methods for continuous process improvement.Key standards of each type are considered below, followed by a brief review of tools andtechniques for estimating and managing project risk.ISO9000 is a general quality standard that is intended to be applicable to any businessprocess. The standard has been interpreted speci�cally for software processes, resulting inISO9001. ISO9000-3 further contributes to the standard's application to software systemsby mapping ISO9001 onto the ISO12207 standard, which also addresses quality issues inthe software lifecycle. Like many other standards, the ISO9000 family lay out minimumrequirements for an acceptable quality system. Whilst such standards may be reassuringfor customers, they are less valuable for the software developers themselves, providinglimited guidance on how to change existing practices when a quality-related de�ciencyis identi�ed. Furthermore, Paulk (1995) argues that ISO9001 only addresses continuousprocess improvement - the cornerstone of total quality management - implicitly and, con-sequently, surmises that the standard is best suited to addressing quality issues in softwarecontracts, rather than for providing guidance to software developers wanting to improvetheir working practices. The most serious limitation of the ISO9000 family, however, isthat its generality leaves too wide a scope for interpretation. This, coupled with the lackof a requirement for auditors to have software engineering expertise as well as skills inquality assurance have led to instances where organizations have received accreditationdespite having an ad hoc approach to developing and testing software (Paulk 1995).In contrast to the generic ISO9000 standards, the Capability Maturity Model (CMM)



Chapter 2 62 Current Perspectives(Paulk 1995) developed by the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon Uni-versity was originally intended to improve the development of defence avionics softwarebut, largely as a result of the absence of comparable commercial standards, has becomea de facto standard in the USA. Owing to its origins in complex defence systems, CMMaddresses only the software development lifecycle and, unlike ISO9001, ignores issues ofsoftware support and other systems issues. CMM does, however, place the onus on con-tinuous process improvement and, because the model is speci�c to software engineering,provides a considerable amount of guidance on how to improve software quality and insti-tutionalise software quality management practices.The basis of the CMM approach is a classi�cation of software development capabilityaccording to the stages shown in table 2.3. Rather than state a minimum level of con-formance, CMM enables organizations to assess their strengths and weaknesses using asoftware process appraisal. The result is a set of recommended `Key Process Areas' that,if successfully acted upon, will raise the development capability to the next level of theCMM and, it is claimed, thereby improve the quality of software products and reduce thecosts of rework/debugging. Diaz and Sligo (1997), for example, suggest that the softwaredefect rate can fall by as much as half each time a project advances by one CMM level.Central to gaining such bene�ts are detailed documentation of quality related procedures,the institutionalization of the documented practices and the use of peer reviews as ane�ective means of locating software defects.Whilst CMM is claimed to bene�t small and large organizations alike (Herbsleb et al.1997) , several limitations have been identi�ed. Firstly, CMM implementation is timeconsuming and costly, yet the bene�ts mainly accrue at levels 4 and 5, which may takeseveral years to attain. Furthermore, Diaz and Sligo (1997) also present limited evidenceto suggest that productivity may decline in early stages of process improvement owing tothe e�ort required to learn and implement new process activities. It seems plausible tosuggest that, whilst smaller companies can bene�t from CMM in the long run, many ofthem may not be able to tolerate the necessary short and medium term losses. For this
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Level Characteristics and Capabilities Key Process Areas

1. Initial Ad hoc software process. None.
2. Repeatable Basic project management. Tracking

of cost, schedule and functionality.
Requirements management, software
project planning, project tracking and
oversight, subcontract management,
quality assurance, configuration
management.

3. Repeatable Software process for management and
engineering activities is documented,
standardized and integrated into a
standard software process for the
organization. Projects used tailored
version of standard software
maintenance and development
process.

Organization process focus, process
definition, training programme,
integrated software management,
software product engineering,
intergroup coordination, peer reviews.

4. Managed Detailed measures of software
process and product taken. Both are
qualitatively understood and
controlled.

Quantitative process management,
software quality management.

5. Optimizing Continuous process improvement
using quantitative feedback and
piloting of innovative ideas and
technologies.

Defect prevention, technology change
management, process change
management.Table 2.3: The Capability Maturity Model (Adapted from Herbsleb, et al. 1997)reason, the argument made by Saiedian and Kuzara (1995) that CMM could be mademore viable by adapting it to provide some payo� at earlier stages is credible. As notedby Herbsleb et al. (1997) , earlier payback would also help to retain management andsoftware developer commitment to software process improvement by providing them withearly evidence of tangible bene�ts.Other limitations of CMM include the risk that its internal focus may reduce customersatisfaction (Herbsleb 1997); its lack of attention to issues of organizational culture andchange management (Saiedian and Kuzara 1995); and the risk of placing too much em-phasis on the, essentially arbitrary, maturity level numbers (Saiedian and Kuzara 1995).Perhaps the greatest limitation is that CMM only addresses software development andnot the entire systems lifecycle. Consequently, technical quality may be improved, butsoftware provision, from the customer's perspective, might remain unacceptable. Relat-ing CMM to information systems evaluation methods, such as those discussed in section



Chapter 2 64 Current Perspectives2.5.4, might help to overcome this limitation. Nevertheless, CMM will continue to bewidely used and is being revised to address some of the above criticisms. Furthermore,the high level of guidance that it provides makes it a preferred basis for software processimprovement for many organizations (Paulk 1995). This strong position is rea�rmed bythe e�orts to adapt CMM guidelines to achieve ISO9001 conformance (Paulk 1995) andISO12207 conformance (Ferguson and Sheard 1998).Whilst standards for process improvement have had a signi�cant impact on the technicalquality of many organizations' software, the use of speci�c tools and techniques for man-aging software complexity and risk also plays a major role. An emerging use of metricsat the analysis phase, for example, is the use of simple linguistic metrics to estimate thequality of a requirements speci�cation. A notable example is the Automated RequirementsMeasurement tool developed by NASA's Software Assurance Technology Center (SATC)(Rosenberg, Hammer and Shaw 1998). This tool uses simple metrics, such as lines of text,number of continuance phrases, number of weak phrases and number of option words orphrases in a natural language requirements speci�cation to present a broad assessmentof its quality. The SATC has had some success in demonstrating correlations between,for instance, a high number of weak phrases (e.g. \the user completes the �eld as appro-priate") and the number of errors resulting from software engineers misinterpreting therequirements document. Similarly, at the design stage, metrics for estimating software de-sign complexity can be used to ensure that the implementation of software and its futuremaintenance will be manageable (see, for example, Henry and Kafura 1984).2.3.9 SummaryThe discussion of software development lifecycles has identi�ed three issues that are centralto raising the quality and user acceptance of software systems: (a) paying more attentionto the physical aspects of ICT artefacts; (b) improving user participation to ensure a �tbetween the software system and working practices; and (c) managing the complexityand ensuring the quality of software through improvement of the development process.



Chapter 2 65 Current PerspectivesSeveral approaches to development, ranging from conventional bespoke software to rapidapplication development and software package selection were considered.In reviewing the various lifecycle models, it was shown that they do not explicitly supportconsideration of balancing good logical design against the practicalities of technical im-plementation. User participation issues were also poorly addressed, leading to di�cultiesin terms of ensuring that the software contributes to an e�ective information system thatsupports working practices. Changes in the lifecycle can make a limited contribution toimproving participation, but this is limited if conventional modelling tools continue tobe used. Prototyping has made a signi�cant contribution to supporting the requirementsanalysis process, but requires a radically di�erent lifecycle approach. The spiral modelhas been proposed, but the transition from document to risk focus raises other di�culties.The most signi�cant improvements in terms of the three key issues relate to the improve-ment of software development processes. The use of standards, particularly the CapabilityMaturity Model, has had a substantial impact on the management of complex softwareprojects and a consequent impact on software quality (Saiedian and Kuzara 1995). The useof evaluation techniques to support decision making has been less successful, particularlyat the early stages of development when the project as a whole needs to be considered. Itwas suggested that these high-level issues are best considered in terms of the broader in-formation system. Another issue raised in the above discussion was the signi�cant impactof domain-speci�c knowledge on the power of various stakeholder groups and that powerrelations generally have a considerable bearing upon the development process.2.4 Human-Computer InteractionOver the past thirty years, the impressive rate of technological change has been reectedin a fundamental shift in how and why ICTs are used. The computer has been exposed tonon-technical users and is now expected to satisfy needs that are not readily expressible in aformal manner and that will be subject to frequent change. The convergence of computing



Chapter 2 66 Current Perspectivesand telecommunications has also led to a radical change in the nature of human-computerinteraction. Not only has the manner in which users interact with ICTs changed, butusers are increasingly interacting through ICT artefacts. The �eld of Human-ComputerInteraction has emerged in recognition of these changing needs and the challenges thatthey present to the systems and software developer.Most HCI researchers regard the integration of user-centred techniques into software en-gineering as their primary goal (see, for example, Dix et al. 1993 and Sutcli�e 1995 ).It is not surprising to �nd that there is a strong tendency for HCI research to focus onaugmenting various parts of the software engineering process with user-centred tools andtechniques. The more radical alternative of reconsidering the very nature of the softwarelifecycle from the perspective of the end-user has received little attention. The aim of thissection, therefore, is to consider:� whether a user-centred approach to systems development can be achieved by addinghuman factors tools and techniques into the previously discussed lifecycles; and� what the metrics developed by the HCI community actually measure and what suchmeasurements can be expected to achieve in terms of inuencing the nature of thesystems lifecycle.The tools and techniques developed by the HCI community tend to assume either a wa-terfall approach to software development or an approach that supports the extensive useof prototyping. They are applied to the problem domain at a speci�c phase of the lifecycleand feed into the output of that development phase. Considering the waterfall model,techniques have been developed to contribute to almost every phase of the lifecycle (table2.4).The extensive use of prototyping for designing and evaluating interfaces is also evident.Despite this coverage, few holistic approaches to user-centred systems development havebeen proposed. Two methods that are comparatively broad in scope are considered here:



Chapter 2 67 Current PerspectivesRequirements Analysis Task AnalysisDesign (Architecture) -Design (Detailed) Dialogue DesignImplementation Windowing ArchitecturesWindowing ToolkitsUser Interface Management SystemsTesting Usability EvaluationTable 2.4: Correspondence of HCI Techniques with the Waterfall Modelthe \psychological and organizational tools" developed by Clegg et al. (1996) and UsabilityEngineering (Nielsen 1993).2.4.1 Clegg's Psychological and Organizational ToolsClegg et al. (1996) propose a collection of �ve interconnected tools for incorporating psy-chological and organizational issues into the development of computer-based systems (see�gure 2.4). The tools are aimed at encouraging a user-centred approach to organizationalprocess and job redesign. Some of the tools can be used to develop organizational processesthat do not involve any computer use. The task allocation and usability tools, however,are intended to address technological issues. Task allocation is the process of dividingactivities into distinct tasks and assigning them to the human, the computer or both,based upon an analysis of four factors: technology, work environment, task and people.The process of allocation interacts with the job design activity to ensure that the tasksassigned to humans can be combined to provide better jobs than those in the current worksystem. The usablity tool \evaluates the usability of a prototype or operational computersystem" Clegg et al. (1996, p.497). Workers are required to use the computer system toperform tasks representative of their workload and their e�ectiveness and satisfaction withthe computer system are assessed.Whilst it is clear that some bene�ts are likely to arise from task allocation and usabilityevaluation, it is instructive to consider how the �ve tools relate to the software development
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Scenarios

Task
Analysis

Task
Allocation

Job
Design

Organizational

UsabilityFigure 2.4: Psychological and Organizational Tools for Systems Development (FromClegg,et al. 1996)lifecycle. Figure 2.5 illustrates how the tools combine with the waterfall model. Taskallocation e�ectively de�nes the boundary of the computer system and, thereby, servesas an input to requirements analysis. The software development process, however, isrelatively untouched by the various tools. It is not until either a prototype or operationalsystem is ready that the usability tool is applied, e�ectively serving as a �lter to preventunusable systems being implemented as part of an organizational change or job redesign.The lack of interaction between the software development and organizational change pro-cesses is limiting and potentially costly. It is quite plausible, for example, for softwareto be developed to satisfy the boundaries speci�ed by the task allocation tool and stillbe rejected by the usability evaluation. Indeed, without a considerable number of user-related design parameters as inputs to a traditional software development lifecycle, it isdi�cult to see how the satisfaction of usability criteria could be guaranteed. The use of anevolutionary prototyping methodology would resolve some of these di�culties by allowingthe usability evaluation stages to provide feedback to the job design and task allocationstages (as illustrated by the dashed line on �gure 2.5). This feedback could then be com-bined with a revised task allocation to provide guidance for the further development of
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Figure 2.5: How the Tools of Clegg, et al. (1996) Relate to the Software DevelopmentLifecyclethe prototype.Like many user-centred techniques, the extent to which the tools proposed by Clegg etal. (1996) raise awareness of user needs during software development is limited. Even inthe case of evolutionary prototyping, only a route for communicating user information isestablished. To ensure user involvement, the tools would have to be modi�ed and incor-porated into a framework that would stimulate interaction between software developmentand job redesign methodologies su�cient to ensure their alignment. A lifecycle modelthat may contribute to increasing the e�ectiveness of the above approach is developed inchapter 6.



Chapter 2 70 Current Perspectives2.4.2 Usability EngineeringWhereas the tools described above place most emphasis upon the redesign of user activities,the Usability Engineering approach put forward by Nielsen (1993) proposes a usabilitylifecycle (see table 2.5) focused around the development of the interface component ofthe software. The lifecycle places considerable emphasis on narrowing down the possible`design space' as easily as possible so that the minimum of e�ort is required to identify ausable interface. 1. Know the usera. Individual user characteristicsb. The user's current and desired tasksc. Functional analysisd. The evolution of the user and the job2. Competitive analysis3. Setting usability goalsa. Financial impact analysis4. Parallel design5. Participatory design6. Coordinated design of the total interface7. Apply guidelines and heuristic analysis8. Prototyping9. Empirical testing10. Iterative designa. Capture design rationale11. Collect feedback from �eld useTable 2.5: The Usability Engineering Lifecycle (From Nielsen, 1993)As with the tools proposed by Clegg et al. (1996), the usability lifecycle bene�ts mostfrom the use of iterative or evolutionary prototyping. The parallel design stage encouragesthe development of numerous unre�ned prototypes in the early stages of design, eachproduced by a separate design team. The various prototypes are then compared anda single prototype constructed using the best ideas from each of the parallel designs.The participatory design stage that follows exposes the interfaces to users who providefeedback for the next stage of interface prototyping. Although Nielsen suggests thatvertical prototyping can be used at this stage to evaluate the combination of interface



Chapter 2 71 Current Perspectivesand functionality, he does not discuss how the evaluation results are fed back into thedevelopment of the system's functionality. Thus, many functionality issues that may haveserious impacts upon usability have no explicit way of being resolved.Whilst the usability engineering lifecycle is clearly software oriented, it does not describethe development of the entire software system. In fact, the entire lifecycle proposed byNielsen is based on the assumption that the interface can be treated as distinct from theunderlying functionality of the system. This assumption is the most signi�cant factorlimiting Nielsen's approach. Response time, for example, is a signi�cant usability factor,yet this is usually determined by the e�ciency of underlying algorithms and softwarearchitecture rather than by the visible components of the interface. Similarly, the userdoes not distinguish data validation from the interface through which they interact, yetthe range of acceptable inputs for a given interaction is de�ned by the system function(e.g. when inputting a customer type, acceptable inputs would be determined by thecustomer types encoded in a lookup table). The boundaries of the usability lifecyclecannot be extended to accommodate such functionality, however, because it does notprovide adequate support for the whole software engineering process. Thus, the onlyalternative is to integrate the usability lifecycle with a software development lifecycle.Given that Nielsen's approach centres upon speci�c aspects of the software, rather thanupon non-software issues (as in the case of Clegg et al. 1996), integration cannot beachieved by simply associating the usability techniques with corresponding phases of thesoftware development lifecycle. It is not su�cient, for example, for the various design stepslisted in �gure 2.5 simply to co-occur with the architecture and detailed design stages forthe whole software system (if only because the `interface' components would be designedtwice). Instead, it is necessary to integrate Nielson's approach and a systems developmentapproach at the methodological level. Such integration would require the substantialextension and modi�cation of the usability engineering approach described above.



Chapter 2 72 Current Perspectives2.4.3 Usability EvaluationWhen considering how HCI metrics contribute to improved software engineering, twoissues must be considered: (a) what is measured; and (b) what impacts these measureshave on the software development process. The evaluation of software and systems froman HCI perspective has primarily been studied under the guise of usability. Whilst thevalue of this term has been challenged (Baber 1993), it is widely used to refer to the gamutof metrics developed by the HCI community. A widely cited categorization of usabilitymetrics (Shackel 1986) identi�es the following four measurement aspects:� Learnability - The time taken to learn to use an interface to a speci�ed level ofcompetence with training and user support available;� E�ectiveness - The extent to which user performance meets or exceeds a speci�edlevel for a given proportion of users;� Attitude - Users' perceptions of an interface's capability for (a) reducing adversee�ectives on users and (b) encouraging user interaction; and� Flexibility - The degree to which end-users can adapt their interaction with thecomputer in response to task variations.Measures developed in each of the above categories can be either behavioural or subjective.Behavioural measures are quanti�able behaviours of the user, such as task completiontimes and the number of accesses to on-line help. Subjective measures are opinions ofend-users described in terms of dimensions de�ned by the usability team (which may bethe systems development team). The ratings are often comparative (e.g. the user is o�ereda choice between two menu layouts on a prototype) and may be holistic (e.g. a rankingof wordprocessor packages in order of personal preference). Measures are combined invarious ways to yield usability metrics. The methods for acquiring and combining measuresare diverse but are mostly task-centred and range from interviews and questionnaires



Chapter 2 73 Current Perspectivesfor subjective assessment to observation and (electronic) monitoring of user actions forobjective assessment (Lindgaard 1994, Sutcli�e 1995)An early model for usability evaluation, based upon quantitative studies in applied psy-chology, is the GOMS model (Card, Moran and Newell 1983). GOMS models the user'scognitive structure in terms of Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection rules. Goals arehierarchical in form, with the primary goal representing a task to be performed by theuser, such as editing a document using a wordprocessor. The lower-level goals representperceptual, motor and low-level cognitive acts. GOMS can be applied to a speci�c appli-cation to estimate task times. In doing so, di�erent software packages can be evaluatedin terms of the user's task e�ciency. Although the model can cope with quite complexbehaviours, it is only accurate when used to model skilled behaviour, rather than activ-ities involving complex reasoning. Consequently, its value for improving the usability ofsoftware is limited. E�ciency gains and error reductions might be achieved, but issuessuch as ease of learning and the ease with which the user's task goals can be translatedinto goals for human-computer interaction cannot be addressed.MUSiC (Macleod, Bowden and Bevan 1996) is a well-known and commercially successfulusability evaluation method, which was developed as part of the European ESPRIT pro-gramme. The method was developed to address three de�ciencies of earlier approachesto usability evaluation. First, systems development is constrained in terms of time andresources. MUSiC was developed in a tool-based manner and constructed so that toolscould be selected as appropriate to the complexity and resource constraints of a project.Thus, rigour of analysis can be traded-o� against cost and resource demands. Second,some methods assume well-de�ned work activities, which can be decomposed into tasksand then optimised. The GOMS and keyboard level model (Card et al. 1983) are paradigmcases of such methods in HCI. E�ciency-oriented approaches of this sort are not appro-priate where - as is often the case with computerised systems - novel working practicesare to be introduced. Such methods are also limited in terms of the evaluation of tasksthat involve considerable cognitive ability and user discretion, even if the tasks are highly



Chapter 2 74 Current Perspectivescomputerised. Third, the MUSiC developers recognised that usability is a key quality at-tribute and, consequently, can best be improved through the institutionalization of goodusability practices and the processual application of usability tools and methods.The MUSiC method consists of seven stages, as shown in �gure 2.6. As with many HCImethods, MUSiC is based around an incremental prototyping approach to systems de-velopment, with steps four to seven being iterated as often as is necessary to achieve ausable system (within time and resource constraints). Low �delity prototypes are usedinitially, allowing serious problems to be identi�ed and broad changes to be made. Increas-ingly re�ned prototypes are used in each iteration to permit �ne-tuning of the system'sinterface.Usability evaluations conducted according to MUSiC take place in a usability laboratoryor, if this is not possible, in the end-user's workplace, using portable usability equipment.For this reason, a high level of usability analysis skill is required and system developersmust be trained or usability consultants employed. The measures used are sensitive touser expertise and it is, therefore, essential that the user sample is selected with great care.Depending upon the chosen scale of the evaluation exercise, some or all of the followingproducts may be used in the assessment (Macleod et al. 1996):� Usability Context Analysis Guide - A guide to support the speci�cation ofusability requirements and to select the tasks and contexts for evaluation.� Performance Measurement Handbook - A reference source to support trainedusers, which supports the design and conduct of evaluations.� The DRUM Toolkit - Video analysis software to support the study of observedhuman-computer interactions.� The SUMI questionnaire - A questionnaire for eliciting users' perceptions ofsoftware quality.The measures collected may include:



Chapter 2 75 Current PerspectivesSteps in the PerformanceMeasurement Method Tools Supporting the MethodStep 1 De�ne the Product to be Tested � Usability Context Analysis Guide?Step 2 De�ne the Context of Use � Usability Context Analysis Guide?Step 3 Specify Evaluation Aims/Context � Usability Context Analysis GuidePerformance Measurement HandbookDRUM: Scheme Manager?Step 4 Prepare Evaluation � DRUM: Evaluation Manager?Step 5 Carry Out User Tests � The DRUM KitDRUM: Recording Logger?Step 6 Analyse Data to Derive Metrics � Performance Measurement HandbookDRUM: Metrics Processor?Step 7 Produce a Usability Report � DRUM: Evaluation ManagerFigure 2.6: The MUSiC Usability Evaluation Methodology (From Macleod, Bowden andBevan 1996)� User E�ectiveness - Calculated according to the proportion of task goals at-tempted by the users in the sample and the degree to which the task goals wereachieved;� User E�ciency - User E�ectiveness divided by time;� Productive Time - Total Time minus unproductive time (i.e. time spent usinghelp and documentation, searching the interface for appropriate actions, undoingerroneous actions and user actions that do not result in a system response); and� Perceived Usability - Subjective measures from a user satisfaction questionnaire.



Chapter 2 76 Current PerspectivesThe MUSiC methodology has had a reasonable level of success in terms of commercialuptake (particularly through its harmonisation with ISO/TC 159/SC4/WG5 and its con-tribution to ISO JTC1/SC7 (ESPRIT 1993)) and has made a signi�cant contribution toHCI practice through the improved facilities for video analysis and eliciting feedback. Themethod requires expertise in human factors and is typically applied by human factorsexperts. The results are fed back into systems development via a usability report.Whilst MUSiC can be bene�cial in terms of improving human-computer dialogue, thelaboratory based approach limits the extent to which the analysis can ensure the system issuitable for working practices in a speci�c organizational context. Whilst it is reasonableto claim that an unusable system will adversely a�ect task performance, the implicitassumption that user acceptance of a software product improves task performance does nothold. Thus, whilst MUSiC metrics may indicate e�ciency of operation and user feedbackunder laboratory conditions is positive, such a system is not necessarily well-matched withworking practices where users must interact, perform other tasks and handle interruptions.2.4.4 SummaryHaving reviewed two speci�c examples of interaction between HCI and software engi-neering and considered a selection of usability metrics, some general points can be maderegarding HCI's contribution to improving information systems and software development.Firstly, as illustrated by usability engineering, HCI has implicitly assumed a distinctionbetween the functionality of a system and its interface. This assumption is oversimpli-�ed, but cannot be overcome without a single theoretical basis for integrating HCI andsoftware engineering analyses. Similarly, cognitive psychology (e.g. GOMS), work psy-chology (e.g. task analysis) and social (e.g. scenario analysis) analyses do not integrateto provide a clear picture of how design can proceed. Recommendations may be maderegarding interfaces for the e�cient performance of tasks by individuals, but these cannotbe integrated to provide a rigorous analysis of how presentation a�ects the interpretationof information and how human-computer interaction a�ects the social context in which



Chapter 2 77 Current Perspectivesinformation is understood. Secondly, as with software engineering, there is a need forbetter recognition of the social dynamics of software development activity and how this isa�ected by the involvement of actors, such as human factors specialists, who have domainspeci�c knowledge.2.5 Information SystemsThe Information Systems community has engaged in relatively little consideration of theinformation systems and software development lifecycles per se, addressing lifecycle is-sues in the context of information systems development methodologies. Many structuredmethods for systems development, such as SSADM, assume a conventional waterfall modelor some variant. Such methodologies are not considered here because they have similarstrengths and weaknesses to software engineering approaches based on the same model.The focus is upon those methodologies that have aimed to facilitate a user-centred ap-proach to development and whether their implicit models of the IS development lifecycleare substantially di�erent to those already discussed. Having considered the IS lifecycle,approaches to IS investment evaluation are then reviewed. As with IS development, therange of methods is considerable and only a representative selection is considered.The �eld of Information Systems emerged from concerns that organizational and humanfactors need to be addressed when designing technical systems. Thus, the history of thediscipline itself represents a continued development in treatments of user participation.One of the �rst information systems texts, developed on behalf of the National ComputingCentre, was on systems analysis (Daniels and Yeates 1971). The approach to analysisassumed a waterfall type model consisting of analysis, design, implementation and testing.Owing to the severe constraints of ICTs at that time, the analysis process addressed manytechnical design considerations. Analysis was e�ectively regarded as making trade-o�sbetween user needs and the need for e�cient data structures and processing algorithms. Interms of user involvement, the approach is consistent with the waterfall model of software



Chapter 2 78 Current Perspectivesengineering, with the analyst using interviews, questionnaires and observations as the basisfor systems design.Over the 1970s and 1980s, information and communication technologies have spreadthroughout the organization, increasingly being used to support users' tasks, rather thantheir use being the main tasks of speci�c groups of workers. Consequently, this twentyyear period saw an increasing impact of ICTs on job design and work organization. Inresponse to these changes, the IS community began to consider technological developmentsin terms of their organizational change implications (see, for example, Damodaran et al.1980, Eason 1988 and Olle et al. 1988). User participation in the development process wasrecognised as important to user acceptance of software systems and to the e�ectiveness ofcomputer-supported work activities.2.5.1 E�ective Technical and Human Implementation of Computer Sys-tems (ETHICS)One of the earliest methodologies for addressing organizational needs when developingcomputer systems is E�ective Technical and Human Implementation of Computer Systems(ETHICS) (Mumford and Weir 1979, Mumford 1995). The primary motivation of ETHICSwas to discourage the trend for job design to be regarded as an afterthought that had to�t around a technical implementation of an already �xed design. The �rst step in thedevelopment of ETHICS was the realization that the design stage of systems developmentmust consider both technical and work design. In considering whether ETHICS can, inprinciple, achieve its aim of developing satisfying jobs around the use of computer systems,the following key premise must be considered:\At each stage [of design and implementation], technical and human needs aretaken into account, so that the system is designed speci�cally to meet bothtechnical and human objectives at one and the same time." Mumford andWeir (1979, p.3)



Chapter 2 79 Current PerspectivesThe basic structure of ETHICS is simple, consisting of four stages: diagnosis, design,monitoring and evaluation. The activities performed at each stage are balanced: (a) toprovide equal weighting to human and technical needs; and (b) to result in improved jobsatisfaction.The diagnosis stage consists of three activities. First, user satisfaction questionnaires areused to collect data on the pre-change system. Statistical analysis is performed upon theresulting data to identify any source of dissatisfaction. Where any are found, observationsattempt to establish the cause of dissatisfaction. Finally, employee groups discuss theidenti�ed problems in order to establish why the present situation is unsatisfactory. Atthe design stage, the results of the diagnosis are used by the design team (which includessome employees) to formulate human objectives. Technical objectives are then establishedand social and technical solutions are identi�ed. Having identi�ed alternatives, an attemptis made to establish feasible systems designs by combining social and technical solutions.These solutions are ranked in terms of preference and the best alternative selected forimplementation.ETHICS does not address development and implementation in detail, but describes amonitoring procedure whereby deviations from the human objectives can be identi�ed.Although no explicit support is given for doing so, the project team are expected tointervene if such deviations are identi�ed. The �nal stage of the ETHICS method involvesevaluating the change process using the tools from the diagnosis stage. This evaluationenables the team to learn from this experience as developers of socio-technical systems.As noted above, the main premise of ETHICS is that the joint consideration of humanand technical objectives will lead to systems that satisfy users and provide a satisfactorytechnical solution. Thus, the parallel structure during the early stages of diagnosis and ob-jective setting is signi�cant because it indicates that human and technical issues are treatedseparately until well into the design stage. This early division encourages a conceptualframework for analysing and designing systems that, whilst a signi�cant improvement overthe `technical imperative,' is, itself, limiting in terms of user-centred design.



Chapter 2 80 Current PerspectivesConsider the nature of, and distinction between, human and technical objectives. Objec-tives are formulated by stakeholders in the system. Thus, one must ask which stakeholderscontribute to formulating which objectives. Whilst it is clear that workers who will beend-users of the computer system are the primary speci�ers of human objectives, the ori-gins of technical objectives are less obvious and not discussed in detail by the authors.Mumford and Weir (1979) assume that the technical objectives are set by technical ex-perts within the organization. Whilst this may, on the whole, reect systems developmentpractice (particularly in the 1970s), it ignores the broader objectives of the managers whoauthorised the technical change. If management objectives replace technical objectives inETHICS, however, then diagnosis becomes a process of reconciling conicting sets of hu-man objectives; a process for which ETHICS provides no explicit support. If one continuesto assume that certain management objectives are isolated and are faithfully reected inthe objectives of the technical experts, then one limits the use of ETHICS to technicalsystems that provide only e�ciency gains.The divide between the social and technical systems is e�ectively an assumption thatmanagement follows scienti�c management principles when developing its technical objec-tives and these objectives are essentially at odds with workers' interests. Whilst this mayhave been a plausible assumption regarding computer systems in the 1960s and 1970s, theassumption is now less valid because ICTs have more signi�cant impacts upon the natureof work than achieving productivity gains (Vincent 1990). Increasingly, ICTs are usedwithin organizations to interconnect individuals and, thereby, accompany organizationalrestructuring, rather than being con�ned to job design for primary users. Where work-ers interact through ICTs rather than with them, the initial division made by ETHICS isconstraining. A broader analysis of the management philosophy and nature of workingpractices is required.



Chapter 2 81 Current Perspectives2.5.2 Soft Systems Methodology (SSM)Whereas ETHICS is speci�cally targetted at problems of computerisation, Soft SystemsMethodology (SSM) is a general approach to analysing systems and guiding intervention.The method's breadth in scope makes it applicable to a wide range of problem situations,but less speci�c in its guidance for designing and developing systems and/or their technicalcomponents. Although centred around the same seven stages, explications of SSM havedeveloped considerably since the early 1980s. Initially providing techniques for analysisand modelling (Checkland 1981), criteria for evaluating the quality of SSM models andthe quality of transformations in the activity system have been introduced (Checklandand Scholes 1990). Furthermore, increased attention is now paid to cultural analysis,with techniques for modelling the social system (in terms of roles, norms and values)and the political system being provided (Checkland and Scholes 1990, Checkland andHolwell 1998). SSM has had a signi�cant inuence upon IS research. Perhaps owingto its lack of prescription on the development of technological artefacts (see, for example,Savage and Mingers 1996) and the cross-cultural di�culties experienced in its use (Gregoryand Lau 1999), SSM has not, however, had a comparable impact on IS practice. Toexplore its potential contribution in this respect, the lifecycle model and methods for userparticipation that SSM can support are now considered.SSM regards organizational forms as systems, which are described as processes made upof a number of transformations. This processual view, as noted by Checkland and Scholes(1990, p.312), is more compatible with a prototyping approach to systems developmentthan a project-oriented model such as the waterfall lifecycle. In addition to being pro-cessual in nature, prototyping is speci�cally aimed at providing a learning mechanism forthe development of technological artefacts. Checkland and Scholes (1990) claim that SSMcan be used to provide a mechanism for modelling information ows based upon a widelyagreed model of the organization's activities. By continually reecting upon the model,the organization is supposed to be able to review its information strategy. Whilst this maybe the case, it must be noted that the e�ectiveness of such an approach to information



Chapter 2 82 Current Perspectivesstrategy is dependent upon who participates in the development of the model. In thecase of strategy development, it is likely that senior managers will dominate the processof analysis and this will have a substantial e�ect upon the nature of the model of thehuman activity system. No explicit mechanism for managing user participation in suchan application of SSM is supported.In terms of developing the ICT systems embedded in human activity systems, ratherthan managing the use of ICT resources, the contribution of SSM has not been madeexplicit. This is primarily because, despite the more normative extensions for evaluatingmethodology use, its contribution is solely at the analysis stage. This limitation in scopeis a signi�cant weakness for Soft Systems Methodology as an approach to systems develop-ment. Although the analysis may lead to an indication of information needs for the variousworking practices, there is no direct means of translating the analysis into a speci�cationfor the engineering of the ICT components. As argued above, the use of evolutionaryprototyping, which SSM claims to be compatible with, only ensures that the system willsatisfy certain aspects of the users' requirements. Other aspects of the system, such asdetailed processing, still need to be analyzed and de�ned with su�cient clarity for themto be engineered. Such a process is critical to the accuracy and reliability of informationsystems, and reasonable satisfaction of both is necessary for user acceptance. Thus, whilstprogress has been made in terms of using SSM to support information systems analysis, amuch more comprehensive methodology is required for improving IS development practice.2.5.3 MultiviewOf the various methodologies that address human and organizational issues, Multiview(Avison and Wood-Harper 1990) is one of the more comprehensive, consisting of thefollowing �ve stages:1. Analysis of human activity;



Chapter 2 83 Current Perspectives2. Analysis of information;3. Analysis and design of socio-technical aspects;4. Design of the human-computer interface; and5. Design of technical aspects.For this reason, the methodology is considered here in some detail.Multiview attempts to combine elements of conventional software development and thesoft systems and socio-technical approaches already discussed. It does so by proposinga contingent approach to systems development, whereby the application of Multiviewtechniques depends upon the characteristics of the problem situation.Multiview does not follow a conventional lifecycle, but models systems development asan iterative complex of logical and social activities. The methodology does not providean integrated perspective to development but, as its name suggests, draws upon severalperspectives: Checkland's soft systems approach; Mumford's socio-technical approach;and conventional systems development. Consequently, in considering Multiview's successin addressing user and organizational issues in developing e�ective systems, the main focusof attention is whether the diverse analyses lead to a coherent and satisfactory solution. Forthis reason, the interconnections between Multiview's development stages are of particularinterest.In applying Multiview one begins with an analysis of the human activity system usingSSM's rich picture technique. The purpose of this stage is to gain agreement betweenthe analyst, client and problem owner regarding the nature of the present (unsatisfactory)situation. The main stakeholders, activities, issues, concerns and potential conicts areemphasised. Having established a high-level description of the problem situation, theboundaries of the system are then de�ned in terms of a root de�nition. This de�nitionexplicitly states the world view, or weltanschauung, from which the analysis is beingconducted. By doing so, the analysis stage can stimulate the consideration of di�erent



Chapter 2 84 Current Perspectivesperspectives on the problem situation so that the most appropriate model for describingthe problem is chosen. At this stage, general agreement will have been reached about thenature of the problem. No detailed and measurable objectives are de�ned, however, andno speci�c process for doing so is provided by Multiview. This is a weakness of the method(and the methods it draws upon) because success and failure are not clearly de�ned for thesoftware system beyond conformance with the documentation. In this respect, Multiviewis document driven, which is convenient for dealing with contractual issues, but not alwayssatisfactory in terms of ensuring user acceptance.The next stage of analysis is to develop an abstract conceptual model of the activitysystem within the bounds of the root de�nition. This model is constructed by the analyst,customer and problem owners in a normative manner, stating how the system ought towork. This model is compared with the current performance of the system to formulate aplan for improvement. As noted by the authors of Multiview, this initial stage of analysisis more accessible to users than the equivalent stages of conventional systems analysis.Having modelled the overall system in general terms, attention is focussed upon the in-formation ows that support and interconnect its component activities. This stage usesconventional modelling techniques to perform a functional decomposition of the problemleading to the documentation of information requirements using entity-relationship anddata ow diagrams. Given the signi�cant amount of e�ort put into the modelling of thehuman activity system, some bene�t in terms of the e�ciency of information analysis orthe quality of its outcomes would be expected at this stage. The most likely source ofbene�t in this respect is the choice of an e�ective viewpoint for modelling the problemsituation. Particularly if advised by an IS professional, the model of the activity systemought to be a convenient perspective from which to describe information ows. A furtheradvantage is that the functions to be used in the information model are abstracted from theconceptual model, thereby making the information modelling process more user-centredthan the conventional approach to systems analysis. It should be noted, however, thatthe end-result is still in the format of a conventional information model. Consequently,



Chapter 2 85 Current Perspectivesthe mechanisms for ensuring its use remains user-centred in the subsequent design stagesmust be considered.The �rst stage of design is the use of Mumford's socio-technical approach for, amongstother things, partitioning tasks between the user and the computer system. Consequently,Multiview is exposed at the design stage to the same limitations as ETHICS. A furthercomplicating factor for Multiview is ensuring the compatibility of the socio-technical anal-ysis with the already agreed model of the human activity system developed using SSMtechniques. Such reconciliation could be problematic because the socio-technical approachis based upon a particular view of industrial democracy, which may be at odds with as-sumptions implicit in the weltanschauung of the rich picture and the conceptual model.Having established the technical system's boundaries and requirements, existing approachesto interface and software design and development are applied. Such an approach is de-sirable on the grounds of the availability of technical skills. Perhaps the most signi�cantde�ciency of Multiview, however, is that it provides no explicit framework for evaluatingthe likely social and user impacts before or during development. General objectives for thechanges to the human activity system are formulated during analysis, but these need tobe translated into technical objectives for the software in order to guide the developmentprocess. Without such a mechanism, there is a risk that the technical implementationwill become distanced from the systems development process in a manner similar to thatillustrated by Clegg's organizational and psychological tools (see section 2.4.1).The recent development of Multiview 2 (Avison et al. 1998) aims to address some ofthe limitations identi�ed above by paying more attention to software development andimplementation. Multiview 2 replaces the original �ve stages of Multiview 1 with an`interpretive scheme,' which includes organizational analysis, information systems mod-elling, socio-technical analysis and software development. Clearly, this revision does notaddress the problems stemming from the socio-technical approach or the possible conictsbetween the socio-technical and SSM perspectives. It does, however, reduce the concep-tual distance between social objectives and technical design by placing more emphasis on



Chapter 2 86 Current Perspectivesthe implementation process. Furthermore, the contingent nature of the methodology ismuch more intuitive than that presented in Multiview 1. The emphasis upon each partof the interpretive scheme is di�erent for the use of a software package, for example, incomparison with the development of bespoke software. Until a more detailed explicationof Multiview 2 is available, however, a more detailed analysis of its success in addressingthe weaknesses of the original methodology cannot be performed.2.5.4 Information Systems Investment EvaluationThe analysis of Multivew illustrates the importance of epistemological issues, particularlydi�erent `world views,' on the conceptualization and resolution of information systemsproblems. Particularly when considering choice between alternative systems developmentsand other evaluation issues, it has usually been assumed that increasing pro�ts is the aimof any investment. Whilst this might be the o�cially stated aim and, perhaps, the aimof shareholders and (indirectly) senior executives, the world views and goals of stake-holder groups are usually more diverse (Moorhead and Gri�n 1992). Consequently, onemust begin studying information systems investment evaluation from the premise that,although stakeholders want the bene�ts of change to exceed the costs, there is no singleperception of what costs and bene�ts are. To gain an understanding of the likely im-pacts and perceived impacts of IS-related change, one must, therefore, consider both thecausal relations between changed system components and the causal attributions made bystakeholders between perceived costs and perceived bene�ts.The delineation of causal relationships between recorded costs and recorded bene�ts, how-ever, presents numerous practical di�culties, the most signi�cant being that: (a) somefactors are di�cult to quantify (Couger 1987, Parker et al. 1988, Strassmann 1990, Farbey,Land and Targett 1993); (b) accounting for risk and uncertainty leads to a range of possi-ble evaluation outcomes (Powell 1992, Dos Santos 1994); and (c) the audience and problemcharacteristics must be accommodated by the evaluation process (Hirschheim and Smith-son 1987, Symons 1991, Avgerou 1995). The most common approach to IS evaluation is to



Chapter 2 87 Current Perspectivesapply standard �nancial appraisal techniques. These methods have been criticised, how-ever, for failing to address any of the three practical di�culties adequately (Strassmann1990). Consequently, several IS speci�c quantitative methodologies have been pro�ered(Parker et al. 1988, Strassmann 1990, Kaplan and Norton 1992) but their take-up hasbeen low (Willcocks and Lester 1994). More recently, there has been a signi�cant shiftaway from quantitative approaches to IS evaluation (Symons 1990, Symons 1991, Symons1994, Serafeimidis and Smithson 1994, Avgerou 1995, Serafeimidis and Smithson 1996).The foremost criticism of capital investment appraisal techniques is that strict adherenceto accounting principles precludes the recording of a signi�cant proportion of an invest-ment's costs and bene�ts: any factor that cannot be de�ned, observed and measured(i.e. intangibles) should be excluded from the analysis (American Accounting Association1966, Ernst and Young 1992). To acknowledge these criticisms, however, is not to declaresuch methods unsuitable for IS evaluation. It must simply be recognised that, due to therestrictions required to ensure a valid accounting analysis, the results provide only a subsetof the information required to make a balanced decision concerning any investment. Itis often the case, however, that the satisfaction of all accounting criteria is not possibleand internal consistency must be sacri�ced in favour of external relevance or vice versa.In other words, information quality involves trade-o�s in the light of the purpose(s) forwhich and the user(s) for whom the analysis is intended:\For internal purposes, subjective estimates, especially forecasts, may be usedbecause of their high degree of relevance even though they possess a very lowdegree of veri�ability." American Accounting Association (1966)Despite, or perhaps owing to, this element of subjectivity, accounting guidelines serveas a useful protocol for the conveyance of information to support an IS evaluation andany subsequent decisions. Provided that the decision maker is aware of the principles ofaccounting (and any necessary deviations), conicts with the decision framework and sub-sequent limitations can be recognised. Nevertheless, observations that such mechanisms



Chapter 2 88 Current Perspectivesare consistently poor in an area dominated by hard-to-quantify bene�ts (Strassmann 1990)suggests either that such an awareness does not exist or that the use, in combination, ofaccounting and non-accounting information for decision-making is unsuccessful. This poorperformance has been seen by some, however, as a failure of capital investment appraisaltechniques to �nd the `true' value of information technology (Parker et al. 1988). Con-sequently, attempts have been made to develop techniques that combine accounting andnon-accounting information to provide a more comprehensive analysis, to accommodatethe views of multiple stakeholders and, in some cases, to explicitly quantify the risks anduncertainties associated with the various evaluation criteria. A representative selection ofquantitative techniques is discussed below to demonstrate the fundamental problems ofattempting to �nd the `true' value of an investment in this manner.2.5.5 Cost-Bene�t AnalysisCost-bene�t analysis aims to extend capital investment appraisal to address two of thethree de�ciencies identi�ed earlier (Farbey et al. 1993):1. providing a mechanism for the investor/decision maker to consider the costs incurredand bene�ts realised by other stakeholders; and2. enabling considerations of factors that have no immediate monetary value.It is evident, however, from a comparison of cost-bene�t analysis and the accounting tech-niques from which it was derived, that cost-bene�t analysis is not so much an extensionbut a relaxation of the rules that maintain the integrity of the accounting analysis. Fur-thermore, because the modi�cation of these rules is not accompanied by any change inthe appraisal process, neither de�ciency is addressed satisfactorily.Considering point 1 above, a capital investment appraisal is produced for a speci�c au-dience; this is made quite explicit in the accounting literature (American Accounting



Chapter 2 89 Current PerspectivesAssociation 1966, Ernst and Young 1992). Thus, if the �nances of several groups will bea�ected by an investment in di�erent ways, a comparison of accounting analyses producedfor each of them would reect this. Capital investment appraisal rightly avoids any at-tempt to reconcile divergent stakeholder views because this kind of political activity isbeyond the scope of accounting methodology. Any overall view of the investment should,therefore, be the product of negotiations between the various interested parties (Self 1970).The second point concerns the acceptability of notional values as part of an evaluation (Self1970). In the case of cost-bene�t analysis, the evaluator must derive monetary value forall criteria to ensure that the analysis is complete. Where the criterion cannot be subjectto exchange under market conditions, monetary values are meaningless (Self 1970) and thenumbers necessarily arbitrary. Even where quantities exist from which a monetary valuecan be approximately derived, the estimation will be a matter of judgement, the validityof which will always be open to question. It is also necessary that the criteria included inthe cost-bene�t analysis are independent; a demand which is impossible to satisfy wherethe de�nition of the criteria are themselves matters for debate. It is unreasonable toexpect an evaluator to place a monetary value on customer satisfaction, for example, thatis independent of a resulting increase in sales, yet this is a necessary condition for thefactors to be included in a rigorous cost-bene�t analysis. Furthermore, trying to providean analysis that suits all stakeholders, rather than addressing an identi�able group, makesthe identi�cation of an acceptable interpretation of what the criteria mean to the audiencean intractable problem.The combination of these changes to standard accounting techniques, rather than pro-ducing a clearer view of the investment's overall value, are likely to lead to disputes overthe precise amounts attributed to particular criteria, thereby detracting from the morefundamental issue of what the criteria represent. A more sensible approach would be toexpose the areas of conict via an open debate to arrive at an understanding of why thevarious groups di�er. This demands that only readily quanti�able factors are included incapital invesetment appraisals that are produced with speci�c audiences in mind.



Chapter 2 90 Current Perspectives2.5.6 Return on ManagementWhereas cost-bene�t analysis and Information Economics (see Parker et al. (1988) for adetailed explication and Hemingway (1997a) for an discussion of the method's key de�-ciencies) are concerned with extending investment appraisal to make it more complete,Strassmann (1990) criticises the basic premises of accounting methodology, arguing thatthe focus upon investment in capital, at least with regard to information technology, is fun-damentally misplaced. To support his claim, Strassmann conducts an extensive analysis ofthe relationships between various measures of IT performance and returns to shareholders.The investigation reveals that no direct relationship between these measures and businessperformance, so de�ned, can be demonstrated. Strassmann subsequently contends thatmanagement, not capital, is responsible for business performance and develops the Returnon Management calculation on this basis. Intuitively, the relationship between manage-ment and business value is appealing and it is not entirely discounted here. The Returnon Management calculation (Figure 2.7), however, is of questionable validity.
Return on Management (ROM) =

Management Costs

Management Value AddedFigure 2.7: The Return on Management Calculation (From Strassmann 1990)Based on the assertion that management information systems a�ect only management per-formance, the ROM calculation is purported to isolate the contribution of managementto the organization and the costs that management incur, indirectly demonstrating thee�ects of MIS. In order to claim that MIS causes increases in management value, however,it is also necessary to assert either (a) that ROM is a�ected only by MIS investment or (b)that when all other factors a�ecting ROM are eliminated there is a correlation betweenMIS investment and the remaining components of ROM. Although the calculation of man-agement value eliminates all costs, it does not exclude all bene�ts that are derived fromnon-management expenditure, thereby failing to satisfy either assertion (a) or (b) above.The e�ects of investment in management, in the form of IT or otherwise, are not, there-



Chapter 2 91 Current Perspectivesfore, distinguished from the e�ects of other types of organizational change. Furthermore,management value added (and implicitly management) is de�ned as the value remainingwhen all costs have been accounted for, implying that all bene�ts in an organization aredue to management, thereby suggesting that all discretionary activity within an organi-zation is regarded as management for the purposes of ROM analysis. An examination ofManagement Value Added and Management Costs reveals that Return on Managementis essentially a pro�tability calculation with non-management costs excluded from the de-nominator and is, therefore, only meaningful for business unit and higher level analyses,if at all. Thus, it might be suggested that ROM could be used by the highest levels ofmanagement to draw some form of comparison, for example, between di�erent lines ofbusiness and how they utilise their resources.As already noted, because the bene�ts resulting from non-management expenditure are notexcluded from the analysis, Return on Management is sensitive to changes in all categoriesof cost. Strassmann justi�es this by arguing that good managers will be able to achieve,for example, higher returns on investment and negotiate better contracts with suppliers(Strassmann 1990, p.88). Although this may be true, the performance of management inno way accounts for all changes in the prices of inputs; there are, unsurprisingly, inuencesin the environment that a�ect the component factors of the ROM calculation. Further-more, whereas pro�tability calculations can only be improved by increasing net pro�ts orreducing costs, Return on Management can be improved simply by shifting costs frommanagement to an operational cost category and is, therefore, much easier to manipulate.The questionable nature of some de�nitions, of which `management' is an example, furtherexposes the method to numbers games. Thus, although Strassmann o�ers many usefulinsights regarding investments in information technology, the actual method conveys littleuseful information to the evaluator.



Chapter 2 92 Current Perspectives2.5.7 Decision Analysis TechniquesIn contrast with accounting techniques, methods for decision analysis do not rely upon theuse of monetary values. Moreover, decision theorists have developed rigorous methods foreliciting preferences and subjective probability estimates (Alt 1971, Wright 1984, French1986). A number of di�erent approaches to decision analysis have emerged and distinctionshave been made between decision types that require di�erent treatments. In terms ofinformation systems evaluation, two types of decision are of interest: one-o� decisionsmade by individuals; and decisions made by groups. Whilst speci�c applications of someof these techniques to information systems have been reported (Parker et al. 1988), thefocus here is upon the relevance of decision theory in general.When an individual encounters repeated instances of similar problems, he or she developsstandard responses that are known to be successful. For such classes of problems, theproblem situation is perceived holistically through its association with long-term memoriesof similar situations (Larichev 1984). In contrast, decisions such as IS investments aresu�ciently di�erent on each occasion to be regarded as unique. Such problems must beexplicitly analysed by the decision maker in order to identify a course of action. Decisiontheory aims to support explicit analysis of this kind by providing mechanisms for elicitingvalues for decision criteria and decision rules for determining appropriate choices.In considering the contribution of decision analysis to IS evaluation, it should be observedthat IS investments are characterised by very high levels of uncertainty. The understandingof the problem situation is sometimes so poor that requirements cannot be stated, even inquite broad terms. Consequently, a successful decision analysis must begin by supportingthe decision maker in describing the problem situation in terms of its key attributes. Itis this stage, however, that is most poorly addressed by the decision analysis literature.Indeed, as noted by Harrison (1995, p.9-10), it is typically assumed that users will be ableto identify the key attributes without di�culty and the main problems are in formulatingsubjective valuations of each attribute in a manner consistent with the mathematical



Chapter 2 93 Current Perspectivesrequirements of normative decision theory.A further limitation of decision analysis is that the representation of the problem is oftennot consistent with the decision maker's intuitive perceptions of the problem (Hogarth1986). Consequently, although the analysis may be informative, it may reduce the con�-dence of the decision maker that the decision he or she takes is correct. In the case of ISinvestments, this is critical because the championing of a chosen course of action has beenshown to be critical to the success of IS development (Palvia and Chervany 1995). Giventhese basic limitations, decision analysis techniques for individuals are not considered fur-ther, although the empirical �ndings of decision analysts are considered in the review ofpsychological issues presented in chapter three.Considering group decision analysis, a key factor is the negotiation of an agreed set of cri-teria for decision making and a mechanism for assigning values. This type of process moreclosely reects ex ante IS investment evaluation, where di�erent stakeholder groups weightcriteria di�erently and have a vested interest in ensuring their weightings are reected inthe group's decision analysis. The social dynamics of the group clearly impact upon thedecision outcome. Thus, a challenging question for decision theory is to determine thestatus of the group's analysis and what role it has in determining the overall decisionoutcome. Research into this aspect of IS evaluation has increased since the early 1990s,with processual analyses leading to signi�cant insights (see, for example, Symons 1990,Symons 1994, Bryson and Currie 1995). Models and theories of social interaction suitablefor analysing the evaluation process are considered in detail in chapter four.2.5.8 SummaryThe above analysis of information systems development and evaluation indicates severalbasic limitations of current approaches. It is clear from the analysis of information systemsmethodologies that a key requirement for e�ective systems development is the successfulinvolvement of customers and users. Information systems has made a key contribution in



Chapter 2 94 Current Perspectivesthis respect, using tools such as rich pictures, which are more inclusive than conventionalsystems analysis techniques. As illustrated by SSM, however, user participation in theanalysis is ine�ective if the analysis cannot be used to improve the quality of technicaldesign. Multiview has made some progress in this respect by attempting to account foruser-centred analyses at the design stage. The current limitations of Multiview and othermethodologies, however, indicate that there are a number of conceptual di�culties to befaced in integrating multiple analyses of the problem situation.Information systems evaluation during the early stages of the lifecycle is extremely limitedin what it can achieve. Furthermore, the di�culties faced in improving on current methodsare considerable. Standard investment appraisals continue to dominate practice, despitehaving severe drawbacks for evaluating ICT investments. This is, at least in part, aresult of their familiarity and acceptance for use in other types of investment decisions.In attempting to extend accounting-based methods, arbitrary values have proven to bepotentially misleading, particularly when they are expressed in terms of familiar �nancialunits. The analyses conducted by Strassmann (1990) demonstrate that e�ective evaluationrequires an identi�cation of the causal factors that are changed by technologies. Thelimitations of his Return on Management calculation, however, illustrate how di�cultit is to establish causal relations when analysing working practices. The decision theoryliterature provides a number of insights into the problems of IS evaluation. The �ndings aresomewhat frustrating because the literature has documented many obstacles to e�ectiveevaluation but relatively little progress has been made in overcoming them.2.6 Key IssuesThe ultimate aim of any development involving information and communication technolo-gies is to produce a high-quality technical system that is perceived to be bene�cial to atleast some of the actors in the social system in which it is embedded. By reconsideringseveral current perspectives on ICTs, it has been possible to identify several factors that



Chapter 2 95 Current Perspectivesare central to achieving this aim.A central theme in the above analysis was the importance of considering the physicalsituation in which ICTs are developed and used. In terms of the wider social system,this suggests that the goal of information systems development should be to integrateICT artefacts into an e�ective and satisfying activity system. In the context of �rms,which develop most large information systems, this equates to the integration of ICTsinto e�ective working practices.As illustrated by information systems methodologies, the analysis of working practices isprimarily concerned with the social dynamics. The above review has shown, however,that such analysis does not readily contribute to technical design. Furthermore, currentmethods for modelling social activities are not su�ciently consistent with the psychologicalmodels of HCI to provide a coherent design rationale that accounts for individual and socialfactors. A signi�cant step forward in terms of improving the development of ICT-basedinformation systems would be the development of an integrated basis for considering thepsychological and social aspects of systems design.The recognition that social and psychological analyses cannot be regarded as distinct isparticularly evident in the consideration of information content versus information presen-tation. Current HCI techniques focus primarily upon general presentation characteristics,but are poorly informed in terms of how the style of presentation a�ects information use ina social context. Conversely, social analyses pay considerable attention to communicationand meaning but do not relate these issues to the design of information artefacts.Considering the design of ICT artefacts, similar conceptual divisions between physical andlogical design and between interface and functionality have been shown to be problematic.The recent emphasis upon logical design considerations has led to the design of complexICT systems as wholes. This approach results in a highly complex systems developmentprocess, which has typically had quite poor results in terms of systems quality. It wassuggested above that closer attention to the physical characteristics of ICTs at the design



Chapter 2 96 Current Perspectivesstage may help to improve the quality of systems components and, thereby, raise thequality of ICT systems. The �eld of information systems has proposed a number ofdevelopment methodologies that are more radical than software engineering approaches.These methodologies have made signi�cant steps forward in addressing some user andorganizational issues. In making these issues more visible, however, information systemsresearchers have revealed some di�cult philosophical and conceptual issues that demandfurther attention. The epistemological issues relating to the notions of `organizational' anduser needs and objectives have been shown to be of particular signi�cance when addressinginformation systems problems, including those of investment evaluation. For this reason,the issues relating to individuals are now considered in chapter 3 and the concepts of socialorganization and organizational form are examined in chapter 4.



Chapter 3The Individual3.1 IntroductionInformation systems are constituted by human activity. Consequently, understanding ISphenomena requires a detailed explanation of human needs, characteristics, behavioursand actions. The scope of explanation is extremely wide, ranging from the need to exploitsensory physiology to design e�ective messages through to the impacts on social organiza-tion of using ICTs to mediate human experience. As illustrated in chapter 2, theory canbest support value judgements related to IS design if it is integrated. Developing an inte-grated perspective is di�cult, however, for several reasons. The degree of understandingat each level of physiological and psychological analysis varies considerably. Furthermore,some levels focus on physical characteristics, whilst others concentrate on mental func-tions, largely ignoring their implications for human behaviour or their plausibility withrespect to the brain's physiology. The most conceptually challenging aspect of integratedtheory development, however, is the need to reconcile objectively describable processeswith the subjective experience implied by cognitive concepts from perception to reexiveaction.Given the potential value of an integrated theory and the evident limitations of basing97



Chapter 3 98 The Individualsystems design around various incompatible perspectives, this chapter selectively reviewsthe cognitive science and social cognition literatures to indicate the present state of under-standing and considers some of the basic issues that must be addressed by an integratedtheory of the individual. Particular attention is paid to identifying those aspects of theperson that have received little attention in the broad `architectural' models of cognition,which are among the more complete models of mental activity.3.2 Sensory StimulationA key element of any organism's ability to adapt its behaviour in response to its environ-ment is some means of becoming informed about the environment's present state. Thediversity of sensory apparatus across species illustrates how evolutionary adaptation hasresulted in sensory physiologies that are stimulated by information from the environmentthat is most relevant to the organism's survival. In the case of human sensory physiol-ogy, the range of information that can be gathered via the di�erent sensory modalities isenormous. The three stages of objective sensory physiology prior to perception demon-strate, however, that the vast quantities of sensory stimuli are extensively processed andintegrated before reaching the brain (Dudel 1986):1. phenomena in the environment map onto sensory stimuli;2. sensory stimuli excite the sensory nerves; and3. the propagation of excitation from sensory nerves to the central nervous system andresulting integration of stimuli.Early visual processing, for example, facilitates discrimination between four environmentalfactors that combine to determine the stimulation of visual receptors: (a) geometry; (b)surface reectance; (c) scene illumination; and (d) viewpoint (Marr 1982, p.41). Theintegration of stimuli by the sensory system results in a range of functional stimuli, such



Chapter 3 99 The Individualas intensity changes in the visual �eld, that serve as inputs to the subjective sensoryphysiology that facilitates perception (Dudel 1986).3.3 PerceptionAs mentioned earlier, perception is the transition from sensory processes that are objec-tively describable to those that imply subjective experience. For this reason, Dudel (1986)identi�es consciousness as a condition for the occurrence of sense impressions and per-ception, making them challenging to explain. The natural scienti�c studies of perceptualprocesses in psychophysics has, however, provided some valuable insights into the earlystages of cognition.Although it is evident that not all experiences are discursive (Anderson 1990), the primaryresearch approach in psychophysics involves presenting speci�c stimuli to subjects andrecording their statements of what they experience (Dudel 1986). Sometimes, reliablecorrelations can be established between objective measurements of nerve activations andsubjective reports. This has not led to the development of an integrated perspective,however, for primarily methodological reasons:\As far as the methodologic approach to subjective sensory physiology is con-cerned, we can in principle ignore all that we know about sense organs, re-ceptors and centers in the brain - our interest is directed entirely toward theresponse of the human subject to a sensory stimulus." Dudel (1986, p.15)The subjective nature of sense impressions is reected in the measurement systems used bypsychophysics. Although measured stimuli, such as particular wavelengths and intensitiesof light, are objectively measured, the objective measurement of intensity in terms ofaction potentials in the nerves, for example, is replaced by one of the following methods:



Chapter 3 100 The Individual1. subjects estimate how much stronger a sensation is compared with a standard sen-sation unit, providing a ratio scale;2. the comparison of stimuli intensities across modalities (e.g. the more intense a light,the harder the subject presses against a force meter); or3. the measurement of intensity of sensation in steps of just noticeable di�erence.Subjective scales are similarly constructed for the spatial, temporal and a�ective aspectsof sensation. The ability to establish reliable correlations between objective sensory phys-iology and aspects of subjective experience, such as perceived intensity, provides a criticallink that allows physiological properties to be exploited for information and ICT artefactdesign, as illustrated by the following examples:� Knowledge of visual acuity, for example, enables estimates to be made of optimaltest size on di�erent types of displays (Sutcli�e 1995, p.17);� Knowledge of how elements in an image are grouped together can be used to con-struct graphs to make information extraction easier (Kosslyn 1994); and� Knowledge of the auditory system enables the generation of sounds (for example,ambulance sirens) so that their source is more easily located (Catchpole, McKeownand Withington 1998).3.4 MemoryBoth observations of adaptive behaviour and the developmental nature of conscious ac-tivity (Mandler 1992) indicate that memory of experiences is an important brain func-tion. Unlike sensory processes, however, the physiology of human memory is not wellunderstood. Consequently, models of memory have been developed from a functionalperspective, often relying on assumptions drawn from computer science and arti�cial in-telligence. The symbolic architecture proposed by Newell (Laird, Newell and Rosenbloom



Chapter 3 101 The Individual1987, Newell, Rosenbloom and Laird 1989, Newell 1990, Newell 1992), for example, wasoriginally proposed as an arti�cial intelligence technique before being proposed as a seri-ous model of human memory and cognitive processing. More recent models have drawnupon physiological evidence concerning human memory to develop connectionist networksthat are `neurally inspired.' The symbolic and connectionist architectures are contrastedbelow and appraised in the light of available empirical evidence to illustrate the range ofviewpoints on human memory.3.4.1 Symbolic ArchitecturesA de�ning characteristic of cognitive science is its reliance upon computational modellingto provide predictions that can be compared with psychological and behavioural evidence.It is of little surprise that computers have been used to implement many of these modelsand to provide simulation data for comparison with observations of human performance.Somewhat less obvious is the justi�cation for using the computer as a metaphor for thehuman mind. Nevertheless, the inuence of the digital computer on the symbolic archi-tectures of human cognition (Laird et al 1987, Anderson 1990) is apparent in their threebasic premises:� intelligent systems are physical symbol systems;� cognition can be described in information processing terms; and� cognitive processes are rational insofar as they use available knowledge to achievegoals.The �rst premise was explicitly formulated by Newell and Simon (1976) as the physicalsymbol system hypothesis, which states that the ability to manipulate symbols and symbolstructures is a necessary condition for intelligence. A symbol is de�ned as a pattern thatdenotes an external (perceived) entity or an internal symbol structure. The denotation ofinternal symbol structures is signi�cant because it enables all knowledge within a system



Chapter 3 102 The Individualto be applied to solve a problem, despite being distributed throughout the brain (Newellet al. 1989).The functioning of a symbolic architecture is illustrated here using Adaptive CognitiveTheory (ACT) as an example. This theory is one of the most complete symbolic architec-tures developed and has a good record of matching its models of psychological phenomenawith relevant empirical evidence (Anderson 1990, Anderson 1993, Anderson, Matessa andLebiere 1997). The more recent versions of the theory - ACT* (Anderson 1990) and ACT-R (Anderson 1993) - propose two distinct types of memory: declarative and procedural.Declarative memory stores discursive knowledge such as that derived from the perceptionof an object. Procedural knowledge represents tacit skills developed by practice. Althoughthe two memories have some commonalities, they are distinguished by the following factors(Anderson 1993):1. Reportability - Declarative knowledge is at least potentially discursive, whereasprocedural knowledge is not;2. Associative Priming - The recall of an element of declarative knowledge increasesthe likelihood (and speed) of recall of associated elements (for example, `beach' mayprime `sand');3. Retrieval Asymmetry - Procedural memory is stored as condition-action pairsand can only be activated by the condition and not the action;4. Acquisition - Declarative knowledge is acquired from the environment, proceduralknowledge is acquired by practice;5. Retention - The retention of decalarative and procedural knowledge, even in thesame domain, seems to be largely independent given current empirical evidence; and6. Dissociation - Evidence suggests that the capabilities for acquiring declarative andprocedural knowledge are largely independent.



Chapter 3 103 The IndividualThe basic components of declarative memory are chunks, which are sets of around three orfour elements. Elements may be patterns, such as alphabetic characters or other chunks;the latter permitting hierarchical organization. The elements in a chunk are ordered insome manner, such as a linear sequence or spatial arrangement. What a chunk encodesdetermines what information can be held by its elements (see �gure 3.1). All facts derivedfrom the environment are encoded using chunks. The encoding mechanism is fast, butmemory organization is relatively ine�cient.The procedural memory of ACT provides a mechanism for representing skills that are:(a) gradually acquired; (b) relatively permanent; and (c) performed e�ciently. The mem-ory consists of rules, which are condition-action pairs, similar to the if. . . then statementsof computer programming languages (see �gure 3.1). Productions are �ne-grained, so anumber of them must be applied in sequence to achieve a goal. Rules are made generallyapplicable by the use of variables in their conditions. This generality increases the likeli-hood that several rules may match the stimuli in working memory at any time. For thisreason, goals are encoded as part of the condition so that productions only �re when theyare relevant to the goal in working memory.The main concerns about symbolic architectures stem from the lack of any clear relationsbetween the components of the architectures and what is now known about the physiologyof the human brain. Consider the physical symbol system hypothesis. Newell (1992, p.427)explains its purpose as follows:\Symbols provide distal access to knowledge-bearing structures that are lo-cated physically elsewhere within the system. The requirement for distal ac-cess is a constraint on computing systems that arises from action always beingphysically local, coupled with only a �nite amount of knowledge being encod-able within a �nite volume of space, coupled with the human mind's containingvast amounts of knowledge. Hence encoded knowledge must be spread out inspace, whence it must be continually transported from where it is stored to
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An Informally Specified Production RuleFigure 3.1: Examples of Declarative Chunks and Production Rules in ACT-R (FromAnderson 1993)where processing requires it (distribution does not gainsay this constraint).Symbols are the means that accomplish this required distal access."As the above quote illustrates, symbolic architectures function very much like digitalcomputers, with symbols being passed from one part of the brain to another. Upon seeinga dog, for example, a symbol denoting `dog' would be activated in long-term memory. Ifthe person wanted to describe what he or she saw, then the symbol would be transmittedfrom long-term memory to the area of the brain concerned with speech production. Thisperspective seems to be at odds with psychological evidence in several ways. First, thisapproach regards intelligent processing as syntactic. Consequently, \symbol systems haveenormous di�culty with context, especially in determining which areas of memory arerelevant." (Chown and Kaplan, In Newell 1992, p.443). In contrast, models of memorywith organizations that reect the structure of the environment are context sensitive, asillustrated by connectionist architectures. The SOAR architecture proposed by Newelldoes provide some context sensitivity through the potential to have many rules that makeuse of the same symbol, with the appropriate rule being selected on the basis of the



Chapter 3 105 The Individualpresence of other symbols (serving as contextual cues). A second criticism is that aneural basis for the symbol processing model has not been provided. Whether the symbol-level description can be convincingly explained at the physical level remains to be seen,although some critics claim that this is implausible (Hinton and Anderson 1989). A thirdpoint, relating to the information processing approach, is that symbolic architecturesare unlikely to perform operations of human complexity in a su�cient time scale, givencurrent knowledge of the speed of neuron activations (Gregory 1987). This claim must bequali�ed, however, by the observation that symbolic architectures could be implementedat the physical level in many di�erent ways and the implementation chosen will have asubstantial impact on performance. The �nal premise of symbolic architectures - thathuman cognition is rational insofar as its capacity allows - seems to be a reasonableapproximation of human performance (Simon 1951, Simon 1982, Gigerenzer and Goldstein1996). Although symbolic architectures at present are more regular in their performancethan humans, this may be because the models are underspeci�ed. It is possible, however,that this hypothesis may eventually have to be revised.The symbolic approach was the �rst to be used for developing general cognitive archi-tectures. As such, it has provided insight into some mental processes, articulating themwith su�cient precision to facilitate comparison with actual human performance. Theyare abstract representations, however, that have only limited correspondence with psy-chological evidence. Their lack of attention to neurophysiology, as indicated above, alsoraises concerns about their validity. It is in recognition of these concerns that connection-ist architectures have been developed to describe human cognition in `neurally inspired'terms (Rumelhart 1989). Particular attention is paid by connectionist models to factorssuch as the speed of neuron activation and the possible implementation of cooperative,parallel processing (Anderson and Hinton 1989). For this reason, it has been claimed thatsuch models are more accurate descriptions of human cognitive phenomena than symbolicarchitectures.



Chapter 3 106 The Individual3.4.2 Connectionist ArchitecturesConnectionist models of memory can be positioned on a continuum, depending upon theirrepresentation of memory as speci�c or distributed (Hinton and Anderson 1989). Neuronspeci�c representations are similar to symbolic architectures, consisting of networks ofneurons that correspond with speci�c symbols. For this reason, they are not consideredhere. Distributed representations, in contrast, store knowledge implicitly in the connec-tions between neurons, rather than explicitly at the site of a neuron. In this respect,distributed representation provides an implementation level model that is not obviouslyconsistent with the physical symbol system hypothesis.The basis of distributed associative models is the correspondence of a physical stimuluswith a pattern of neuron activations. Activation patterns are paired in a cause-e�ectmanner, such that speci�c environmental stimulation activates one pattern in memorythat, in turn, activates another (see, for example, Feldman 1989). Learning takes placeby adjusting the weights associating the elements of the two patterns. Various techniquesfor calculating weights have been proposed, including relaxation (Rumelhart 1989) andspreading activation (McClelland and Rumelhart 1981). Connectionist models of this sortcapture several key perceptual and cognitive traits. The pattern-based approach natu-rally deals with similarity, for example, thereby providing a basis for: (a) the recognitionof partial stimuli; (b) context sensitivity; (c) analogical reasoning; and (d) generaliza-tion/induction. Signi�cantly, such behaviours are achieved without the need for explicitrules or - in contrast with symbolic architectures - an executive to apply rules to memories.Thus, cognition is not information processing in the conventional sense.3.4.3 SummaryAs already noted, the evaluation of cognitive models is made di�cult by the lack of con-crete metrics for testing their behaviour. The comparison of radically di�erent architec-tures is further complicated by their description of cognitive processing at di�erent levels



Chapter 3 107 The Individualof analysis. In terms of the three levels of cognitive modelling (Pylyshyn 1989), symbolicarchitectures are functional descriptions, whereas connectionist architectures are imple-mentation level descriptions. As suggested by the outlines of the two approaches and theirsuccesses in accounting for some empirical evidence, both models provide some valuableinsights and are not necessarily contradictory. Given the current state of knowledge inthis area, it is, perhaps, sensible when selecting a memory model to consider which levelof analysis is most appropriate and which aspects of memory behaviour are most relevant.3.5 Working MemoriesThe bene�ts of long-term memory to the adaptive capabilities of an organism are clear.Knowledge of what has happened in the past can guide future actions so that needsare more likely to be satis�ed and goals attained. Long-term memories are only useful,however, if they can be retrieved and utilized in conjunction with perceptions of thecurrent environment. Working memory functions refer to much of this capability. Thedistinction between short-term and long-term memory was made in the 1950s on the basisof di�erences in the causes of forgetting for very recent and less recent memories. In light ofthese empirical �ndings, Broadbent (1958) proposed a short-term memory that was subjectto trace decay over a period of seconds and a long-term memory for which the main causeof forgetting was interference between similar memories. Subsequent research challengedthis view by showing that trace decay could account for long-term memory phenomenaand interference could account for some short-term forgetting (Baddeley 1986). By thelate-1960s and early-1970s, however, most memory models consisted of the following:� sensory memories for each modality;� a short-term memory store; and� long-term memory.



Chapter 3 108 The IndividualSigni�cantly, it was generally held that memories necessarily were transferred from sensorymemory to short-term memory and then to long-term memory (Baddeley 1986). Researchduring the late-1960s and early-1970s began to bring this model into question. Craik andWatkins (1973), for example, demonstrated that the time an item remained in short-termmemory did not a�ect long-term learning.In response to the di�culties encountered in explaining short-term memory phenomena,an alternative explanation of learning was proposed based around the concept of levels ofprocessing (Craik and Lockhart 1972). This framework suggests that the greater amountof processing to which a stimulus is subjected, the more likely it was to be remembered.Recognising a word, for example, is less likely to lead to its retention than comparison ofthe phonological similarity of the word with a reference word (for example, determiningthat dog sounds like log) (Baddeley 1986, p.23). A related �nding is that maintenancerehearsal (or rote learning) is ine�ective for retaining familiar words, but quite e�ectivefor unfamiliar words or sounds (Horowitz and Prytulak 1969). Thus, it seems that theamount of learning e�ort is a key determinant of the probability of retention.Baddeley (1986) suggests that the levels of processing framework has considerable heuris-tic value in the area of verbal learning, although some exceptions have been identi�edempirically and some de�ciencies in the framework have been identi�ed (for example, itis a linear model, whereas much of the processing involved is now known to be parallelwith feedback between stages). A particularly valuable quali�cation is the point made byMorris and Liebert (1977) that the retrieval situation a�ects how memories are best en-coded. When one needs to recall memories on the basis of phonological cues, for example,then phonological encoding is most e�ective. Recall based upon semantic cues, however,will be more e�ective when semantic encoding is used. How knowledge of retrieval tasksa�ects encoding is unclear, however, although it has been found that visual processingis generally less e�ective than phonological which is generally less e�ective than semanticprocessing (Baddeley 1986). Indeed, extensive research into the role of working memory inlearning and comprehension led Baddeley and Hitch (1974) to propose a model of working



Chapter 3 109 The Individualmemory that consists of three components: an articulatory loop, a visuo-spatial scratch-pad and a central executive. The concept of sensory working memories has potentiallysigni�cant implications for information systems design given that human communicationrelies heavily on language (i.e. the articulatory loop), whilst human-computer interactionrelies more extensively upon visuo-spatial processing. For this reason, these aspects ofworking memory are now considered in detail, followed by a brief review of the concept ofan executive.3.5.1 Auditory Working MemoryThe role of phonology in short-term memory was clearly illustrated by Conrad and Hull(1964) who found that subjects made more errors when remembering sequences of lettersif the letters sounded similar. Subsequent research showed that the e�ect was causedby articulation, rather than hearing. Furthermore, a study by Ellis and Hennelly (1980)demonstrated that articulation time a�ected the number of items that could be held inshort-term memory. Such evidence strongly indicates the existence of a phonological storeof between 1 and 2 seconds of speech, the contents of which can be maintained by sub-vocal rehearsal (Baddeley 1986). The phonological store can be `accessed' by both thearticulatory processes and the auditory system, although only input from the articulatoryprocesses guarantee rehearsal (Baddeley 1986). As demonstrated by Salam�e and Baddeley(1982), however, noise (i.e. input from the auditory system) has a signi�cant e�ect on theretention of visually presented words because it interferes with the use of the phonologicalloop for remembering words. Whilst sounds, particularly speech, interfere with phonolog-ical tasks, use of the phonological loop does not prevent visually based phonological tasksfrom being performed (Besner and Davelaar 1982). In other words, reading comprehensiondoes not demand use of the auditory working memory, although it does often seem to beused, especially for tasks such as the disambiguation of homophones.



Chapter 3 110 The Individual3.5.2 Visuo-Spatial Working MemoryAlthough less decisive than explanations of phonological working memory, an increasingbody of evidence suggests the existence of a distinct visuo-spatial component to workingmemory (see, for example, Baddeley 1986). It remains a subject of contention, however,as to whether this memory function is visual, spatial or visuo-spatial in character (Kosslyn1980). Nevertheless, several interesting �ndings are of interest in terms of information andICT artefact design.First, the interaction between visual and auditory memory functions are again corrobo-rated by the ability to use auditory information to construct spatial memory (Baddeley1986). Second, studies showing that spatial tasks can both enhance and interfere withvisual memory tasks indicate that there is at least some spatial component to the memoryfunction (Wright, Holloway and Aldrich 1974). Third, subjects are able to rotate repre-sentations of objects (Baddeley 1986), although errors suggest that this ability relies uponeither non-visual representation or imagery of limited accuracy (Nickerson and Adams1979). Fourth, visual information, particularly letters and words, are encoded into thephonological loop by adults, although this encoding is not immediate and, therefore, reliesupon a visuo-spatial working memory (Kroll 1975).Whether imagery is a component of memory or is purely phenomenological remains a mat-ter for debate (although Baddeley (1986) regards the issue as a pseudo-question of limitedvalue). It is clear from empirical studies that relationships between information and ICTartefacts and working memory are complex, a�ected by both development and experi-ence. Hitch and Halliday (1983), for example, suggest that conversion from visuo-spatialto phonological encoding emerges at around the age of ten years. Such developments inthe use of working memory must be accommodated if information and ICT artefacts areto be designed for di�erent age groups (as is the case with learning di�culties). Studies ofexpert abacus users (Hatano and Osawa 1983), for example, also indicate that the over-learning of skills for ICT artefact usage have an impact on the individual's use of working



Chapter 3 111 The Individualmemory. Thus, not only must the general properties of working memory be considered toimprove the e�ectiveness of ICT artefacts, the impact of di�erent ICT artefact designs onlearning and problem solving abilities should be considered.3.5.3 Executive Control in Working MemoryThe central executive function refers to the limited capacity of the individual to attendto functional stimuli and/or active memories (Baddeley 1999). As such, the notion of anexecutive raises questions about consciousness (Mandler (1992) provides an outline of thedi�erent viewpoints). The only substantive �nding relating to working memory is thatsubjects are only able to cope with a limited number of sensory inputs and with stimuliof only limited complexity (Oakhill, Yuill and Parkin 1988). This �nding, combined withevidence of interference e�ects (see section 3.6.2), suggests that working memories areinterrelated in some way and that this interrelation is one factor determining what isconscious to an individual at any given time. Beyond this very limited understanding,however, very little is known about the executive function in human cognition (althougha recent workshop focused upon the issue and published its proceedings in late July 1999- see Miyake and Shah 1999).3.6 Use of Long-Term MemoryThe preceding sections have considered how cognitive processing makes use of immediatesensory inputs by relating them to past knowledge, stored in long-term memory. This sec-tion expands upon this discussion by briey reviewing the tasks in which long-term memoryis involved. The utilization of long-term memory involves three interrelated tasks: encod-ing, storage and retrieval. Most of the studies of long-term memory task performance havefocused on particular task domains. Given the aims of this thesis, the general discussionpresented here is substantiated using examples relevant to social interaction (e.g. face



Chapter 3 112 The Individualrecognition) and information artefacts (e.g. the interpretation of written information).Perception and cognition are active processes in which stimuli are related to stored repre-sentations in memory. Although this process must clearly have a beginning, the earlieststages of human development can be ignored for the purposes of studying informationsystems development. Memory encoding will typically form a part of an activity, such aslooking for a friend in a crowded room. One will determine that many of the persons in theroom are unfamiliar precisely because there is no exact match between their appearancesand knowledge of persons in long-term memory. At the same time as one fails to matchstimuli with existing knowledge, some of the stimuli may be stored in memory. Further-more, although one might fail to recognize a single face in a room, many stimuli will berecognized to be of familiar types, for example an unfamiliar person is still recognized asa person and features such as eyes and arms can be distinguished.Early research into recognition suggested that the encoding process consisted of severalstages. In reading text, for example, a person �rst detects letter features, then letters,perhaps syllables, and then recognizes entire words. More recent research indicates thatalthough there are levels of this sort, they do not operate serially, with feedforward andfeedback relations evident (McClelland and Rumelhart 1981). It should be noted, however,that some reservations remain regarding models of this sort (see, for example, Massaro1988).The complexity of encoding is further increased by the interrelations between the sensorymodalities. When reading text, for example, there appears to be both direct links betweenvisual stimuli and the relevant semantic knowledge, and a process mediated by phonolog-ical representation (Baddeley 1990). Smyth et al. (1994) illustrate phonic mediation withthe simple example of the ease with which we read `wunss uppon a tyme' as `once upon atime.' This is possible because the phonological encoding of the �rst phrase approximatesthat of the second. In purely visual terms, however, the two phrases have quite di�er-ent appearances. Conversely, human ability to deal with homophones (such as piece andpeace) indicates that phonic mediation is insu�cient to explain reading, although phonic



Chapter 3 113 The Individualmediation is better substantiated than the direct semantic process (vanOrden, Penningtonand Stone 1990).3.6.1 EncodingIn light of the above discussion, it is clearly desirable that, out of the many possible waysof encoding information, information should be encoded in a way that facilitates e�ectivematching or retrieval. This is impossible, however, because a person will not know whatthe future uses of a new item of information will be at the time of encoding. Thus, a personmust process information according to current task demands (Morris and Liebert 1977).Demanding tasks require more processing e�ort, and this increased processing results inmore complex associations between memories, resulting in increased accessibility in thefuture (Johnson-Laird, Gibbs and deMowbray 1978). The task contingency of memoryencoding is illustrated by the �ndings of Nickerson and Adams (1979) that the details offamiliar objects, such as coins, are rarely remembered because their functional propertiesare su�ciently indicated by shape, size, colour and inscribed numbers. Details, such as thedirection in which the head faces are unlikely to be decision relevant, except for domainexperts, in this case coin collectors.An important implication of memory encoding involving relations to existing memoriesis that recall will be improved by encoding as many attributes, relations and other linksas possible (Baddeley 1990). As the number of links representing a particular memoryincreases, it becomes more likely that the memory will be distinctive in some respect. Incontrast, experiences of many very similar experiences are likely to lead to di�culties inrecalling speci�c instances. A related implication of the task contingent nature of mem-ory is that learning can be improved by setting information acquisition in the context ofperforming a meaningful task (Morris 1979). Speci�cally, evidence suggests that memoryretention is a function of the number of positive decisions made with respect to a memoryitem (Hanley and Morris 1987). It is important in setting tasks that they are relevant tothe user and that the presentation of the information is meaningful to the learner, as il-



Chapter 3 114 The Individuallustrated by Morris, Tweedy and Gruneberg (1985), who found that one factor explainingthe di�erence between expert and novice retention was that terminology made some infor-mation meaningless and, therefore, extremely di�cult for novices to encode in a mannerthat facilitates e�ective retrieval.3.6.2 StorageGiven the task contingent nature of long-term memory, the primary storage considerationsare: (a) whether stored memories may be lost; and (b) whether adding to memory a�ectswhat is already stored. Forgetting was �rst investigated by Ebbinghaus (1885), whodemonstrated that memories exhibit exponential decay. This �nding has largely stood thetest of time, although few if any psychologists have suggested that memories are forgotten.Indeed, Bahrick (1984) suggests that memory decays exponentially for some time beforedecay eventually stabilizes, from which point on performance for those memories does notdeteriorate. There are two exceptions to the normal pattern of memory decay. First, thedecay of memories that are recalled frequently is counterbalanced by reactivation (Rundus1973) and the addition of further associations between the memory and memories relatingto the tasks in which the memories are recalled. Second, memories associated with stronga�ective responses are resistant to forgetting, a phenomenon known as ash-bulb memory(Smyth et al. 1994, p.288-291).Considering the e�ects of storing new memories on the ability to retrieve older memories,retroactive interference and proactive inhibition are the main empirical �ndings of interest.Retroactive interference occurs when recall of items memorized at T1 is impaired by inter-ference from items memorized at a later time T2 (Baddeley 1990). The studies by Loftus(Loftus and Palmer 1974, Loftus 1979) of the e�ects of questioning on the memories ofwitnesses illustrate the signi�cance of retroactive interference. Loftus (1979), for example,found that the use of di�erent words a�ected estimates of the speed of a car in a �lm of acar crash. The word `smashed' led to an average estimate of 40.8mph, `collided' 39.3mph,`bumped' 38.1mph, `hit' 34.0mph, and `contacted' 31.8mph. Proactive inhibition refers



Chapter 3 115 The Individualto the interference of earlier learning on later learning (Baddeley 1999). Comparativelylittle research has been conducted in this area, however, with mainly anecdotal evidencebeing provided (see, for example, Baddeley 1999). Although interference e�ects may beof signi�cance in terms of understanding errors in repeated task performance where, forexample, parameters must be held in the user's memory, it is important to note thatthe e�ects have only been studied for the memorization of simple lists. It has yet to bedemonstrated whether similar e�ects will occur during more complex memory-based tasks(Smyth, Collins, Morris and Levy 1994).3.6.3 RetrievalMemory retrieval is a continuous and automatic process. At any given time, the activationof memories by sensory stimuli can have one of three possible results:� the stimuli do not match with any memory trace;� one memory trace is strongly activated; or� several memory traces are activated to a similar degree.Only the second of these possibilities guarantees memory retrieval. A failure to activateany memory trace indicates that the stimuli are novel, whereas multiple activations suggestthat the stimuli are similar to several previous experiences and, consequently, furtherinformation is required to discriminate between them. The importance of single activationversus multiple activation is illustrated by the context sensitivity of memory recall. Thecontext dependent nature of retrieval from memory was demonstrated by Godden andBaddeley (1975), who showed that considerable variations in environment a�ected theability to recall items from a list. Less extreme environmental changes have been shown tohave e�ects (Smith 1988). The �ndings generally indicate that the closer environmentalconditions are at retrieval to those in which encoding took place, the better memoryretrieval will be (see Smith 1994). This seems likely to be because precise cues will lead to



Chapter 3 116 The Individuala stronger activation of memories of single instances than of the categories to which theybelong.Although memory retrieval is e�ective with partial stimuli (for example, we can often rec-ognize partial images of objects), the recall of related groups of instances can be impaired.Brown (1968), for example, found that subjects provided with a partial list of US statesfound it more di�cult to recall the names of other states than those provided with noinitial information. A likely explanation for this is that the presentation of some US statesincreases their activation levels in memory. Consequently, when attempting to retrieveUS states from memory, those already presented are more likely to be recalled, e�ectivelysuppressing the required information. This type of e�ect has been suggested to be a likelyexplanation of `tip-of-the-tongue' experiences (Smyth et al. 1994). Phenomena of thistype have implications for information systems analysis and design practices, such as de-ciding when it is appropriate to provide information as memory aids to users. Providinginstances of typical transactions to an end-user and asking him or her to recall exceptions,for example, could increase the likelihood that the analysis will be incomplete.A �nal point to note with respect to memory recall is that its primary purpose is notto retrieve knowledge verbatim and be able to verbalize it. Memory is utilized to guidedecisions and actions and, consequently, is reconstructive. This has several implications,ranging from the reliability of eye witness evidence (see section 3.6.2) to the improvementsin recall achievable through the structuring of presented information (Bower et al. 1969).An interesting �nding, given the increasing use of visualization and graphics in informationsystems, is the tendency for reconstructing imagery to be inaccurate, yet signi�cantlyincrease the subject's con�dence that the recalled information is accurate. Moreover, ithas been found that con�dence in inaccurate imagery is often higher than con�dence incorrect non-imagery that is recalled from memory (Morris 1992).



Chapter 3 117 The Individual3.6.4 Improving Memory PerformanceResearch into the improvement of memory encoding and recall is of potential interestto information systems both in terms of systems analysis and the design of informationsystems and information artefacts. The cognitive interview technique (Geiselman 1988),for example, was developed to improve the amount and accuracy of information recalledfrom witnesses. The process could be drawn upon to improve systems analysis techniquesand, in its current form, be used to reconstruct the events leading up to major events,such as systems failures:1. reinstate the encoding context;2. encourage free recall3. encourage subject to recall the event from the perpective of other persons involvedin the event;4. encourage the subject to recall the event sequence in di�erent orders, for example,in reverse chronological order.In terms of designing information artefacts, the studies of Herrmann and Petro (1990)and Intons-Peterson and Newsome (1992) provide some indication of how the cognitivemodelling of human memory can contribute more towards the improved design of infor-mation and ICT artefacts. Herrmann and Petro (1990) identify the following classes ofcommercial memory aids:� Memory prosthetic - a device that facilitates memory performance, such as awristwatch with an alarm;� Memory corrector - a device that can assist in correcting memory errors; and� Memory robot - a device that performs memory tasks for its owner, such as athermostatic control.



Chapter 3 118 The IndividualMemory prosthetics were found to be by far the most common type of memory aid (61 outof 71 memory aid types). Observing that \almost all that is known about the utility ofcommercial memory aids comes from anecdotal reports made by consumers," Herrmannand Petro (1990, p.447) suggest that the utility of memory aids is a�ected by a number offactors including: (a) the importance of the memory problem to the user; (b) the user'sability to deal with the memory problem without memory aids; and (c) the e�ectivenessand convenience of memory aid use. They also suggest that active reminders, typicallycontaining audible alarms, tend to be more e�ective than passive aids, although they havea tendency to become distracting and, consequently, can fall into disuse. Furthermore,it has been noted that memory aids might reduce the memory performance of the user(Estes 1980).3.7 LearningThe use of knowledge of past experiences to guide future actions requires an ability toidentify similar types of phenomena and make generalizations about them. Cognitivescience models of these abilities are based upon mechanisms for categorizing the knowledgestored in long-term memory. Inevitably, the choice of memory architecture essentiallydetermines the way in which categories are formed. Given that aspects of categorizationcan be empirically studied much more readily than precise memory function, the choiceof memory architecture should, given present knowledge, be constrained by empiricalevidence of categorization activities. Thus, in evaluating alternative models of memoryand categorization in human memory, it is useful to consider the following aspects ofhuman cognition, which have been subject to substantial empirical study:1. the categorization of and generalisation about nominal and natural kinds;2. the perception and categorization of phenomena based on partial stimuli;3. the encoding of personal and functional attributes;



Chapter 3 119 The Individual4. generalization does not considerably inhibit the ability to recall speci�c experiences;and5. communication about speci�c phenomena and general categories.One way of categorizing experiences is to establish de�nitions that include the singlynecessary and jointly su�cient conditions for category membership (Smith 1989). The ne-cessity condition stipulates that every instance belonging to a category must possess thatattribute. The su�ciency condition states that any instance that possesses all de�ningattributes must be a member of that category. Empirical evidence suggests that this ap-proach to categorization applies well to nominal kinds, but does not provide a satisfactoryexplanation of categorizing natural kinds, which do not have (or have usually impercepti-ble) necessary and su�cient conditions. To illustrate this limitation, consider the nominalkind `grandparent' in contrast with natural kinds, such as animal species. A grandparenthas the necessary and su�cient condition of being `a parent of a parent' (Smith 1989).In contrast, `lion' does not have necessary and su�cient conditions that can be readilyascertained (even if this can be established genetically, this information is not accessibleby direct sensory stimulation).Considering the second issue above, the absence of information about any necessary con-dition will lead to a failure to classify or to misclassi�cation. Moreover, this type of cat-egorization will be sensitive to small information de�ciencies, rather than exhibiting the`graceful degradation' characteristic of human performance (Rumelhart 1989). The thirdrequirement - including personal and functional attributes - implies the encoding of non-necessary attributes into a category de�nition. The attribute `retired,' for example, mightbe applied to `grandparent,' although this is only a stereotypical trait. Such non-necessaryattributes cannot be included within a category speci�cation because they contradict thenecessity requirement. The inadequacies of using necessary and su�cient conditions haveled to their rejection as a viable explanation of human categorization. Investigations of theproblems with this approach have, however, made the signi�cant contribution of demon-strating the importance of similarity and typicality relations in deriving categories from



Chapter 3 120 The Individualexperiences.A more realistic approach to dealing with natural kinds is to de�ne categories in termsof the typical attributes of instances in that category. Such an approach inevitably pro-duces fuzzy categories, which often overlap. Consequently, some ambiguity and occasionalinconsistencies in classi�cation result, although these behaviours seem to reect humanperformance reasonably well. By far the most popular techniques for categorizing on thebasis of typicality are prototype-based (Smyth et al. 1994). Prototypes are typically rep-resented by schemata, which identify the attributes relevant to a category, the relativeimportance of the attributes in determining category membership, the relationships be-tween attributes, and default attribute values. Prototype categorization typically reliesupon the frequency of perceptible attributes of phenomena (Smith 1989) and is, thus,particularly useful in dealing with natural kinds.Instances of phenomena are matched with prototypes on the basis of similarity by a processof `best �t.' Consequently, incomplete descriptions of phenomena can still be dealt with,albeit with reduced accuracy. Again, this is an advance because it is similar to humanperformance in terms of the second requirement identi�ed above. The third requirement -allowing the encoding of personal and functional attributes - is also satis�ed by prototypesbecause the approach does not require category descriptions to consist of only necessaryattributes. It is quite possible, for example, for a tomato to match the prototype for avegetable owing to its functional attributes, even though it only satis�es the necessaryconditions for being a fruit. The use of schema as the basis for determining categorymembership has a further advantage that composite categories can readily be dealt with.The prototype for `vehicle,' for example, can easily be augmented to provide the prototypesfor `car' and `motorcycle,' even if this requires attributes of the supertype `vehicle' tobe removed. The more formal category speci�cations preclude such complex categoryrelationships, which seem to be characteristic of human categorization (Smyth et al. 1994).Considering the �nal requirement - the ability to support communication - symbolicprototype-based categories appear to o�er satisfactory support for communication about



Chapter 3 121 The Individualsimilar phenomena, making speci�c reference to perceptible, personal and functional at-tributes. This appears to contrast with the exemplar approach, which claims that onlyinstances are stored, with categories being inferred. The ability to communicate aboutgeneral concepts and speci�c instances, the �nal requirement identi�ed above, is easilyimplemented with the symbolic architecture. Symbols that denote concepts are simply as-sociated with other symbols. It is useful at this point to bear in mind the assertion madeby Marr (1982) that the implementation can only be considered valid if it is meaningfulat the semantic/knowledge level. The association of concept symbols with other symbolshas limited support in this respect (see section 3.4.1).As noted above, connectionist models based upon distributed representation deal e�ec-tively with similarity. As illustrated by Anderson and Mozer (1989), such memory models,if they incorporate feedback, will e�ectively categorize experienced phenomena, groupingtogether similar stimuli. Models of this sort behave in a manner very similar to prototypemodels. Salient features that are common to many stimuli will lead to large adjustmentsin the strengths of associations between patterns of neurons. Less salient features willlead to associations being developed more slowly and uncommon features will serve toindividuate instances that have unique characteristics (Anderson and Mozer 1989). Theresultant behaviour of the system is promising in terms of the requirements set out above.Natural kinds are also dealt with by connectionist models in an e�ective manner. Initially,all instances with gross similarities will be grouped together. Over time, the most salientphenomena are well-established and their associations become saturated so that they nolonger strengthen, or strengthen very slowly. Less salient attributes, however, continueto develop associations leading to the division of the initial categories to reect �nerdistinctions between instances. In the example developed by Anderson and Mozer (1989),for example, the letters C, K, N, W and X are all placed in the same category initially.With repeated exposure to instances of the letters, however, separate categories are formedfor C, N and W, and K and X. With further experience, distinctions are made betweeninstances of all letters. One limitation of this approach is that it does not explain nominal



Chapter 3 122 The Individualcategories, which may be learned by a special case of this process or in a di�erent way.As already noted, distributed representation is reconstructive, with partial stimuli result-ing in the activation of a complete pattern in memory (see section 3.6.3). Of course, apartial stimulus may not provide su�cient information to determine a speci�c category.In the example above, a partial stimulus may result in both `K' and `X' being activatedbecause the less salient features that di�erentiate between the two categories are not con-tained in the stimulus. This type of behaviour exhibits a graceful degradation similar tothat of human recognition and categorization.The fourth criterion set out above - enabling speci�c instances to be recalled - also ap-pears to be satis�ed in a way that bears similarity to human performance: exactly similarinstances will activate speci�c memory patterns, whilst unfamiliar ones will activate moregeneral patterns relating to categories. Furthermore, recognizing instances still makescategory information available, although some form of external cue will be required toencourage the subject to `switch' from using instance to category knowledge. The �nalrequirement - supporting communication about speci�c instances and general categories -can also, in principle, be satis�ed because associations can be developed between any pat-terns, including patterns speci�c to instances and more general patterns that approximateto category prototypes.3.8 RepresentationHaving recognized elements of the environment and activated/recalled relevant knowledge,the ability to engage in complex interactions with the environment requires that the ele-ments are put together to provide an overall impression of the environment. Explanationsof how persons comprehend their environments are central to the study of higher cognition.Early accounts of reasoning suggested that formal logical rules were used to represent andreason about the environment. Two observations bring into question the plausibility ofthis claim. First, human performance in applying logical rules is generally poor and can



Chapter 3 123 The Individualonly be improved by extensive training in logic (Smyth et al. 1994). Second, and mostsigni�cantly, the logics proposed are insensitive to the content of the sentences used torepresent the problem whereas human reasoning is highly content sensitive. Consider, forexample, the modus ponens rule:a ! batherefore bThis works well in some real world cases, particularly those in which the referents arelinguistic categories:x is a dog ! x is a mammalx is a dogtherefore x is a mammalModus ponens fails, however, for much real world reasoning where the referents are concreteparticulars:x has a headache ! x should take paracetamol tabletsx has a headachetherefore x should take paracetamol tabletsClearly, this is not generally true because x may, for example, be allergic to paracetamol.Whilst it is possible to construct more complex rules, observational evidence suggests thata person does not recall all complexities at once. Furthermore, which complex rule wasappropriate could only be determined by inspection of the referents being used in eachcase. Examples from spatial reasoning also demonstrate the importance of representationsin enabling comprehension and reasoning, For example, the propositions `the square is tothe left of the circle,' `the triangle is to the left of the square' and `the triangle is to theleft of the circle' create di�culties for purely propositional reasoning. If, however, onehas a model of the shapes drawn on the surface of a cylinder, then there is no contra-



Chapter 3 124 The Individualdiction in shapes being both to the right and left of one another. The representation isnecessary for the meaningful comprehension of the three sentences. Such examples donot, of course, demonstrate that propositional representations are never used. They do,however, corroborate the studies of Mani and Johnson-Laird (1982) that propositions maybe used when representations are indeterminate and alternatives, such as mental models,used when determinate representations can be constructed.A more plausible model of reasoning can be constructed by representing semantic contentin memory so that the sentences used in reasoning have referents that facilitate comprehen-sion (de Vega et al. 1996). A person will use initial evidence to construct a representationand proceed to search both memory and the environment for counterexamples and addi-tional factors to augment the representation. Seeing bottles of medication by a patient'sbed, for example, may trigger the inclusion of combined drug e�ects into the representa-tion, which then leads to a memory search for possible instances including paracetamol.One approach to achieving this type of representation is to use mental models.Unlike propositions, which represent everything using predicates and arguments, mentalmodels use tokens to represent instances, the properties of tokens to represent the proper-ties of instances, and the relations between tokens to represent relations between instances.Thus, models can be regarded as isomorphic to the aspects of the world that they represent(Johnson-Laird 1983). The theory of mental models makes three key predictions:� the more models that are required to reason about a problem, the longer problemsolving will take and the more error prone it will be;� erroneous conclusions should be consistent with the premises rather than inconsistentwith them; and� general knowledge can inuence the mental process of deduction.Given the problems with propositional representation outlined above, the last of these pre-dictions suggests that mental models are potential improvements as descriptive accounts



Chapter 3 125 The Individualof human reasoning.The use of analogues in visuo-spatial reasoning has been given some empirical supportby experiments that indicated subjects were performing the equivalent of mental rotation(Shepard and Metzler 1971). These claims that a continuous representation was beingused were further supported by Kosslyn who subsequently proposed an analogue theory ofrepresentation (Kosslyn 1980). The evidence is not decisive, however, and much of it couldreadily be explained using propositional representations (Pylyshyn 1981), which are dis-crete and, consequently, imply that subjective experience of imagery is an epiphenomenon(Pylyshyn 1981). Evidence that subjects make errors when reasoning about physicalobjects (Hinton and Anderson 1989) has also been used to argue against analogue rep-resentations, although such evidence only discounts claims that analogue representationsare always accurate, rather than discounting analogue models altogether.3.9 Social CognitionAlthough the above discussion of cognition has paid some attention to the context sen-sitive nature of human action, little has been said about the role of cognition in socialinteraction. To address this issue and to provide a point of contact between the cognitiveissues addressed in this chapter and the social issues addressed in chapter 4, the social cog-nition literature is now explored. Although something of an oversimpli�cation, the socialcognition literature can be seen as augmenting the `what' and `how' of human cognitionwith the `why' of human motivation. In so doing, social cognition theories provide a basisfor explaining the relationships between personal values and the raisons d'être of socialinstitutions.



Chapter 3 126 The Individual3.9.1 Causal AttributionCausal analysis is a central component of an individual's attempts to explain events. Aswith other mental acts, the imputation of cause is made with varying degrees of inten-tionality, typically receiving most attention when events are unexpected or undermineone's beliefs (Hastie 1984). Everyday causal attribution is explained by attribution theo-ries. Consistent with cognitive accounts of rationality, these theories assume that causalanalysis is valuable to the individual because it assists in predicting and, to some extent,controlling the future (Fiske and Taylor 1991).Recognizing that causal inference must be based upon di�erent kinds of evidence, Kelleyproposed two models of causal attribution. The covariation model (Kelley 1967) derivesattributions using evidence from many similar events, whereas the use of causal schemata(Kelley 1972) enables attributions to be made with respect to a single experience. Bothmodels enable attributions to be made to other persons, environmental factors and tooneself. The motivational basis for the models is uncertainty (and the resulting loss ofself-con�dence) arising from, for example, a lack of support for one's beliefs, the inabilityto solve a problem, or a high level of ambiguity in available information (Fiske and Taylor1991, p.33).The basic principle of covariance analysis is to attribute cause where one type of event isalways followed by events of another type. Where one type of event is sometimes followedby another and sometimes not, covariation is lower and a causal relationship is less likely.Kelley (1967) suggests that a person will consider three factors when making attributionsbased upon covariance. Distinctiveness refers to the extent to which covariance is commonacross many `e�ects', given the same `cause' (in the case of attribution to oneself, forexample, the subject considers `does this always happen to me?'). Consensus refers to theextent to which covariance is common across many `causes' (the subject might ask him-or herself `does this happen to others or just to me?'). Consistency over time/modalityrefers to the `strength' of the covariance (does it happen every time or just some of the



Chapter 3 127 The Individualtime? does it happen in all types of situation or just for speci�c types?). High levels ofdistinctiveness, consensus and consistency are likely to lead a person to make a causalattribution to an observed actor (i.e. attribution of a personality trait). In contrast, lowdistinctiveness, high consensus and low consistency are likely to lead to a causal attributionbeing made to the entity being acted upon by observed actors (i.e. an entity has a propertythat leads all persons to act upon it in a particular way) (McArthur 1972). Clearly, thetype of attribution made will have signi�cant implications for the likely future behaviourof the individual making the attribution. The covariation model proposed by Kelleyis similar in many respects to the statistical procedure, analysis of variance (ANOVA).Several empirical studies have brought into question whether variance analysis is a validapproximation of the process by which causal attributions are made (Hilton and Slugoski1986, Hilton and Knibbs 1988).Descriptive accounts of causal attribution, such as White (1988), identify a range of in-uencing subjective attributions of causality: (a) cause precedes e�ect; (b) temporal con-tiguity; (c) spatial contiguity; (d) perceptual salience; and (e) covariation. The �rst fourof these seem to be learned by children and continue to play a signi�cant role in causalattribution throughout adulthood, particularly in unfamiliar situations. In domains ofexpertise, adults often acquire more complex attribution rules, including distal causality,attributions to multiple causal factors and the use of the representativeness heuristic (Fiskeand Taylor 1991). An important observation relating to information search and acquisi-tion is that people tend to distinguish between events (including emotional responses) andintentional actions (Zuckerman and Feldman 1984). When attempting to establish thecauses (i.e. reasons) of general types of action, subjects usually look for similarities in theresponses of numerous other actors. When trying to establish why a particular individualacted in a particular way, however, subjects will primarily seek multiple examples of thatperson's behaviour.One di�culty raised by the possibility of multiple and distal causes is explaining how theyare apprehended by an observer. Whilst spatio-temporally contiguous causal relations



Chapter 3 128 The Individualmight be learned on the basis of sensory stimuli and without extensive cognitive processing(as demonstrated by operant conditioning), more complex attributions suggest that someform of abstract mental representation is being used. Hilton and Slugoski (1986) proposethat this is achieved by comparing events with one's world knowledge, which takes the formof `scripts.' A script describes the typical ordering of events for a class of causal relations.Events are compared with appropriate scripts to determine causes. Where an unexpectedoutcome occurs, this will be attributed to any abnormal condition that distinguishes theparticular event from others in the same class.Although helping to explain some empirical evidence, the abnormal conditions modelraises the question of how scripts containing normal causal relations are formulated. Con-sequently, the theory by itself is incomplete. It does, however, emphasize the importance oftaking into account the role of knowledge of past experiences in making causal attributions.A more complete view of causal attribution might combine some of the simple attributionrules identi�ed above with some form of covariance analysis and, using empirical evidence,model the relationship between general rules and domain knowledge.Whilst normative models of causal attribution have proven useful starting points for de-veloping an appreciation of human performance, various systematic deviations from thesemodels have been observed. It is worth paying careful attention to these �ndings becausethey provide potential insights into some dysfunctional aspects of systems developmentand have inuenced therapeutic techniques, such as reattribution training (Forsterling1985), that might contribute to improving systems development practice.The most well known deviation from covariation models of attribution has been termedthe fundamental attribution error (Fiske and Taylor 1991). This `error' refers to the ten-dency for subjects to attribute the behaviours of persons whom they observe to theirpersonality/disposition without accounting for situational characteristics, such as the per-son ful�lling a role or acting according to appropriate norms and conventions. Althoughnot yet fully explained, it is generally agreed that a major reason why situational char-acteristics are downplayed is that they are less salient to the observer. Factors present in



Chapter 3 129 The Individualthe locale of action are likely to be more static than the actor and, therefore, will not bewell attended by the observer . Roles and norms, however, only become apparent throughtheir inuence on the person being observed and, consequently, are more likely to be re-garded (with some justi�cation) as part of the actor's disposition. It is interesting to notethat this attribution is learned, as indicated by the observation of young children makingcausal attributions to concrete situational factors (White 1988). Moreover, the tendencyis more pronounced in Western cultures (Fletcher and Ward 1988). The plausibility ofthe salience account of the fundamental attribution error is reinforced by evidence thatthe reverse is true of self-attribution. When evaluating one's own actions, one will tendto be aware of the many environmental and other situational e�ects that inuence one'sactions (Taylor and Fiske 1978). One is also aware of one's own feelings and intentions,making it more plausible that the action is a result of one's current mood, rather thanstable personality traits.The false consensus bias (Marks and Miller 1987) refers to the tendency to assume thatone's behaviour is more typical than it actually is. An equivalent bias has also been foundwith respect to the evaluation of groups to which an individual belongs (Hewstone 1989).Whilst it is unreasonable to expect that a person who does not conduct systematic sampleswill make unbiased estimates, some possible reasons for systematic bias are of interest.Marks and Miller (1987) suggest that the bias may result from the tendency to associatewith similar others, thereby leading one to experience a biased sample of behaviours.They also suggest that the need for self-con�dence and the avoidance of anxiety may leadsubjects to regard their own beliefs and values as appropriate, thereby biasing their viewof what is typical and atypical. A �nal point to note is that personal experience is the onlydetailed source of evidence upon which a person can draw when reasoning about others'beliefs and values and, consequently, some bias in reasoning is inevitable.



Chapter 3 130 The Individual3.9.2 Social Categories and SchemaCategorization has already been considered as a general cognitive function. It is briey re-viewed here in terms of its implications for social interaction, along with the closely relatedconcept of a social schema. Schemata are cognitive structures that represent generalizedknowledge about concepts or types of stimuli (Fiske and Taylor 1991). Schema include thevarious attributes of concepts/types and the relations between them, forming an holisticimpression that facilitates top-down, theory driven mental processes. In contrast, the useof sensory information available at any given time provides the basis for bottom-up cogni-tive processes. Whether processing is predominantly top-down or bottom-up depends onthe nature of the information available and the motivation of the individual.An early application of categories and schema to social cognition was the study of personperception. Asch (1946) suggested that overall impressions are created by relating variousattributes of an individual to form an integrated whole. One consequence of this model isthat attributes take on di�erent meanings according to the overall context of the situation.Intelligence, for example, is usually regarded di�erently when it is an attribute of an honestor dishonest person. An alternative to the holistic model of person perception is theelemental approach, whereby attributes are treated in isolation and summary judgementsare made about individuals on the basis of average/total attribute scores. Fiske andNeuberg (1990) suggest that both models explain di�erent aspects of person perceptionbehaviour, again depending upon information availability and motivational issues.As illustrated in section 3.7, the formation of categories plays a fundamental role in cogni-tion. It is, therefore, not surprising to discover that many aspects of an individual's socialbehaviour can be explained in terms of the development and use of categories and the re-lated concept of social schema. The roles of categories and schemata in social interactionare threefold:� the individual generalizes across experiences of past social events in order to antici-



Chapter 3 131 The Individualpate the outcomes of present and future social events;� the individual is able to develop plans for his or her own actions based upon theiranticipated consequences; and� perceived probabilities of success a�ect future actions, which on a social level leadsto routinization of certain kinds of activities and the elimination of others.The third point - that social activities become regularized - has been given the mostattention in the literature on social organization and is, consequently, discussed in chapter4. The remaining two points are considered here.As noted in the discussion of categorization (section 3.7), categories are not developedin terms of necessary and su�cient conditions. Research in social cognition has raisedalternative explanations for how social categories are formed. First, it has been suggestedthat instances are assigned to categories depending upon how well they match a prototypeor ideal/extreme type that serves as the `centre' of the category (Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth 1977, Barsalou 1985). This type of generalization over persons and social eventssuggests a top-down, schema-driven, approach to social action that is strongly inuencedby prior experience. In contrast, exemplar models (Smith 1984) and associative models(Wyer and Carlston 1994) suggest that person perception and other aspects of socialcognition are bottom-up (i.e. data-driven). According to these views, categories arestored as collections of instances, rather than being de�ned in abstract terms. As pointedout by Fiske and Taylor (1991), both views have their limitations and it seems thata combination of the qualities of top-down and bottom-up models will provide a moresatisfactory account. For this reason, prototype, associative and exemplar models arebriey reviewed in turn and summarized to indicate how an integrated model of the roleof categorization in social cognition might arise.



Chapter 3 132 The Individual3.9.3 Prototype ModelsObservations that subjects rate, for example, dogs as more typical pets than spiders ledsocial psychologists to describe categorization as the comparison of experienced instanceswith prototypical instances. By classifying objects and events in this way, a person wouldbe able to use general schemata for acting in classes of situations. Consequently, it wouldbe possible for an actor to draw upon relevant past knowledge to guide actions in similarsituations that arise in the future. A person could, for example, have a general schemafor eating at a restaurant, which would consist of being seated at a table, ordering from amenu, and so on (Fiske and Taylor 1991). More speci�c schemata might be developed foreating at a Chinese or fast food restaurant. Recognition of objects (such as chopsticks orwaiters) would prompt speci�c schemata, whereas the failure to activate a schema for aspeci�c type would lead to the use of the more general schema as a guide to action. Thismodel has featured signi�cantly in social cognition because it appears consistent withobservations and intuitive understanding of much social interaction.A prototype, according to this view of social categorization, consists of the central featuresof a category. Consequently, it is possible that a prototype instance is never actuallyexperienced by an individual, although most of the features of many category memberswill usually be similar to those of the prototypical case. Furthermore, some features will bemore diagnostic than others. Apples and oranges are typical fruits, for example, whereasa tomato is not. A key reason for this is that tomatoes are often used as vegetables ratherthan as fruits, despite having many of the typical physical properties of fruits. Thus,functional and personal properties can be regarded as important for social categorization,consistent with the general assertion made in section 3.7.The value of the prototype model for explaining social perception arises from the combina-tion of the hierarchical organization of categories and the fuzziness of category boundaries.Cantor and Mischel (1977), for example, showed that subjects provided with informationabout the particular features of a person tend to `�ll in' other attributes using the typical



Chapter 3 133 The Individualvalues of the nearest prototype. A subject will make very di�erent personality attributions,for example, if told that someone is a builder or a lawyer. Furthermore, considering therelative diagnosticity of traits, Skowronski and Carlston (1987) found that more weight isusually given to negative or extreme attributes. Thus, personality attributions will be con-siderably di�erent for male and female builders and for white middle-class and immigrantAmerican lawyers.3.9.4 Exemplar ModelsAlthough prototype models have formed a major component of the social cognition dis-cipline, there are a number of weaknesses with this account of evidence concerning socialperception. One of the more serious of these de�ciencies is the di�culty in accountingfor subjects' abilities to recognize speci�c instances. If an abstract prototype is stored inmemory for categorization purposes, then memories of speci�c instances must be storedseparately. This not only seems ine�cient (Nosofsky 1988), it contradicts the view thatprototypes are recognized even though they have never actually been experienced (Neu-mann 1977). Further limitations include the failure to account for alternatives to pro-totypes, such as de�ning some categories in terms of ideal or extreme types (Barsalou1985), as may be the case with categories of scholars, priests and criminals, for example.Categories also seem to be dependent upon goals and knowledge, indicating that they maybe more contingent than the hierarchical model suggests (Fiske and Taylor 1991). This isreinforced by the di�culty in de�ning categories (especially social categories) so that evena signi�cant number of their de�ning features are necessary. Exemplar models of socialcategorization attempt to overcome some of these limitations.Exemplar approaches begin with the view that all instances are encoded in memory andthat category assignment is achieved by assessing the similarity of an instance with eachinstance of all categories. The new instance is assigned to the category to which, relativelyspeaking, it is most similar (Nosofsky 1988). This approach overcomes some of the abovedi�culties in accounting for both knowledge of instances and knowledge of categories.



Chapter 3 134 The IndividualFurthermore, as shown by Nosofsky (1991), exemplar models accurately predict some cat-egorization behaviours. The exemplar approach is, however, very similar to the prototypemodel in that it regards categorization as based around central tendencies emerging fromexperienced instances. One potential criticism of this model is its ine�ciency. WhilstNosofsky (1988) criticizes the prototype approach for being storage ine�cient, the ex-emplar appears as if it may be ine�cient in terms of its processing demands because itimplies extensive pairwise comparison. This cannot be determined, however, unless spe-ci�c commitments are made regarding the physical instantiation of the exemplar process.It would, no doubt, be infeasible for a von Neumann computer, although not necessarilyfor the highly parallel human brain.3.9.5 Associative ModelsReviewing the cognitive architectures outlined in section 3.4, it is evident that connection-ist architectures e�ectively function in terms of central tendencies when used for recog-nition, because strengths of association are determined by the frequencies of exposure todi�erent combinations of stimuli. Thus, the typical features of category instances willhave the highest strengths, whilst unusual features will be highly predictive. All of thesebehaviours corroborate the social perception studies referred to above.Connectionist models of categorization are similar to exemplar models in that they groupinstances together if they share many common attributes. The connectionist models di�er,however, in that they adjust the weights for category membership if a categorizationerror is made, whereas exemplar models operate on the basis of correct categorizationonly. A further di�erence between connectionist and exemplar models, which proves tobe advantageous, is that the networks in connectionist models operate on combinations offeatures as well as operating on the individual features, enabling the subject to identifywhich of several cues is more predictive (Shanks 1991).



Chapter 3 135 The Individual3.9.6 Self PerceptionAlthough the preceding sections have distinguished cognition from personal values, littlehas yet been said about the personal value system. Central to any understanding of sucha concept is self perception - the way in which a person conceives of his or her personalityand establishes a sense of identity. Early analysis of the self led to the emergence ofFreudian and, more recently, ego psychologies, which both rely upon the concepts of id,ego and superego (Gregory 1987). Ego psychology serves as the basis for the theory ofstructuration (Giddens 1984) and some of its implications for information systems areappraised in chapter 4.The Freudian division of the personality is essentially arbitrary (Gregory 1987, p.271) andprovides only a limited basis for explaining and planning human activity. The social cog-nition literature o�ers an alternative framework of theory and empirical research, which isconsidered here. As will become evident, although many of the �ndings of social cognitionresearchers are of potential value for understanding information systems related changes,the ontological and epistemological bases of the various theoretical claims are not entirelyconvincing.Self perception research in social cognition has focused primarily upon the individual'srepresentation of his or her own personality attributes, social roles, experiences and goals(Fiske and Taylor 1991). This is desirable from an information systems perspective be-cause it emphasizes the role of self perception in decision making and action. The literaturereects a concern with three basic issues regarding the representation of self: the need foraccurate diagnostic information concerning one's self; the general goal of maintaining aconsistent representation of self across the range of situations and possible actions; andthe tendency to create a positive view of oneself (Fiske and Taylor 1991). As illustratedby references to maintaining consistency, it is generally assumed that an individual hasdi�erent self-concepts for di�erent kinds of events. These do not reect di�erent person-alities, but di�erent portrayals of personality that the individual attempts to manage.



Chapter 3 136 The IndividualFor this reason, Fiske and Taylor (1991, p.182) distinguish between chronic and workingself-concepts, as follows:\Which aspect of the self inuences ongoing thought and behaviour dependsin large part on which aspects of the self have been accessed. The aspect ofthe chronic self concept that is accessed for a particular situation is termed theworking self concept.. . . the working self concept is important because it guidessocial behaviour and in turn is modi�ed by feedback from the situation."The chronic self concept consists of numerous schemata, each of which represents personalexperiences in a given domain. The schemata are established in long-term memory and itis well established that they are resistant to change (Backman 1988). Whilst this can belimiting, the stability is critical for the maintenance of a person's identity. Less visual in-formation is stored about the self than about others and there is some indication that morereliance is placed upon verbal encoding (Lord 1987). It is acknowledged that the schemataare a�ect laden (Fiske 1982), although little indication of the role of proprioceptive stimuliis given in the social cognition literature.As noted above, the working self concept consists of several schemata active at a particulartime. The activation of schemata is automatic and unintentional, responding to environ-mental circumstances (Bargh and Tota 1988). Once active, schemata act like perceptual�lters, with important dimensions of the self-concept having well-developed schemata and,consequently, resulting in related perceptions being processed more rapidly and extensivelythan those relating to unimportant aspects of the self (Fiske and Taylor 1991). There isalso some evidence that schema relevant attributes are perceived more readily than as-chematic attributes, whilst the availability of a relevant schema will a�ect how associationsare made between observations. Thus, the schemata active as the working self conceptcan be likened with interpretive frameworks. As schemata reect goals and priorities,they also serve as guides to future action. In the absence of external constraints, a personwill act in a manner consistent with his or her self concept, thereby reinforcing identity,



Chapter 3 137 The Individualavoiding anxiety and other negative emotions, and increasing the likelihood that personalgoals will be realized. Like expert knowledge, highly developed schemata will yield quickresponses in particular domains, whereas novel but related situations will often result inlengthy delays because the subject must process a large amount of relevant knowledge(Fiske, Lau and Smith 1990). Underdeveloped schemata, in contrast, will provide rapid,but often inaccurate, responses for all situations in a given domain.It has been suggested that personal goals and values are sometimes reected in the con-struction of possible selves (Markus, Cross and Wurf 1990). This model proposes thata person is capable of constructing a (partial) self concept that reects what he or shewould like to be. This process involves an extensive amount of information acquisition.At some point, often determined by external factors, the focus will shift from informationacquisition to learning by direct experience and, in doing so, eventually realizing someor all aspects of the constructed `ideal self.' If, for example, a person wishes to appearmore competent at using a computer system, he or she might construct an image of him-or herself touch typing, using di�erent types of software, helping colleagues with theircomputing problems and so on. The person may then acquire instruction in learning totype and so on. Eventually, as expertise increases, the reliance on, for example, teachersand reference books will decline.A related theory is the self-discrepancy theory proposed by Higgins (Higgins 1987, Hig-gins 1989). This theory also suggests that a person makes comparison between his or hercurrent and ideal selves. Higgins goes on to suggest that discrepancies between the twoself concepts can lead to agitation-type emotions, such as fear, restlessness and anxiety.Moreover, similar a�ective responses may result from a discrepancy between a person'scurrent self concept and the ideal of that person conveyed by a family member, friendor colleague. Higgins also suggests that confusion and/or indecisiveness may result fromcontradictions between self concepts. This might occur if, for example, a person constructsa self concept idealized with respect to certain moral values and another that emphasizestraits relating to popularity with peers. Self-discrepancy theory also suggests that having



Chapter 3 138 The Individualthe ability to achieve goals but failing to do so can lead to fatigue or listlessness (i.e.motivational depression), whilst being unable to achieve goals can lead to a sense of hope-lessness. In this regard, an interesting observation is made by Linville (1987) who suggeststhat individuals with complex self concepts (usually arising from a varied lifestyle) tendto have less extreme emotional reactions than those with more simple self concepts. Theexplanation o�ered for this is that failure for a person with a complex self concept onlyrelates to a small part of the self concept, whilst other parts of it may be perceived to besuccessful. In contrast, a person whose life is centred upon very few types of activity willperceive failure as much more signi�cant because it impacts upon a large proportion ofwhat represents personal achievement.Clearly, self perceptions have very signi�cant implications for how individuals react tochanges in their social environments. Thus, an appreciation of stakeholders' self conceptsmay contribute to the more e�ective planning and implementation of IS-related organiza-tional change. One obstacle to conducting such an analysis is that, whilst the chronic selfconcept may be very stable, working self concepts and self descriptions vary with context(McGuire, McGuire and Cheever 1986). Self descriptions often emphasize attributes thatmake the individual distinctive in a given context, although prolonged social interactionusually results in self descriptions (and the descriptive language itself) being aligned withthe self descriptions of others (Wurf and Markus 1990).As changes inevitably destabilize social interaction, they may lead many individuals toperceive a loss of control. This often results in increased stress because the individualfeels that he or she is less able to work towards an ideal self and to achieve personal goals.Several mechanisms for helping an individual to regain a sense of control (not necessarilyto regain control) have been identi�ed by Thompson (1981).� behaviour control� cognitive control� information control



Chapter 3 139 The Individual� decision control� retrospective control� secondary controlIt is interesting to compare the �ndings of social cognition researchers in this area withthose of the socio-technical approach to organzational change. Deci and Ryan (1987) andTaylor and Brown (1988), for example, suggest that control over and exibility of one'sbehaviour leads to greater motivation and interest, better conceptual learning, higher self-esteem, higher levels of trust and greater persistence at behaviour change. This is consis-tent with the claims of Mumford (1995) and others regarding job enrichment. Increasedcontrol has also been observed to have negative e�ects, however, where the associatedincrease in accountability makes subjects feel a greater need to perform.3.10 Decision Making and Social InferenceFrom the perspectives of both developing and using information systems, the processof collecting and combining information for reasoning and decision making is of criticalimportance. A considerable amount of work has been conducted in comparing humandecision making with normative decision rules under the general heading of behaviouraldecision theory. This work and some broader �ndings relating to information searchstrategies are reviewed here.A prerequisite to any reasoning and decision making is the acquisition of relevant informa-tion. Although it is usually possible for a person to recall some relevant information frommemory, existing knowledge is often only su�cient to guide the acquisition of informationin the current situation. It is possible that subjects will sometimes draw upon speci�c pastexperiences, but it is usually the case that generalized knowledge, in the form of a modelor theory about a problem domain, will be utilized (see sections 3.7 and 3.9). The use of



Chapter 3 140 The Individualtheories to guide information search su�ers from two main weaknesses: (a) the theory maybe wrong and misguide the search; and (b) the theory may be used without considerationof available contextual information, leading to reduced search performance. It should benoted, however, that a person will be more or less con�dent in his or her theories and thelevel of con�dence will inuence the extent to which it is relied upon to guide informationacquisition.Having collected relevant information from the environment, it must be analyzed and in-tegrated with existing knowledge. Several problems can arise at this stage. First, directexperience is often limited to a few instances of a given type of situation or problem.Despite sample size being low, a person will often generalize these experiences in orderto guide his or her action. Several potential problems have been identi�ed in this regard.First, it seems that decision makers are relatively insensitive to sample size, failing to rec-ognize the possible biases present in a small sample, such as the undue inuence of a fewextreme instances (Tversky and Kahneman 1982a). Second, where information is collectedby consulting others, the biases arising from social organization are often overlooked. Con-sulting friends, for example, is unlikely to provide representative responses because socialgroups are typically composed of individuals with similar interests and attributes (Fiskeand Taylor 1991, p.351). Third, regression toward the mean is generally overlooked whenpredicting performance (Kahneman and Tversky 1982a). On the basis of exam results, forexample, it is usually overlooked that very good and very poor performances are unlikelyto be repeated. This judgemental `error' has been suggested as a possible explanationfor the common belief that punishments are more e�ective than rewards (Kahneman andTversky 1982a).A further observation, the so-called dilution e�ect, suggests that a prediction or decisionmade using only relevant information will be moderated in response to the provision ofinformation that is irrelevant to the decision. A possible explanation for this e�ect, atleast with respect to social judgements, is that the decision maker utilizes all informationto construct a model of the person or situation in question, drawing upon prototypes to



Chapter 3 141 The Individualdevelop a more complete model (see section 3.7). This model, perhaps supplemented bymemories activated by the relevant and irrelevant information, is then used as the basis fordecision making. Tetlock and Boettger (1989) found that the dilution e�ect increases withincreased accountability for one's decisions. This is possibly explained by the increase inaccountability motivating the use of a wider range of information sources so that decisionsappear to be based on more thorough evidence and, consequently, better justi�ed.In order to discover how well a person is capable of integrating information regardingmany similar instances, numerous studies into the use of base rate information have beenconducted. It has typically been observed that too much attention is paid to speci�cexperiences rather than to statistical information. It should be noted, however, thatfew of these studies have explored the use of base rates by those individuals who haveexperienced a large sample of similar events (i.e. domain experts) (Borgida and DeBono1989). Of those that have, it has typically been found that experts are considerably lessbiased than novices, suggesting that, whilst the use of presented statistical summaries isoften inadequate, the `statistical' properties of experiencing large samples are reasonablysound. Furthermore, Ajzen (1977) has noted that base rate information seems to beutilized to a greater extent where its causal relevance is perceived, suggesting that somebase rate errors are exaggerated by experimental design. Bar-Hillel (1980) expands uponthis observation by suggesting that relevance is the primary concern, being de�ned byfactors including causal relevance and representativeness. A further observation, madeby Hinsz et al. (1988), is that the credibility of information sources seems to play adetermining role in the use of information.Di�culties observed with information integration have been found in terms of probabilisticreasoning. The conjunction error (Tversky and Kahneman 1983), for example, describesthe tendency for decision makers to believe that multiple pieces of evidence suggest thatan outcome is more likely. Although this sounds intuitively correct, decision theoristsargue that it is inconsistent with statistical reasoning because the conjunction of twoevents is necessarily less likely than either event (Tversky and Kahneman 1983). Whilst



Chapter 3 142 The Individualthe statistical case holds for uncorrelated events, it is reasonable to expect that mostinformation integration activity is performed in order both to guide and predict futureoutcomes and, thus, is likely to focus on associating evidence to identify causal chains.Thus, although it is statistically less likely that a manager will be both charismatic andintelligent than charismatic or intelligent, causal reasoning suggests a preference for thepresence of both characteristics and would, therefore, guide the appointment of a manager.When a decision maker is asked whether it is more likely that a manager will be charismaticand intelligent or just intelligent, he or she may well interpret the problem in terms ofselection problems and, thereby, respond `incorrectly.' A related point is made by Fiskeand Taylor (1991) who suggest that decision makers construct `explanatory frames' forevents, which are deemed more plausible as they become more detailed. Furthermore,it is possible that prototypes or schemata are used in decision making, with conjoinedcharacteristics having better �ts with prototypes than single attributes (see section 3.7).Similarly, when analyzing events, Locksley and Stangor (1984) found that multiple causesare preferred to explain rare events and single causes for common events. Given thecomplex nature of causal reasoning in a dynamic environment, such a heuristic is likely tobe functional on the majority of occasions. Thus, whether `conjunction errors' demonstrateawed reasoning or merely show that normally adaptive behaviours do not work in someexperimental situations is a matter for further investigation.Given the reliance upon causal reasoning to explain some properties of human decisionmaking, it is instructive to reconsider how covariation information is processed by deci-sion makers (see section 3.9.1). Nisbett and Ross (1980) suggest that, in comparison withnormative models, human decision makers do not perform especially well, primarily as aresult of their search strategies. A fairly robust �nding is the tendency to search for con�r-matory evidence, but pay scant attention to discon�rming evidence (Arkes and Harkness1980), despite both being equally important for identifying causal relations. It seems likelythat this �nding represents a general focus of attention on action, with less interest beingexpressed in what conditions were absent when something happened or what conditionswere present when nothing of interest happened; a point supported by the �ndings relating



Chapter 3 143 The Individualto scenario generation (Kahneman and Miller 1986). Nevertheless, several possible waysof improving performance on covariation tasks have been identi�ed, including (Fiske andTaylor 1991, p.371):� assessments of covariation are more e�ective for small samples;� assessments of covariation are more e�ective when information is presented simulta-neously rather than serially;� assessments of covariation are more e�ective when information is presented in sum-mary form;� instructions regarding the assessment of covariation must be clearly communicated;� repeated exposures to information tend to lead to improved accuracy of assessment;� the presence of competing information sources usually leads to reduced performancein covariation tasks;� covariation assessments are made more e�ectively by decision makers with a soundappreciation of non-covariation; and� the problem domain is familiar and the information presented in a readily codableform.So far, the focus has been upon information acquisition and organization. Various other`errors and biases' have been found to arise as a result of the way in which the task ordecision is presented to the decision maker (Bar-Hillel 1982, Kahneman and Tversky 1982b,Kahneman and Tversky 1982c, Tversky and Kahneman 1982a, Tversky and Kahneman1983, Gigerenzer 1994). The most well-known framing e�ect relates to the assessmentof risks. Tversky and Kahneman (1981) found that problems phrased in terms of gainsled to risk avoidance, whereas problems phrased in terms of losses seem to encourage riskseeking behaviour. The empirical study used to demonstrate the e�ects of framing referredto loss of life and it has been argued that this may, in itself, lead to unusual modes of



Chapter 3 144 The Individualdecision making because the stakes involved make such decisions particularly di�cult. Analternative explanation, however, is that the di�erent descriptions of the problem leadto di�erent models of the problem situation being constructed. Problems described inpositive and negative terms, for example, can convey di�erent impressions regarding thepopulation involved. The choice between saving 0 lives and 600 lives and between losing600 lives and losing 0 lives is only guaranteed to be equivalent for a population of 600.Reviewing the experiment by Tversky and Kahneman (1981), it seems that there is scopefor misinterpretation in this respect. Thus, framing e�ects of this sort are open to question.Nevertheless, sensitivity to problem descriptions must clearly be considered as a potentialfactor inuencing decision making.The �nal stage in the decision making process is the application of a rule of choice. Sev-eral judgemental heuristics have been identi�ed that seem to be used as convenient deci-sion rules for a wide range of decision types. The representativeness heuristic (Bar-Hillel1982, Kahneman and Tversky 1982c, Tversky and Kahneman 1982b), for example, ap-pears to be used quite e�ectively where precise, detailed information is unavailable, as inthe case of personality judgements. In such cases, classi�cation tends to proceed on thebasis of best �t, with little attention paid to the frequencies of occurrence of each classin the environment (i.e. base rates). As already noted, all available information tends tobe used for classi�cation/model construction, regardless of its relevance to the problemdomain in question. Although a frequently e�ective rule, the representativeness heuristicis sometimes applied in inappropriate problem domains. Gamblers often assume, for ex-ample, that some random sequences are more typically random than others (Kahnemanand Tversky 1982a) (it is interesting to note, however, that Fong, Krantz and Nisbett(1986) found that randomness is more likely to be appreciated with respect to machines,but not with respect to a person's actions).The availability heuristic suggests that decision makers base some of their frequency judge-ments on the ease with which they can recall instances from memory (Tversky and Kah-neman 1973). In light of connectionist models of human memory, it seems plausible that



Chapter 3 145 The Individualfrequency of experience will strengthen memories and, in turn, increase the likelihood ofrecall. Consequently, the availability heuristic is a plausible cognitive model and seemslikely to be valuable in situations where precision is not required. There are potentiallimitations to the e�ectiveness of the heuristic, however, such as the inuence of situa-tional context. If asked how many people of one's own age have children, for example, aperson at work may recall work colleagues, whilst a person at home may recall friends.Given that one is more likely to have met one's friends' children than the children of workcolleagues, the di�erent contexts may lead to di�erent probability estimations. It has notbeen established, however, whether such context sensitivity can be particularly detrimen-tal. Furthermore, it has been suggested that availability is more often used to identify anappropriate schema to use to guide decision making, rather than for making judgements.Another heuristic that has received considerable attention is the use of anchoring andadjustment (Slovic and Lichtenstein 1971). This heuristic describes the tendency fordecision makers to centre their estimations around presented information and is clearlyimportant in terms of information systems. In general, it seems that this heuristic isuseful for making predictions, although it is clearly dependent upon the accuracy of theinformation source providing the `anchor' information. Little is known, however, abouthow well decision makers detect misinformation.Looking at the human decision making process as a whole, it seems that, despite numerouspossible sources of error and misjudgement, performance is adequate in most situations,being most problematic when attempting to utilize both presented information and knowl-edge derived from experience. This interpretation - in contrast with the claim that humansare poor decision makers because they do not conform to normative standards - suggeststhat a great deal more study needs to be conducted into information design and the devel-opment of information and communication technologies that support the entire decisionmaking process. Although normative models are valuable when information is constructedwith the intention of using normative decision rules, it is important to recognize that per-sonal experiences lead to the development of knowledge that is best utilized via less formal



Chapter 3 146 The Individualjudgemental heuristics. Furthermore, care must be taken not to confuse the satisfactionof a normative standard with the needs that motivate human decision making (Taylor andBrown 1988).3.11 SummaryInformation systems needs to understand the individual not just as a user but as a socialactor who uses information systems and ICTs. This kind of understanding requires con-sideration of human needs and motivations, cognition, behaviours and actions, and howthey are a�ected by social interaction. Psychological studies relevant to each of these is-sues has been reviewed in this chapter to show that, although the issues have individuallybeen addressed, the `conceptual distance' between the explanations is too great for such adiverse body of knowledge to provide a practicable basis for developing information sys-tems theories. In terms of developing a more integrated theoretical basis for informationsystems, the discussion in this chapter has shown the following issues to be particularlyrelevant:� Human sensory physiology is highly selective in terms of information acquisition andis, consequently, a major determining factor in how the environment is interpreted.This must be taken into account when presenting information (a similar point hasbeen made by Kosslyn 1994).� As shown in section 3.3, there is quite a marked divide between accounts of objectivephysiology and accounts referring to subjective experience. This divide results fromontological and methodological commitments made by di�erent areas of cognitivescience.� The limited understanding of the brain's physiology has led to the formulation of anumber of currently plausible accounts of memory organization and cognitive pro-cessing. The competing theories have some broad similarities and some of their main



Chapter 3 147 The Individualdi�erences primarily result from di�erences in their chosen levels of analysis.� There is a substantial body of evidence suggesting that the working memory func-tion is composed of distinct short-term working memories for audition and vision,which are interrelated. The nature of the interrelationship is not entirely clear, butexperiments have demonstrated several implications for information processing andreasoning tasks (Baddeley 1986, Baddeley 1990, Baddeley 1999).� Long-term memory is reconstructive. Thus, perception, recognition and recall canessentially be regarded as di�erent aspects of the same cognitive function. A speci�cstimulus pattern can be simultaneously encoded into long-term memory, activatesimilar patterns in memory and result in the construction of a mental representationthat includes related memories.� The impacts of memory aids and other ICT artefacts on memory performance wasfound to be poorly understood (section 3.6.4).� Categorization and generalization play very important roles in structuring knowledgeso that it serves as an e�ective guide to action. These processes bear some similaritiesto, but are not as precisely de�ned as, their formal logical equivalents. Instead,categorization seems to be based upon similarity, rather than the matching of speci�cattributes, and generalization seems to arise from the central tendencies arising fromthe associations between many similar instances.� There exist two competing views regarding the form of mental representations, theanalogue and propositional models. Both provide useful explanations of some evi-dence but are inconsistent with other research �ndings.� The basic processes of categorization and generalization are extended in complexways to accommodate knowledge of the social environment. The basic processes ap-pear to be essentially the same, however, indicating that social judgements rely uponcategories that are vaguely `de�ned' by central tendencies and that reasoning aboutsocial action is highly sensitive to the content and context of particular problem sit-uations. In general, the most speci�c knowledge to be recalled from memory will be



Chapter 3 148 The Individualutilized in judgement and decision making. This account is di�erent from normativedecision theories, which are based upon content-free and context insensitive decisionrules.� The central role of the senses in providing information to the associative memoryresults in social categories being formed around observable objects and events. Con-sequently, there is a strong tendency for observations to be attributed to actors, whoare usually the most salient features in social situations. Consequently, there is atendency to reason about social interactions in terms of the dispositional attributesof individuals, with less weighting being given to the context in which actions areobserved. The opposite is true of an individual's self concept because environmentalfactors are particularly salient when reasoning about oneself and one's actions.� Individuals construct numerous self-concepts for themselves, each relating to partic-ular types of social situations. Motivations are related to world knowledge via theconstruction of an idealized self-concept that represents the self in a desirable futurestate that can be realized by acting in the current social situation. The various self-concepts will rarely be consistent and individuals often experience stress and anxietybecause actions that are desirable with respect to one self-concept are undesirablewith respect to another. Furthermore, environmental and social pressures may resultin individuals acting in ways that are not consistent with any of their self-concepts.Chapter 5 uses the above summary of psychological issues as the basis for developing atheory that aims to address some of the problems identi�ed in chapters 1 and 2.



Chapter 4Social Organization andOrganizational Forms4.1 IntroductionThe previous chapter presented a detailed analysis of the individual, including an examina-tion of the individual as a social actor. This chapter considers the actor in a social contextand considers the manifestation and development of organizational forms. Given the con-cerns of this thesis with evaluation and investment decisions, particular attention is paidto the economic nature of the �rm. An important part of this analysis is the comparisonof the individual actor, as described in chapter 3, with actor characteristics as assumedby theories of social organization. Whilst considerable simpli�cation is to be expected,any contradictions between psychological and social analyses will clearly be problematicfor the IS community, which must balance user impacts against organizational costs andbene�ts in order to ensure the e�ective use of computer-based systems.The following section begins the study of social organization with a brief review of di�erentconceptions of social structure. Giddens's theory of structuration (Giddens 1984) is then149



Chapter 4 150 Social Organizationexamined in detail as one of the most signi�cant contemporary social theories explicitlyto address the ontological status of social structures. The implications of theories of socialorganization for the development of economic models of intra-�rm and market activity arethen considered, followed by a brief analysis of change management issues, which are keyconsiderations for any development process.4.2 The Nature of Social OrganizationEpistemological and methodological issues have always played signi�cant roles in the de-velopment of the social sciences. The standpoint adopted with respect to these issueshas signi�cant implications for the accounts of social organization presented by di�erenttheorists. From the late 19th century onwards, one of the most signi�cant inuences uponsocial theory was the positivist conception of the natural sciences. Some social theoristsadvocated the application of natural sciences methods - as characterised by logical posi-tivism - to the social sciences, whilst anti-positivists held that this was impossible owingto the nature of the subject matter. The central concern is essentially the distinctionbetween behaviour and action. Behaviours are observable and subject to `objective' de-scription. Like the weather, social behaviours are not readily predictable owing to theircomplexity, but there are both general tendencies and low-level regularities. Action, incontrast, implies intention. Thus, even if `what' and `how' are describable in objectiveterms, why particular actions were taken by an individual in a given situation cannot beexplained without some recourse to subjective interpretation on the part of the observer.The following review of early social theories shows how the emphasis on behaviour oraction translates into more or less deterministic social theory.Weber (1949) addressed many of the issues raised by positivist and anti-positivist viewsin sociology. He asserted that human behaviour was no less predictable than some naturalphenomena and su�cient to enable individual actors to predict others' responses su�-ciently well to engage successfully in social interaction. Predictability did not, however,



Chapter 4 151 Social Organizationimply determinism or fatalism because he made a further distinction between two types ofrationality. Purposeful rationality is choice based upon the comparison of di�erent meansand ends (much like evaluation as assumed by `rational economic man'), whereas value ra-tionality is the pursuit of an assumed preference (for example, pro�t maximization). Thedistinction played an important role in Weber's subsequent work, leading him to rule outthe possibility that scienti�c/rational analysis could validate or reject value judgements.In considering political organization, Weber concluded that bureacracies maintain existingvalues but do not create or change them (Weber 1947). In government, therefore, politi-cians pronounced value judgements as policy goals, whereas bureaucrats worked towardspolitical goals by making rational, rule-based choices.The form of bureaucracy described by Weber has had a major inuence on theories oforganization design. Moorhead and Gri�n (1992) identify the following key elements ofWeber's bureaucracy in relation to organizations, rather than just the bureaucracy ofgovernment:� rules and procedures;� division of labour;� hierarchy of authority;� technical competence of workers;� separation of ownership;� rights and property associated with jobs not individuals; and� documentation.Although, as Moorhead and Gri�n (1992, p.588) suggest, Weber may have \conceivedof a bureaucracy as a powerful and e�cient form of administration," he was clearly alsoaware that the bene�ts of `the organization' were achieved at the expense of workers, asillustrated by his discussion of the division of labour:



Chapter 4 152 Social Organization\The Puritan wanted to work in a calling; we are forced to do so. . . . This or-der [the modern economic order] is now bound to the technical and economicconditions of machine production which today determine the lives of all the in-dividuals who are born into this mechanism, not only those directly concernedwith economic acquisition, with irresistble force." Weber (1930)The frequent use of the machine analogy and the mention of `irresistible forces' is sug-gestive of social structures that exist as constraints on individual actors. Weber does notmake an ontological commitment to social structures, however, but advocates a strongmethodological individualism (Giddens 1995). The determinism apparent (not actual) inthe quote above can be explained on two levels. First, owing to Weber's interest in poli-tics and organization at the societal level, he makes a sharp distinction between those whomake value judgements (i.e. politicians) and those who operate according to purposefulrationality within the boundaries set by politicians (i.e. bureaucrats). This distinction isinevitably blurred when applying the concept of bureaucracy to the �rm because (assum-ing the complete divorce of ownership and control) even the broadest of value judgements(such as the organization's mission) are made by appointees who also have responsibilityfor policy implementation. Second, at the societal level of analysis, social organizationcan appear to the individual actor as irresistible forces such as the economic and educa-tional systems, whereas this is less true of individual perceptions of organizational forms.Clearly, one must be careful not to take Weber's mention of `social forces' too literally, asindicated by his advocation of methodological individualism. The constitution and roles oforganizational forms and other structural properties of social organization must, however,be explained.To Durkheim (1933), writing at around the same period, the emergence of internallydi�erentiated societies was a consequence of their increasing complexity. As a societyundertakes an increasing number of activities, specialization becomes essential. AlthoughDurkheim does not provide a detailed validation of this claim (Giddens 1995), focusingmore upon relations between society and individuals than upon the nature of di�erentiated



Chapter 4 153 Social Organizationsocial organization within society, he makes some interesting points with respect to theemergence of `occupational associations.' A claim of signi�cance to this thesis is that theformation of �rms and other institutions is an essential component of the division of labour.In terms of political institutions, Durkheim's explanation of why this is the case often refersto moral issues. With respect to capitalist markets, however, he adopts the premise that�rms emerge from the class divide between those who have property and resources andthose who provide their labour. Consequently, he describes the �rm as characterized bya relationship of exploitation, similar to that described by the principal-agent problem ineconomic theory. It is for this reason that Durkheim advocates the regulation of markets bygovernment. The nature of the relationship also suggests a motivation for the developmentof other institutions, such as trade unions. Durkheim recognizes, however, that rules arenot su�cient. A well-informed labour market is also essential if organizational forms areto contribute to an e�ective labour market because nothing should prevent individualworkers \from occupying the place in the social framework which is compatible with theirfaculties" (Durkheim 1933).The discussion so far has pointed to the emergence of organizational forms, including�rms, but provided little detail about the processes of development involved. It has alsoindicated the importance of both clear statements of ontological commitment to socialphenomena and the need to understand economic phenomena that involve individualsworking in di�erentiated organizations within a society. These issues have continued torepresent major themes in sociology and economics, and are now considered in turn. Theontological issues are discussed in terms of a critique of Giddens's theory of structuration,which is the most signi�cant recent social theory to be based upon an explicit treatment ofthe ontological status of di�erent aspects of social organization. Economic considerationsare then addressed in an analysis of the roles of technology and information within �rms.This provides a sharp focus on the issues of most concern to the IS community, whilstaddressing the general socio-economic concerns identi�ed above.



Chapter 4 154 Social Organization4.3 Theory of StructurationOne of the most signi�cant recent developments in social theory is the theory of struc-turation (Giddens 1984). This theory directly addresses the division between naturalisticsocial theories, which regard social structures as objective phenomena serving to constrainindividuals' behaviours, and hermeneutic social theories, which focus upon individual ac-tion with little interest in identifying social entities. The theory of structuration e�ectivelydissolves some of the conceptual di�erences between the two perspectives by rede�ningthe ontological status of a number of key sociological constructs. In doing so, Giddensaims to overcome the conceptual di�culties inherent in each perspective.Whilst not advocating methodological individualism, as such, structuration theory placesa strong emphasis upon the reexive character of human conduct - an idea imported fromhermeneutic social theory - and the explanation of social phenomena in cognitive, espe-cially linguistic, terms. The basic ontological shift made by the theory of structuration isthe substitution of the dualism of the agent as social subject and society as social objectwith the duality of structure, whereby actions are based upon and reproduce social rela-tions extended over space and time. Thus, social structure does not exist independently,but is present in the memories that guide individuals' actions. The structural properties ofsocial organization are reproduced intersubjectively through their physical manifestationduring human activity. This and other concepts of structuration theory have signi�cantimplications in terms of the models of the individual and of social action that they entail.Thus, for the purposes of this research, it is useful to develop an analysis of structurationtheory in terms of its implications for: (a) human cognition; (b) the human body andphysical presence in the environment; and (c) social organization per se.4.3.1 Cognition in Structuration TheoryAs already noted, structuration theory places signi�cant emphasis upon the psychology ofthe individual when explaining the reproduction of social phenomena. Thus, an important



Chapter 4 155 Social Organization�rst stage in reconciling theories of human cognition and human action is to compare andcontrast the psychological assumptions underlying structuration theory with the cognitivescience models presented in chapter 3. Given the criticism that cognitive science typicallyuse models of disembodied cognition (Anderson et al. 1997), particular attention is paidto the emphasis of structuration theory upon the role of the body in human performance.The aim of this analysis is to bring out the similarities and di�erences between the twoperspectives and to suggest how the cognitive level, essential for e�ective ICT design,can be redeveloped using ideas from structuration theory and to identify the key issuesinvolved in synthesising the two perspectives.Just as perception and, therefore, cognition are regarded in cognitive science as subjectto a continuous stream of environmental stimuli, the theory of structuration speaks of ex-perience as a dur�ee. Owing to its high level of abstraction, however, structuration theoryo�ers no account of the workings by which experience a�ects the individual's memory insuch a way as to facilitate future action. Nevertheless, several psychological characteristicsare assumed that can be directly contrasted with those of cognitive science. Inuenced byego psychology's concepts of id, ego and super-ego (Gregory 1987), Giddens bases struc-turation theory upon three levels of consciousness: the basic security system; practicalconsciousness; and discursive consciousness. The basis in ego psychology implies a num-ber of deviations from explanations phrased in terms of perception, cognition and actionas proposed by cognitive science models. The most basic di�erence, related to the dis-embodied nature of cognitive science models, is the claim by structuration theory thatperception is an active process. Whereas cognitive models tend to consider perception aspassive, presenting an `objective image' to the cognitive processes that make sense of it(see section 3.4), structuration theory regards perception as bound-up with action. Spe-ci�c aspects of the environment are focussed upon by the individual and, consequently,other aspects of the environment are barely recognized, if perceived at all. Furthermore,the integration of the senses is emphasised in contrast to the reliance of cognitive scienceresearch upon accounts of the senses as operating with considerable independence (seesections 3.2 and 3.3).



Chapter 4 156 Social OrganizationConsidering higher level cognition, it is useful to examine the notions of practical anddiscursive consciousness in terms of the empirical claim of cognitive science that increasedexposure to situations that the individual assigns to the same category leads to improvedperformance in terms of recognition and subsequent action. With su�cient experience,cognitive science claims, such actions are performed with very little explicit cognitive at-tention. Relatedly, structuration theory considers many routine skills to be so familiarto the individual that they are performed in an almost automatic way, with little, if any,explicit attention. Furthermore, structuration theory considers the division between prac-tical and discursive consciousness to be unstable, changing over time. This is consistentwith the cognitive science models, which suggest that cognitive demand changes over time.An account of which actions can or cannot be explained by the actor, however, is providedby neither theoretical account.The concept of practical consciousness is basic to the central claim of structuration theorythat social activity relies heavily upon routinization. For any particular social encounter,the individual is acting in a social context. The actions are constituted by the individual'sknowledgeability of social situations, and the experience feeds back into the individual'smemory. Thus, agents' knowledgeability is constitutive of social encounters and recursivelyimplicated in social activity. Such a perspective is not inconsistent with the accountsof memory and learning already presented in sections 3.4 and 3.7, although such modelsassume discrete episodes rather than dur�ees. This inconsistency is present, however, withinthe cognitive science paradigm, with perception considered in terms of a stream of stimuli,yet categorization being based around discrete entities and events. Structuration theorydoes provide some insight into how this inconsistency can be addressed: social engagement,because it is constituted in time-space, occurs in an episodic manner, thereby suggestingthat `events' can be isolated by high-level cognition as the basis for categorization. Thisexplanation relates to the structurational account of motivation and value.Day-to-day, routine activity should, according to structuration theory, be considered as aprocess of continuous action, not as a set of events. This action stems from the acquisition



Chapter 4 157 Social Organizationof knowledgeability about `how to go on' in routine social contexts. This knowledgeof how to act in highly familiar social contexts is part of the practical consciousness.Giddens claims that the use of routinized knowledge, which is constitutive of social activity,suggests \. . . a general motivational commitment to the integration of habitual practiceacross space and time." (Giddens 1984, p.64). In other words, routinized behaviour notonly reduces cognitive demands by regularising basic social activity so that it requires littleconscious cognitive e�ort (e.g. tacit knowledge of turn-taking in conversations), it is alsoclaimed to avoid anxiety by satisfying the individual's need for `ontological security.' Suchmotivational factors are beyond the scope of cognitive science models and comparisonscannot be made (although the discussion of self-perception in section 3.9.6 makes referenceto anxiety). Evidence of adverse e�ects of eliminating such routinisation does, however,suggest that the concept of ontological security and its roots in routinisation, which can beconsidered in cognitive science terms, does have some validity. The claim that routinizationis constitutive of social activity also has implications for considering the importance ofenvironmental context in cognitive performance.Action, according to structuration theory, requires the individual to have the power tointervene in the environment. As Giddens notes, \this presumes that to be an agentis to be able to deploy (chronically, in the ow of daily life) a range of causal powers,including that of inuencing those deployed by others." (Giddens 1984, p.14). Thus, theagent's perceptions of power can be directly compared with the process of categorisationby which individuals attribute causality to their own actions and to other events in theenvironment. Given a complex, dynamic environment, which social activity surely entails,the di�culty of perceiving and delineating all relevant factors in the environment suggeststhat the actions of the individual, whose perceptual and cognitive abilities are selectiveand/or limited, will be of limited accuracy. This uncertainty and inaccuracy accounts, incognitive terms, for some of the unintended consequences that, according to structurationtheory, arise from the individual's actions. The other signi�cant cause of uncertainty isthe existence of other sources of intervention and change in the environment, most notablyother actors.



Chapter 4 158 Social OrganizationWhilst the above discussion suggests a number of areas of overlap, which provide scope forreconciling accounts of human cognition and the structurational theory of human agency,there are a number of psychological traits assumed by structuration theory that fall out-side of cognitive science. Perhaps the most signi�cant of these, particularly in terms of thisresearch, is the consideration of motivation. The suggestion that practical consciousnessimplies that many actions are not directly motivated has signi�cant implications for thesubjective evaluation of technological artefacts. If individuals cannot discuss their moti-vations, either directly or indirectly, except where routine breaks down and the individualis forced to exert cognitive e�ort in identifying a course of action, it seems unlikely thatsuch individuals will be able to provide reliable subjective evaluations, particularly wherethe range of events to be valued is wide. Any detailed consideration of value concepts isdi�cult, however, given the limited attention paid to them by both structuration theoryand cognitive science. For this reason, value concepts are discussed in socio-economicterms in section 4.5 and in psychological terms in chapter 5.4.3.2 The Body in Structuration TheoryModels of higher level cognition have an almost exclusive focus upon mental processes.What is actually being `processed,' however, is generally taken as given, with perceptione�ectively regarded as a passive process of information acquisition. Structuration theory,in contrast, places a signi�cant emphasis upon the body situated in an environment. Thus,the individual is regarded as an \. . . integrated system of perceptual and communicativemodalities." (Giddens 1984, p.67), which is active in its perception of the environment.This advanced conception of human agency provides several insights into the e�ects ofICTs on social activity.To understand the role of the `integrated body' in social activity, it is necessary to considerthe individual situated in his or her physical environment. Where the activity involvessocial interaction, the physical settings are described as locales. A locale is a regionin space with de�nite physical boundaries that serves as a focal point for certain social



Chapter 4 159 Social Organizationactivities. Locales are typically internally regionalised, providing di�erentiation of contextfor activities within the same locale. A workplace, for example, is a locale physicallybounded by the construction of the building. Within the workplace, speci�c rooms orareas within rooms are used for di�erent purposes. At a more day-to-day level, severalindividuals may form a bounded region simply by the positioning of their bodies during aconversation.Giddens (1984) provides a classi�cation of di�erent modes of regionalization based uponfour attributes: form, duration, span and character. The form of a region refers to itsde�ning boundaries, which may be physical or symbolic. In episodes of co-presence, theregion is usually demarcated using bodily posture, tone of voice, and other aspects ofpositioning. Such episodes are typically very brief in duration. Where types of interactionbecome institutionalized, however, more permanent forms of regionalization, such as theuse of a speci�c room at regular times, may be established. Duration refers to the temporalregularities of social activity. Speci�cally, social interaction is episodic in form, with eachencounter occurring within a de�ned time period. Spatial regions are also used di�erentlyat di�erent times. There are, for example, typical working hours during which businessdistricts are most active and typical times of the day when rooms of a house will be used.Span refers to the spatial extent of a region. A house, for example, is precisely de�nedby its physical construction and legal records of land boundaries. A city, however, has amuch less well-de�ned boundary, with the distinction between urban, suburban and ruralsubject to gradual, but continual change. Character refers to the functions for whichregions are used. In some societies, for example, the home serves as the centre for bothfamily relationships and working activity, whereas modern capitalist societies tend to havedistinct regions in which working and family lives take place.In terms of information systems and ICT artefact design, the psychological and socialimpacts of regionalization are potentially signi�cant, particularly where ICTs are used tomediate social interaction, rather than merely support it. Whether intentional or not, ICT-based information systems will lead to the formation of regions, which can be supportive



Chapter 4 160 Social Organizationor restrictive, depending upon their appropriateness for the social activity in question.How such boundaries are perceived is central to understanding the impacts of ICTs onsocial interaction and are, therefore, discussed in detail in chapter 5.4.4 The Organizational FormThe previous sections of this chapter have considered social organization in general. Oneof the main themes of this analysis was that social structures do not exist as such, but canbe discerned as regularities in the interactions of individuals over time. Some identi�ablesets of social regularities are of particular signi�cance in terms of information systemsdevelopment because they are recognised within societies as speci�c kinds of interactionand are accorded legal status. These social phenomena are referred to here as organiza-tional forms, speci�c forms of which include public sector bureaux and �rms. This section�rst reviews a number of research studies investigating the nature of organizational formsgenerally, before considering the distinguishing characteristics of each of these types oforganizational form in terms of their development and usage of information systems.4.4.1 Structural Aspects of Organizational FormsA major premise of organizational behaviour research is that the structure of an organi-zational form is a determinant of how successfully its goals are achieved (see, for example,Moorhead and Gri�n 1992). To be able to appreciate the value of this premise, a clearunderstanding of the nature of organizational forms and their attributes and relationsis required. This section reviews a selection of organizational theories to indicate howaccounts of organizations and their characteristics have developed.As indicated in the discussion of structuration theory, organizational forms cannot beregarded as concrete, objectively describable entities in the same sense as a physical par-ticular, such as a building. It is not surprising, therefore, to discover many di�erent ways in



Chapter 4 161 Social Organizationwhich the structural aspects of organizational forms have been interpreted and described.One of the earliest approaches to describing organizations was to consider the division oflabour and the mechanisms used to supervise and coordinate the activity of the workforce.Beginning with the work of Smith (1776), this perspective came to be exempli�ed by theprinciples of scienti�c management and Fordism.The division of labour was most rigorously applied within the manufacturing industries,where it resulted in the e�cient use of labour resources by creating jobs that were verynarrow and well-de�ned. Workers quickly became skilful at performing their very limitedrange of tasks and, because they had minimal discretion, made a standard contribution to alarge process (such as a production line), often at a pace dictated by managers coordinatingthe process or its sub-processes. Even within manufacturing, an overemphasis on divisionof labour has been acknowledged as quite severely limited (Shaw 1981). The mechanisticnature of the resulting jobs led to very low commitment and job satisfaction, which couldlimit e�ciency as well as the quality of process output. The use of tighter supervisioncannot entirely overcome these di�culties and clearly o�sets a proportion of the costsavings.Considering how the level of supervision can impact upon the ways in which workersperform their tasks, span of control is a major factor in organization design. If the span ofcontrol is inadequate, workers may not perform su�ciently well and coordination problemscould arise. Too much control, however, may alienate workers and have other harmfule�ects, as well as unduly increasing costs. Mintzberg (1979) suggests that the appropriatespan of control is contingent upon a number of factors: (a) the degree of job specialisation;(b) task similarity within a given unit; (c) the type of information available to and neededby unit members; (d) members' needs for autonomy; and (e) workers' needs for accessto their supervisors. Clearly, some of these factors reect the interaction between spanof control and other structural aspects of an organization, such as power and authorityrelations. Furthermore, none of these `dimensions' is readily quanti�able and any decisionsregarding changes to an existing span of control rely on the judgement of managers and



Chapter 4 162 Social Organizationtheir experience within the organization.The degree of centralization within an organization refers to the extent to which decisionmaking authority is retained by managers at the top of a hierarchy or delegated to lowerlevel employees. As indicated above, centralization is closely related to span of control. Asupervisor with many subordinates, for example, can only manage them e�ectively if eachof them can work with considerable autonomy. Such autonomy is achieved either by mak-ing tasks highly programmatic or by permitting subordinates to make some decisions bythemselves. Recognising this, Simon (1960) made a distinction between programmed andnon-programmed decisions. Programmed decisions provide some degree of decentraliza-tion for certain types of well-de�ned activities (i.e. the programmatic tasks of workers havesome conditional elements in them), whilst retaining a high degree of central coordinationbecause only managers may alter the decision making rules. Non-programmed decisionsrequire individuals to act within their authority using their own judgement. As discussedlater in this section, some organization theorists have argued in favour of decentralizationbecause of its bene�ts in terms of job enrichment and because participative managementis considered to be more ethical than highly mechanistic forms of social organization.The distinction between programmed and unprogrammed decisions has been expanded bysome researchers, who have described organizations in terms of their levels of formaliza-tion (for example, Pearce and David 1983). A highly formalized organization is likely torely more upon programmed decisions, particularly at lower levels in the organizationalhierarchy. Furthermore, unprogrammed decisions are likely to be well-documented andcommunicated via formal communication channels. In contrast, informal organizationsrely less upon o�cial reporting structures and unity of command, exhibiting a greater de-pendency upon organizational culture to ensure that workers make decisions that conformwith the basic rationale of the organization.In some respects, the formalization of an organization indicates the general nature of itscoordination mechanisms. Analyzing coordination in more detail, reporting and authorityarrangements usually reect the relative importance of one or two of the following:



Chapter 4 163 Social Organization� business functions (e.g. �nance and marketing)� products or services� customers� geographical regionsThe choice of organizing arrangements has a sign�cant impact upon the type of commu-nication channels and authority relations required for the organization to function e�ec-tively. Evidence also suggests that such arrangements a�ect the development of expertiseand the degree of innovation within the organization (Moorhead and Gri�n 1992). Theuse of business functions, for example, is usually e�ective for developing expertise in thefunctional areas; reinforced by the institutionalized professions within developed countries(Mintzberg 1991). The e�ectiveness of functional organization for exploiting expertise is,however, somewhat limited because there exists no automatic ow through the organiza-tion to ensure that skills are used to create value for customers. In contrast, organizationby product or service provides a clear process by which single products or groups of prod-ucts/services can be provided. This type of specialization can inhibit innovation, however,because opportunities for transferring best practice from one product/service to anotherare more likely to be overlooked. Furthermore, organization by product can expose majorcustomers to unnecessary complications and inconsistencies because they have multiplepoints of contact with the organization. Similarly, geographical organization can inhibitthe spread of best practice and is only likely to bene�t customers that operate in speci�cregions, possibly creating problems for geographically dispersed �rms. Thus, whilst someform of organization is essential to retain control over an organization, the choice of struc-ture must be made with careful attention paid to the organization's customer base andproduct/service characteristics. Furthermore, information systems are clearly required toprovide communication channels that reinforce the strengths of the adopted structure andaddresses its limitations.In addition to the �ndings about particular types of structural arrangement, a conclu-



Chapter 4 164 Social Organizationsion of many researchers is that organization structure needs to balance authority andresponsibility (Miner 1982). Authority is the power to act within an organization that islegitimized by its attachment to an organizational role. Responsibility refers to the associ-ation of rewards and sanctions with the outcomes of particular kinds of action. Ensuringthat authority and responsibility are well aligned is important in several respects. Bothmotivational and ethical considerations suggest that praise and blame are best given to theperson(s) who carried out a course of action. The ability to assert e�ective control over theorganization also requires that the two are aligned. Alignment can be di�cult, however,where e�cient production is best achieved using group organizations, for example, but thesociety in which the organization exists tends to assign responsibility to individuals.Whilst the above comments suggest that authority arises in a top-down manner withinan organization, its existence in a wider social context, combined with the ethical andmotivational issues, suggest that this is not entirely the case. Barnard (1938) was one ofthe �rst organizational theorists to propose the individual worker as a source of authoritywithin the organization. Barnard's acceptance theory argues that the manager's authoritydepends upon the subordinate's acceptance of the manager's right to issue directives.Whilst this theory has some limitations, it rightly points out that the labour contract doesnot ensure absolute compliance, but only ensures that the worker will act in accordancewith those directives that seem reasonable with respect to his or her terms of employment.As noted earlier, the employment relationship is somewhat exploitative. Regulation andthe power of institutions advocating workers, however, provide the worker with someprotection.4.4.2 The Organizational EnvironmentThe structural aspects of an organizational form are a product of both internal and externalchanges (however the organization's boundary is de�ned). Thus, in addition to consideringthe social activity that directly constitutes any observed social `structure', it is essential togain an appreciation of the external pressures and opportunities for action that motivate



Chapter 4 165 Social Organizationat least some internal activity. Traditionally, such issues have been described in terms ofthe organization's environment.Given that any social structures are interpretations of the regularized activities of manyindividuals, it is not surprising to �nd that social institutions overlap because a single actorwill participate in a number of social institutions and `belong' to several organizationalforms. Thus, as already noted, an individual worker is simultaneously a participant in awider society that has implications in terms of allocating authority and responsibility toindividuals and groups. The organization theory literature has paid particular attentionto the following social factors and groupings:� human resources - trade unions, labour markets, employment agencies, educationsystems� competitors and suppliers� customers� shareholders (who may be internal or external to the organization)� physical resources� government - laws, taxation� �nancial institutions - banks, venture capitalGiven that the environment in its broadest sense refers to all activity that falls outside ofthe organizational form's boundary, it is both highly complex and subject to continuouschange. This has two main implications: (a) there is a need for intelligence gathering sothat the actors in the organization are aware of how the environment is changing; and (b)on some occasions, actions of organization members will need to change in response tochanges in the environment.



Chapter 4 166 Social OrganizationStructural contingency models of organizations (the �rst of which was Lawrence and Lorsch1969) suggests that an organization should attempt to match its structure with its environ-ment. Given the de�nition of organization adopted here and the potential breadth of theenvironment, the plausibility of achieving such a match is open to question. Firstly, achiev-ing complete information about a large and dynamic environment is extremely costly, ifpossible at all. Secondly, the amount of information processing e�ort required to determinethe best course of action would be extremely high (Simon 1982). Thirdly, it is questionablewhether a completely adaptive organization could be regarded as an organizational formbecause the highly routinized practices that constitute an organizational form imply someform of continuity of activity and, therefore, some (not necessarily intentional) resistanceto change.A second type of model of the relationship between organizational form and environmentemphasizes the dependency of the organizational form upon the environment as a sourceof labour, raw materials and other resources. These models avoid the third weakness ofthe structural contingency models by describing two types of resource exchanges: interor-ganizational exchanges and making changes to the environment (Daft 1995). Attentionto interorganizational linkages clearly emphasizes the identity of organizational form asan identi�able structure, whilst also acknowledging that its very existence is dependentupon a wider social organization. Recognition that organizational forms serve as parts ofthe changing environments of other organizational forms is also a strength of the model,making social organization appear less fatalistic than the structural contingency modelsuggests. Furthermore, the suggestion that it is sometimes `easier' or `preferable' for anorganizational form to exert pressure for change rather than changing itself is suggestiveof the resistance to change implied by routinized working practices and established socialnorms and also provides a means for actions where no amount of internal change couldcounteract adverse environmental change (for example, where legislation threatens thecommercial viability of an enterprise).



Chapter 4 167 Social Organization4.5 Economic Models of Intra-Firm ActivityWithin the �rm, information systems have two signi�cant economic impacts. First, infor-mation systems can facilitate e�ective resource allocation and usage as part of the �rm'songoing business. Second, information systems consume a �rm's resources and must,therefore, be subject to evaluation. The main obstacle to e�ective evaluation is that, asindicated by these points, many of the costs of information systems are direct, whereasmost of the bene�ts and a proportion of the costs arise from changes in the way otherbusiness activities are performed. Given this scenario, a sound and detailed economicmodel of the �rm is required to contribute to the analysis of the impacts of IS changes andas the basis for evaluation methodology. Furthermore, if such analysis is to be consistentwith analyses of user and non-economic considerations, the basic assumptions made byeconomic theories must be closely examined.The models of the �rm used in most, if not all, IS evaluation theories are limited in sig-ni�cant respects by their conformance with the assumptions of the conventional economictheory of the �rm. One exception to this is Return on Management (Strassmann 1990),the limitations of which are described by Hemingway (1997a). The conventional modelof the �rm is really a set of simplistic assumptions about �rm behaviour that providesu�cient detail to model some aspects of entire markets (Cyert and March 1992). Its useas the basis for evaluation and investment decisions, consequently, tends to be somewhatfatalistic, favouring labour-saving technologies as a means of pro�t maximization. Moresigni�cantly, from an IS perspective, the implicit assumption that the �rm operates usingcomplete information about resource allocation and the means of production precludesthe analysis of information systems changes. As a result, many investment appraisaltechniques only function e�ectively when evaluating investments that provide primarilye�ciency gains, particularly those attributable to automation (Farbey, Land and Targett1994). Nevertheless, these simple quantitative techniques have remained more popularwith IS practitioners than alternatives that take into account social and political factorsby way of qualitative analysis (Ballantine, Galliers and Stray 1994).



Chapter 4 168 Social Organization4.5.1 Development of Economic Theories of the FirmA milestone in the understanding of the economic functions of �rms is An Inquiry intothe Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations by Smith (1776), where the division oflabour and other key aspects of work organization were explained for the �rst time. Thefocus upon capital as the primary source of power (Marx 1867) and the importance ofthe simpli�cation and automation of tasks to provide e�ciency gains have had a lastingimpact upon much �nancial and management practice, particularly in Western economies.Consistent with the notion of social structures as self-reproducing, these impacts havetended to reinforce Smith's conception of the division of labour in four ways:� an increased specialisation of tasks leads to a reduction in the individual worker'sskills and a corresponding increase in manual dexterity;� the reduction in the number of skills an individual requires leads to a reduction inthe amount of time spent switching between tasks;� increased specialisation and division leads to the precise speci�cation of many tasksand, consequently, it becomes possible to develop machinery to perform some ofthese tasks more e�ciently; and� individual workers are no longer aware of the overall process of transformation thatleads to economic value, leading to the need for specialist coordinators and a relianceupon the unconscious social reproduction of institutionalised activities in order tomaintain the �rm as a viable means of production.Furthermore, the assumption of complete information, the existence of sets of unambigu-ous preferences for decision making, and full knowledge of all available means still havesigni�cant inuence over management practice, despite being repeatedly questioned byeconomic theorists (Marx 1867, Coase 1937, Hayek 1945, Simon 1951, Alchian and Dem-setz 1972, Cyert and March 1992). Despite the obvious problems these assumptions create



Chapter 4 169 Social Organizationfor the study of information systems, the IS community has not yet succeeded in formu-lating a more realistic basis for IS evaluation. These issues are addressed here through theanalysis of three factors:� the nature of evaluative information;� the nature of economic institutions; and� the role of technology in organizational forms.4.5.2 The Nature of Evaluative InformationThe main purpose of evaluative information is to facilitate choice between costly prospec-tive actions. As indicated above, the evaluation of information systems is unique becausethe provision of evaluative information is one of the key bene�ts of the system itself. Un-til the second half of the twentieth century, however, relatively little attention was paidby economists to information, presumably because the assumption that all relevant in-formation is available implies that information acquisition and management are of littleinterest. Empirical evidence demonstrates, however, that the information available for de-cision making within an organization is widely dispersed and the collation of informationpertinent to any given decision is severely limited (Travica 1998). Consequently, the mod-elling and analysis of a �rm's information system must be regarded as critical to evaluatingand improving its performance.Evaluative information can be regarded from an economic perspective as describing op-portunities for future resource usage. Considering the �rm as a whole, such informationcan be partitioned according to the three classes of resources: (a) money; (b) labour;and (c) equipment. As already noted, acquiring evaluative information is a costly processand the amount of information acquired and used will, consequently, be limited by theexpected bene�ts the information will yield in terms of improved resource management.The search mechanism used to identify useful information is also a key factor in determin-



Chapter 4 170 Social Organizationing what information is acquired and, consequently, how decisions are made (Simon 1967).The search will typically be based upon the knowledge of individuals occupying decisionmaking roles, with their e�ectiveness being determined by a number of factors, includingaccess to information and familiarity with, and availability of, information sources. Otherdeterminants of the search and acquisition processes are the information users' interests,motivations and responsibilities, which were assumed by conventional economic theoriesto equate with pro�t maximisation for the �rm. This assumption has been demonstratedto be inadequate, failing to reect the impacts of personal motivations and values on theperformance of workers (Cyert and March 1992).It is evident that, due to the many di�erent sources of uncertainty for actors, evaluation isalways subject to severe limitations. It is also quite clear that the way in which informationis collected, presented and used has a considerable bearing upon the evaluation outcomeand any subsequent actions (Tufte 1983, Tufte 1990, Tufte 1997). In terms of informationsystems evaluation, the sheer diversity of functions that ICTs can perform makes anyanticipation of the e�ects of IS changes even more uncertain. All of these factors are closelyrelated to the nature of the planned action, the type of technology being considered anda number of other factors. Farbey et al. (1995) propose a bene�ts evaluation ladder as amechanism for classifying project types in such a way as to draw out some of these issues.They go on to suggest that the evaluation of the di�erent types of systems, because of thedi�erent sources of uncertainty that they face, should be conducted in di�erent ways.As a �nal point, it is interesting to note that uncertainty regarding economic performanceincreases as greater exibility is achieved through the use of advanced technologies anddecentralised working arrangements. Decentralised decision making, for example, reducesthe level of control that any individual has. Clearly, such exibility is desirable to somedegree. A more e�ective approach to evaluation would be one that considers the interre-lationships between the technological artefacts and persons using information to improveresource allocation within the �rm. Such an approach requires an understanding of thesecond of the factors identi�ed earlier: the nature of economic institutions.



Chapter 4 171 Social Organization4.5.3 The Nature of Economic InstitutionsHaving noted the serious de�ciencies in the conventional economic model of the �rm,Cyert and March (1992) propose a more detailed explanation of the processes of resourceallocation, based upon the assumption that �rms are coalitions. Although the modelis pertinent to exclusively economic issues, its detachment from the political and, mostsigni�cantly, the institutional aspects of organizations is limiting when considering thewider impacts of change. Analysis of the after-e�ects of a change and the development ofnew procedures and norms is, therefore, not well supported. This is a serious de�ciencyfrom the point of view of IS evaluation methodology, as evidenced by the high ratesof post-implementation failure, where information systems have to be withdrawn becausepart or all of the organization is unable to settle into new, stable forms of work organization(Zubo� 1988). For this reason, both negotiation-based views of change and social theoreticmodels of institutionalisation are considered here.4.5.3.1 Negotiation in OrganizationsActual behaviour in the day-to-day running of a �rm is complex and varied, with mostagreements, whether reached by consensus or compromise, being achieved on an informalbasis. The nature of the behaviour leading to agreement may vary from hostile and an-tagonistic to co-operative. The institutionalization of working practices and social roles,however, provides an overwhelming precedent and directed constraint upon the vast ma-jority of negotiation and decision making.Negotiations take place at a variety of levels within an organization. Persons within awork group, for example, negotiate minor changes in their working norms; work groupswithin a department adjust their boundaries of responsibility; and departments negotiatearrangements for exceptions to their accepted policies, protocols and procedures. Manyof these agreements tend to be co-operative because of their recurring nature and becauseagreement must be achieved within previously negotiated and more far-reaching commit-



Chapter 4 172 Social Organizationments (Rai�a 1982), such as budgets and authority relations. Such negotiations, becausethey are between persons who work together on a frequent basis and who cannot triviallycease to interact, are highly interrelated and depend upon a measure of goodwill. Whereagreements cannot be reached, there usually exists a `mediator with clout' (Rai�a 1982),in the form of a more senior manager, who can quickly achieve a settlement even if it is,to a degree, imposed. It is into such a social context that computer-based informationsystems are introduced and the e�ects upon established relations can be dramatic. Thus,the economic issues of resource allocation, the political issues of negotiating agreementsand the structural issues of conformance with established procedures and precedent withinthe organization must all be considered as part of an evaluation of the wider impacts ofan information system.With more signi�cant, long-term negotiations, such as strategy formulation, agreeing an-nual budgets and evaluating large capital investments, the nature of negotiations is some-what di�erent. Firstly, because there is usually a large number of stakeholders involved,the negotiation process is more formal and often centres around a `negotiation text,' suchas a strategy document or list of evaluation criteria. As shown in section 3.10, the use ofexplicit representations signi�cantly alters the nature of human problem solving, both forindividuals and for groups. Because the agreement has signi�cant long-term consequencesand will enable or constrain many future activities, the negotations will be much morecompetitive, with interest groups seeking to maximise their future exibility, autonomyand discretion. Most importantly, as Cyert and March (1992) note, the members willhave di�erent views of what the key objectives are and how they should be attained. Suchdi�erences arise from the di�erent responsibilities and interests that the members haveand are, therefore, unlikely to be reconciled as often attempted with dialectic approachesto evaluation (Guba and Lincoln 1989, Avgerou 1995). These di�erences in viewpointare largely a result of institutionalized working practices, which arise from a combinationof the stability of the organizational form and the considerable uniformity of trades andprofessions in Western economies.



Chapter 4 173 Social OrganizationThe breadth in scope of the negotiation issues, combined with the abstraction required toestablish common ground between parties with di�erent viewpoints, results in high-levelnegotiations, the results of which are inevitably ambiguous. Although ambiguity can,itself, become an obstacle to reaching agreement, it also gives considerable exibility incoming to some form of agreement. Indeed, it is often su�cient to agree upon broad prin-ciples within which all parties can function with a relatively low degree of conict. Furthercomplexities may arise, however, if representatives of parties to the negotiation need to rat-ify agreements with the stakeholder groups that they represent (the involvement of tradeunions is an example of the need for rati�cation in a �rm). In such cases, a `network' ofnegotiations takes place, with representatives making provisional agreements, negotiatingchanges to these with their constituents and then renegotiating the original agreement.A technique frequently employed to ease such procedures is `creative obfuscation' (Rai�a1982), where agreements are phrased in deliberately ambiguous language so as to allowrepresentatives to present di�erent interpretations of the agreement to their stakeholdergroups to ease the rati�cation process. Such activity has the signi�cant implication thatgroup representatives are not acting solely in the interests of their groups. This makesthe assumption that all members of the entire organization are acting in unison appearextremely oversimpli�ed. Such practices also leave the possibility for numerous conictsin day-to-day operations and the scope for confusion over responsibility and authority,which can lead to political tensions within the organization.A �nal negotiation based issue, of considerable relevance to IS evaluation, is the negoti-ation that takes place between the organization and providers of hardware, software andexpertise. Rai�a (1982) observes that the balance of power in agreements involving sunkcosts changes as contractual negotiations progress over time. Thus, for example, a �rmevaluating di�erent network architectures is initially in a strong bargaining position be-cause it can readily take its business elsewhere. Many vendors are, therefore, keen to o�ergood deals in order to attract initial sales. Once a purchase has been made, however, thepurchasing �rm has sunk costs and will face increasing switching costs as the facilities areused and expertise in their usage is acquired in-house (Lacity and Hirschheim 1994). The



Chapter 4 174 Social Organizationvendor is now in a stronger negotiating position for future negotiations relating to ser-vices, technical support and updated hardware and software. Reports in the IS literaturesuggest that early outsourcing agreements were prone to the ruthless exploitation of suchchanges in the balance of power (Fitzgerald and Willcocks 1994).Summarily, it can be seen that, whilst evaluation may be an ongoing and, sometimes,formalised negotiation process, it often yields vague outcomes, which are subject to a va-riety of interpretations. In many cases, such ambiguity, contrary to discussion in the ISliterature, is largely functional, reducing the likelihood that negotiations will break downor interfere with the day-to-day operations upon which the survival of the organizationdepends. Thus, it appears that evaluation methodologies will bene�t from recognition ofthe various levels of negotiation and the variety of consensus and compromise that is re-quired to change an organization whilst maintaining the continuity of the basic operationsthat serve as its raison d'être.4.5.3.2 Regularized Behaviour in FirmsAlthough negotiation explains much activity within organizations, a great deal of co-operative, and often unquestioned, activity maintains them. Some unquestioned activitiesresult from the implementation of rules and procedures, whilst others arise from actionsbased upon precedent and past agreements, which are only clari�ed in novel situations,rather than subject to complete re-negotiation (Rai�a 1982). Thus, a description of the�rm is grossly incomplete without some explication of co-operative behaviour and theinstitutionalisation of social processes.In the theory of structuration (see section 4.3), social structures, rather than being re-garded as objective entities, refer to the rules and resources that lead individuals to repro-duce social behaviours. As such, regularization is basic to social functioning and, whereit is stabilised across space and time, is constitutive of institutions. Regularization is,thus, central to the continued functioning of the �rm. As already discussed, repetitive



Chapter 4 175 Social Organizationnegotiations are typically quite co-operative, with levels of co-operation being very highwhere routine actions are concerned. Over time, many such actions are accepted as con-ventions within the organization, being taken as givens. Furthermore, where such actionsrequire direction of resources, authority may be formalised and, consequently, the personsto whom it is allocated adopt roles within the �rm. Some activities are also accepted, ina similar way, to become formalised procedures. Acceptance of these regularized practicesis extremely important to organizations as it gives them a permanency beyond any indi-vidual's actions. Obviously, whilst crucial, institutionalization, by its very nature, inhibitsradical change (Weick 1985). It is important, therefore, that the implication of all formsof negotiated change, from routine bargaining to strategic decisions, are seen in this light.Large scale changes, such as IS developments, will usually involve challenging at leastsome established practices and routines. A continual process of negotiation, in the formof change management, is essential at this stage.4.5.3.3 SummaryThe conception of the �rm presented above briey describes its activities as directedvia a mixture of negotiated compromise and the unquestioned execution of previouslyestablished practices. Such a view is considerably di�erent to the conventional economictheory of the �rm and addresses some omissions of the behavioural theory developedby Cyert and March (1992). The above model also di�ers from the classical strategicview of organizations, because it rejects the idea that workers in the organization canand do perform their activities in accordance with explicit strategic plans. The proposedmodel also di�ers from consensus-based views of the �rm in recognising that stakeholdingis not necessarily synonymous with the holding of power. Thus, although it may beconsidered desirable to involve all stakeholders in the evaluation process, this may not bee�ective. The e�ectiveness of stakeholder involvement is also further complicated by thedi�erent levels of abstraction at which stakeholders (such as end-users, senior managersand shareholders) view the organization. Instead, this model recognises that any change



Chapter 4 176 Social Organizationin strategy, or change in operating procedures or technologies requires: (a) high-levelnegotiations between senior executives (and, perhaps, union or other representatives); (b)rati�cation of (or, at least no dissent from) the negotiated agreement; and (c) continuedre-negotiation between those enacting the changes, eventually leading to a reformulationof the working norms. Thus, it is clear that the typical assumptions as to how the bene�tsof investment arise need to be expanded upon.Whilst specialisation and automation may continue to be important aspects of e�ectivework organization, they represent a narrow range of options for gaining bene�ts from in-vestments. IS evaluation must, therefore, attempt to account for a more diverse arrayof approaches to organizational change and to manage the considerable uncertainty re-garding the impacts of the IS on organizational practices. As a general purpose machine,the computer continues to provide greater potential for reorganizing work activity. Therealization of this potential can only be fully exploited through the integrated design oftechnology and working practices in a manner that is sensitive to established organiza-tional roles (Kelly 1982). This implies, however, considerable uncertainty regarding whatchanges will actually take place: the norms and regularized working practices that willbecome established following a large scale change, whilst subject to the inuence of an`organizational design,' cannot be predicted. In this regard, IS evaluation will always belimited.4.5.4 The Role of Technology in Organizational FormsTechnology has often been regarded as a substitute for labour or a means for increas-ing labour e�ciency. Even socio-technical theory (Mumford and Weir 1979, Mumford1983, Mumford 1995), which aims to balance human and technical concerns within orga-nizations, e�ectively assumes the same overall goal and, consequently, aims to moderatetechnological change in light of ethical and humanitarian goals. A brief consideration ofwhy technological artefacts are used, however, suggests a radically di�erent perspectiveought to be adopted.



Chapter 4 177 Social OrganizationTechnological artefacts, such as machines and furniture, are acquired by organizations fora number of reasons, including cost reduction, reduced headcount, increased productivity,retention of skilled workers and impressing customers. The key point to note is thattechnological artefacts are bought or developed for a purpose and the purpose is theprimary determinant of their use. Purpose and intention are attributes of human action.Thus, considering a technological artefact as a mere substitute for labour is to obscure itspurpose. Even where reduced headcount is the primary goal of the power group sanctioningthe purchase of new machinery, for example, that group's intentions and goals result inthe inanimate objects becoming part of an organized system. Technology, then, mustbe regarded as the purposeful exploitation of artefacts. Without a purpose to provide acontext for use, technological artefacts cannot be regarded as technologies. To illustratethis point, one needs only to consider the many improvisations made on a day-to-daybasis, such as using a screwdriver as a lever or a chair in place of a stepladder. Chairs,out of context, are associated with sitting because they were constructed with this generalpurpose in mind. In the context of a person wanting to reach a high shelf, the technologyis the exploitation of the seat of the chair as a stable, elevated platform. The mentalcreativity and physical skill of the user - not the artefact - is constitutive of the technology.The main consequence of adopting this view of technology is that the preceding discus-sion of social regularities, rules, negotiation and other aspects of organizational forms arediscussions about technology; the acquisition of technological artefacts being somewhatincidental. Thus, the primary economic issues relating to technology are as follows:� Information and Communication Skills - How can individuals and groups bestdevelop skills for translating, for example, their goals, political and environmentalpressures into articulations of the organizational form's technological requirements?� Technological Skills - How can individuals and groups best develop cognitive andpractical skills for designing and developing networks of technological activities tosatisfy their technological requirements?



Chapter 4 178 Social Organization� Technological Artefact Evaluation - How can individuals and groups best beguided in their selections of appropriate technological artefacts, given that they mustoften acquire such artefacts with very little knowledge of their future technologicalrequirements?� Technology Skills - How can individuals and groups develop skills for incorporatingand adapting available technological artefacts e�ectively to realize their technologies?Economics and information systems evaluation have typically focussed primarily upon thethird of these issues. Although important, methods for selecting technological artefactsare bound to be limited if organization members are poor at identifying their own needswithin the context of the requirements of the organization as a whole. Similarly, if needscannot be translated into e�ective transformation processes to satisfy the demands placedupon the organization, then technological artefacts are unlikely to help. Indeed, evidencesuggests that poor business processes are rarely improved, and sometimes worsened, by theintroduction of new technologies (Davenport and Short 1990). Clearly, a theory of socialorganization must address all four factors and their interrelations if it is to serve as anadequate basis for developing methodologies for information systems and the developmentof information and communication technologies.4.6 Organizational ChangeThe discussion of economic issues indicated the importance of both continuity and change,concluding with the suggestion that organizations rely upon negotiation, with formal andinformal groups playing a major role in negotiating and realising change. Given the dif-�culties usually experienced in introducing technological changes (DeLisi 1990, Kirveen-nummi, Hirvo and Eriksson 1999), it seems particularly important to conclude this studyof social organization with a consideration of the nature of social change within organiza-tional forms and how such change can be managed. The discussion begins by identifyingthe implications of regarding an organization as a focused, but dynamic network of social



Chapter 4 179 Social Organizationinteraction, before considering how signi�cant, innovative organizational change can beachieved.4.6.1 The Adaptive Organizational FormSome theories of organization development and change management have e�ectively re-garded organizations as discrete entities residing within an environment (see, for examples,the McKinsey 7-S Framework, Peters and Waterman 1982, and the cultural web, Johnsonand Scholes 1993). In the 1980s, these organizations were recognised as `having cultures.'Consequently, many theorists included a `culture box' in their model of the organization.As argued above, the notion of the organization as a discrete entity is misleading. It ismore appropriate to describe organizational forms as complex networks of social interac-tion. Social interactions are greatly inuenced by precedent and routine, which enablesobservers to identify the intense and regularized social interactions as an organizationalform. Such forms are not concrete entities, however, but continually evolving social net-works; any reference to `the organization' being primarily a linguistic convenience. Takingthis view, as Bate (1994) and others have done, an organization is a culture, not an entitywith cultural attributes. It is distinguished from the wider culture in which it is embeddedby virtue of its organization. Consequently, the management of organizational changes,such as information systems developments, must be regarded as a form of cultural change.This, of course, raises the question of how to manage an organizational culture. Clearly,many current approaches are inadequate because they encourage the alignment of cultureand, for example, strategy or technology. This is only meaningful if culture is regarded asa component of an organization and not synonymous with it. Alternative approaches tochange management must, therefore, be explored. Bate (1994) provides an indication ofhow an alternative approach might be developed:\. . . culture exists not so much `inside' or `outside' people as `between' people.This conception helps us to see a cultural change e�ort as a form of social



Chapter 4 180 Social Organizationintervention aimed at altering the quality of `between-ness' in some way orother." Bate (1994, p.15)Owing to the dynamic nature of social interaction, actors are always acting in novel sit-uations. Consequently, the performance of regularized practices implies their continualevolution in response to the `internal' and `external' pressures. Thus, it is instructivewhen considering organizational change to assess the present state of the organization,how it came into being and how it is adapting to present circumstances. The developmentof such an analysis e�ectively provides a diagnosis prior to the planning of any `treatment'in terms of information systems development or other organizational change.As illustrated by the discussion of economic issues, organizational forms are far frombeing homogeneous. At any given time, various individuals and groups will be relyingupon established norms, negotiating compromises, enforcing or being subject to enforcedsolutions, and so on. An appreciation of organizational culture, therefore, requires anunderstanding of the many interacting subcultures it contains. This need is reinforced bythe observation that attempts to enforce a culture within an organizational form usuallyresult in the development of strong counter-cultures (Gabriel 1991). It is for this reasonthat Bate (1994) and others recommend that cultural change proceeds on the basis ofaccepting and understanding pluralist social organization. In terms of developing infor-mation systems, the main implication of a pluralist outlook is the need to accommodatethe di�erent languages that each sub-culture uses. Attempts to develop monolithic infor-mation systems, which use a uniform user interface, are likely to result in the emergence ofan increasing number of unsanctioned communication channels between individuals withinworkgroups, because such workgroups are, in e�ect, di�erent language communities. Themodelling of communication ows between individuals and workgroups is, therefore, a keycomponent of e�ective information systems development.Whereas strict uniformity is likely to be rebelled against, too much diversity will resultin a lack of direction that can lead to the fragmentation and possible dissolution of the



Chapter 4 181 Social Organizationorganizational form. Some degree of control needs to be asserted and power relationsmust, therefore, be included in the analysis underpinning IS and other organizationaldevelopments. This is particularly important in established organizations because theinstitutionalization of power bases will typically present considerable resistance to change(Markus 1983, Cavaye and Christiansen 1996). In terms of exerting control within anorganization, Bate (1994) identi�es the following options:� manipulating the ideological premises of action� implementing programmes and procedures� issuing orders and ensuring complianceControl exerted through ideology is potentially the most powerful form of culture `man-agement.' It involves the manipulation and propagation of symbols and stories withinthe organization as means of de�ning what is and is not acceptable to a particular powergroup. The use of programmes and procedures to exert control is the most widely dis-cussed aspect of cultural/organizational management, referring to the explicit, often doc-umented, aspects of working practices, exempli�ed by the machine bureaucracy (Weber1947). Whilst such explicit rules form a signi�cant component of an organizational form,they cannot cover all eventualities and their rigid imposition is likely to be counterproduc-tive, frequently resulting in their circumvention (see, for example, Zubo� 1988). Such rulesand procedures do, however, play an important legitimizing role within an organization,making clearer the distinction between the actual power of actors and their authority.The �nal mechanism for control - the use of power to ensure compliance - is the mostlikely to have adverse consequences for the organization, usually only having its intendede�ects over a very short period. Whilst compliance may well be achievable within someorganizational rules and procedures, it often goes beyond them, bringing into questionthe legitimacy of the power holder's demands of other actors. The acceptance theory ofauthority (Barnard 1938) highlights an important point in this respect: labour contracts



Chapter 4 182 Social Organizationare grossly incomplete and much of the activity within an organization is performed on thebasis of workers' acceptance of organizational norms, precedent and their superiors' estab-lished authority. The excessive use of `brute force' to ensure compliance is, consequently,a risky strategy for change because it increases the likelihood that the institutionalisedpractices that lend legitimacy to an actor's demands will be brought into question. Thisrisks destabilizing the actor's sources of power, if not the entire organization.4.6.2 Large-Scale Organizational ChangeInnovation in an organization is inevitably risky, involving the replacement of functioningworking practices with others that will initially be problematic and are not guaranteedto function over the longer term. This risk is balanced, however, by the likelihood thatchanges within or without the organization will eventually lead to existing practices be-coming dysfunctional or less relevant to the individuals and social organizations placingdemands upon and/or satisfying the needs of the organization. Consequently, change isunavoidable if an organization is to survive over the long-term. Whilst evolutionary changeof the type discussed above may often be su�cient, it sometimes is ine�ective because ha-bituation at the individual level (leading to institutionalization at the organizational level)implies that core activities often go unquestioned (Bate 1994). If such activities lose theirrelevance and the organization's performance su�ers, the psychological models presentedin chapter 3 suggest that actors may attribute these problems to external factors or feelanxious about their working environment without knowing why. If explicit indicators, suchas pro�tability, demonstrate that the organization is experiencing di�culties, it e�ectivelyenters a period of crisis. Crisis situations are often a prerequisite to the recognition of theneeds for, and the feasibility of, major organizational change. The di�culty of successfullyimplementing large-scale change is indicated by one possible response to a crisis situation:the so-called `escalation of commitment' (Brockner 1992).Given that working within a culture is a key reason why actors fail to see the cause oftheir problems, an important factor in stimulating cultural change is making assumptions



Chapter 4 183 Social Organizationexplicit and creating a feeling of dissatisfaction with the status quo. It was suggested abovethat gaining an understanding of the history of an organization and its current adaptationto internal and external pressures were important in understanding organizational change.A useful next stage in an analysis is to identify current sources of dissatisfaction andany actors or groups with aims that are not achievable given the current state of theorganization. Such analysis must address both the actors' personal aims and objectives andtheir views of the organizational needs. The resulting analysis will provide an indication ofthe di�erent visions of the actors who can ease or inhibit organizational change. Coupledwith a model of the power relations, communication channels and internal and externalfactors contributing to the organization's development, su�cient information is available toanticipate the directions in which the organization is most likely to develop and how theseoutcomes can be facilitated or obstructed. Communicating this information (especiallyselectively) may increase the chances of organizational change by encouraging actors toreect upon taken for granted actions and their outcomes. One advantage of the approachto change management outlined here is that it anticipates likely sources of political conictand will provide a broad indication of the relative power of advocates of the status quoand advocates of change. It also raises a number of serious ethical concerns, which arediscussed in chapter 6.4.7 SummaryThis chapter has considered the nature of social interaction from sociological and economicperspectives, comparing the assumptions made about individuals' actions with the generalcharacteristics of individuals as conceived in psychology. The analysis has shown that thereare a number of substantive theoretical issues that must be carefully addressed if a theoryof social (including economic) organization is to provide an understanding of informationsystems. Indeed, as illustrated by the use of conventional economic theory as the basisfor IS evlauation, basic assumptions can sometimes preclude the identi�cation of thoseaspects of social activity most relevant to planning and undertaking change.



Chapter 4 184 Social OrganizationIn summary, the development of an integrated theory of information systems must ad-dress a number of issues where the analysis of the individual and the analysis of socialorganization overlap (as identi�ed in the �rst list below). Having addressed these integra-tion issues, the broader issues of social organization and organizational change must beaddressed (as identi�ed in the second and third lists below).� An account of the relationship between the individual actor and the widersocial organization must address :{ the distinction between behaviour and action;{ experiential learning and its role in constituting social activity;{ the extent to which the continuous experience of the individual is made discreteby cognitive factors and the episodic nature of social encounters;{ the extent to which routinized activities are treated by the individual as episodes;{ the role of causal attribution in problem solving and mental representation;{ the nature of personal preferences;{ the ways in which individuals search for and process information when perform-ing activities assigned to them via an organizational role;{ how an awareness of normally routinized/automatic behaviours and their im-plications can be stimulated;{ anxiety and causal attribution.� An account of social organization must address:{ the roles of value judgements and rules in social organization;{ the role of physical locales in reinforcing social institutions;{ the development of skills within an organization, including, but not restrictedto, an account of the division of labour;{ the ontological status and general characteristics of social structures and otheraspects of social organization;



Chapter 4 185 Social Organization{ the e�ects of programmatic and discretionary autonomy, authority and respon-sibility distribution upon actor commitment and satisfaction, and the conse-quences for supervision and coordination;{ the di�erent power relations and communication channels that can be developedwithin organizational forms, and their appropriateness for di�erent types oforganizational activity;{ the ways in which di�erent intelligence gathering (including interorganizationallinkages) and communication arrangements a�ects the abilities of actors toadapt their behaviours to accommodate changes in the environment;{ the relationship between the arrangement of communication channels and ac-cess to them and the e�ciency of resource allocation and usage within an or-ganization;{ the di�erentiation between environmental uncertainty, uncertainty arising frommaladaptive organization, and uncertainty arising from the exibility of theorganization to adapt to its environment;{ the nature of formal and informal negotiations, the impacts of institutionalisa-tion and precedent on negotiation, and the roles of power holders as `mediatorswith clout';{ the use of negotiation texts as the basis for negotiation in organizations andthe impacts of their substitution for ICT artefacts;{ the objectives of power groups and their representatives during negotiationactivity;{ the changing balance of power during internal and external negotiations;{ technology as the purposeful exploitation of artefacts.� An account of organizational change must address:{ the institutionalisation of rules, procedures and roles;{ the dynamics of subcultures within an organization;



Chapter 4 186 Social Organization{ the signi�cance of ideology and symbolism, procedures and rules, and powerand authority in realising organizational change.Chapter 5 uses the above summary of social and organizational issues and the summaryfrom chapter 3 as the basis for developing a theory that aims to address some of theproblems identi�ed so far by this thesis.



Chapter 5The Socio-Cognitive Theory ofInformation Systems5.1 IntroductionChapters 1 and 2 of this thesis identi�ed a number of limitations of current informationsystems theory and practice. Chapters 3 and 4 have examined the literature of severalreference disciplines to determine the nature and complexity of these issues, and to indi-cate ways in which they might be addressed. One of the points made in chapter 2 wasthat several levels of social analysis are required to understand any information system.Drawing piecemeal upon di�erent reference disciplines, such as psychology, sociology andeconomics is an inadequate way of achieving this because inconsistencies between modelsfrom one discipline and the basic assumptions of another may arise. An integrated per-spective is required to provide a comprehensive account of IS phenomena and to providea rigorous basis for the development of practical methods and techniques. The purpose ofthis chapter is to present the socio-cognitive theory of information systems as a �rst steptowards providing such an account. 187



Chapter 5 188 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISIn developing information systems theory, it is instructive to note the correspondencebetween the practical need for explanations that are \su�cient to serve as the basis forpurposeful and e�ective intervention" (section 1.3) and the assertion in section 1.5 that thecapacity to manipulate phenomena provides a substantial component of the justi�cationfor including them in a theory. Combining this observation with the other key points fromthe above discussion - theory is based upon the interpretation of evidence, is limited bythe precision of categorization and does not have a truth value - strongly suggests that thedevelopment of a substantive theory of information systems will inevitably be a dialecticalprocess involving conceptual development, empirical research and the application of thetheory to address practical IS issues.Given the various conceptual issues identi�ed in the preceding chapters, conceptual de-velopment is chosen here as a starting point for developing a socio-cognitive theory ofinformation systems. The following sections describe the phenomena of interest, makingexplicit the ontological commitments made to each type of entity and the causal relationsde�ning each type of event. Given that reference must be made to the goals and intentionsof actors, the epistemological issues relating to value judgements are also addressed. Thepractical implications of the theory for IS and ICT design are then considered in chapter6.5.2 CommunicationEvents in which communication takes place are, in part, constitutive of information sys-tems. Communication is the encoding of a message by a sender, the transmission of theencoded message via a communication vehicle and the decoding of the message by a re-cipient. Encoding is the embodiment of a message into a series of signals that, as a whole,physically instantiate the message in a communication medium, resulting in a commu-nication artefact. The communication medium and the communication vehicle may ormay not be identical. Where medium and communication vehicle are physically distinct,
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PROPAGATION OF ENCODED MESSAGEMessage Figure 5.1: Two Types of Communicationtransformation is termed conveyance. Where medium and vehicle are identical, trans-mission is termed propagation. Transmission is the movement of communication mediafrom one physical location to another. Decoding is, ideally, the reverse of the encodingprocess. The various components of communication are shown in �gure 5.1. As shown inthe �gure, encoding, decoding and transmission all involve technology artefacts. It shouldbe noted that all entities referred to above are concrete particulars, with the exception ofthe message.5.3 The MessageTo give the concept of communication its full meaning, the concept of message must bede�ned. Unlike the other components of communication, however, the message is an ab-stract concept that is di�cult to de�ne in a precise and uncontentious manner. The realistontology of this thesis suggests that an appropriate starting point for de�ning `message' isthe relationship between the message and the concrete elements of communication. Thus,an initial attempt might be whatever is encoded and transmitted as a series of signals. Thisde�nition has the advantage of referring only to concrete entities but it is essentially cir-



Chapter 5 190 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IScular, shedding no light on the attributes of messages that make communication artefactsdistinguishable from other concrete entities (for example, what features of a memorandumdistinguish it from a piece of paper with meaningless marks on it).More progress can be made in describing messages by referring to some kind of organiza-tion. A memorandum, for example, is distinguished from any other piece of paper not bythe marks on the paper itself but by virtue of the arrangement of those marks. Organiza-tion is clearly an important attribute of a message, as illustrated by the fact that equivalentmessages can be encoded into di�erent media, resulting in di�erent communication arte-facts (for example, the memorandum could be transcribed onto audiotape). Speci�cally,a sender will arrange properties of a communication medium to signify something. Thevariety of encoding mechanisms raises a further problem, however: there is nothing in thismodel of communication to indicate that the receiver will decode the signals to yield thesigni�cation encoded by the sender. The organization that was encoded must have beenderived from an organization within the sender but this only accounts for a sender beingable to decode his or her own messages. When the message is transmitted from one subjectto another, communication implies some form of intersubjective organization. Given thatsender and receiver are distinct entities, there are two possible sources of intersubjectiveorganization:� the sender and receiver are somehow `constructed' so that they contain su�cientlysimilar organizations to be able to encode and decode each other's messages; and/or� communication itself results in sender and receiver establishing su�ciently similarorganizations to be able to encode and decode each other's messages.An important implication of regarding messages as being constructed upon the basis of in-tersubjective organization is that the calculations of information theory (see section 2.2.1)are limited de�nitions of e�ciency because they only consider the e�ciency of messagetransmission. One might, for example, use the calculation shown in �gure 2.2 to derive themost e�cient alphabet for transmitting a given class of messages. The alphabet is only



Chapter 5 191 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISthe most e�cient for communication, however, where encoding, decoding and messageinterpretation are perfect. Where, as in the case of much human communication, vari-ous types of redundancy reduce errors in encoding/decoding or interpretation, the moste�cient communication mechanism may well not involve the most e�cient transmissionmechanism. An holistic approach must be taken to analysing and developing the commu-nication system. Given that the sender and receiver in human communication are bothindividuals, intersubjective organization is considered from a psychological and then socialperspective in the following sections.5.4 The IndividualTo understand human communication, it is necessary to explain the underlying intersub-jective organization in terms of similarity of physical construction and similarities arisingfrom interaction between individuals. Clearly, such an explanation will have both socialand cognitive components and be �rmly grounded in human physiology. As illustratedin chapter 2, distinctions between explanations of each component create di�culties forinformation systems design and evaluation. Consequently, an integrated explanation isprovided in this section as the basis for an integrated theory of information systems.5.4.1 Sensory StimulationIt is evident from section 3.2 that the senses are highly selective in what they extract fromthe environment and that sensory stimuli are subject to considerable processing prior toperception. Evidence shows that the properties of the objective sensory physiology areusually very similar across individuals and the early stages of perception often correspondclosely with the objective stimuli (Dudel 1986). Considerable variation does result, how-ever, from disease, congenital and hereditary disorders and environmental factors (i.e.injury and adaptation). Such factors can have major impacts upon an individual's ability



Chapter 5 192 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISto use di�erent types of communication and technology artefacts.Attribute Range Design ImplicationsFrequency Usually sensitive to 20Hz to16kHz range; most sensitiveto 2000-5000Hz range; distin-guish changes of around 3Hz;di�erent frequencies result indi�erent patterns of neuronactivation. Use of auditory signals canrelate urgency of signal withsensitivity to frequency.Sound PressureLevel (SPL) Sounds at di�erent frequen-cies become audible at dif-ferent threshold SPLs. Fre-quency and SPL in combina-tion determine the subjectiveimpression of loudness (e.g.4000Hz at 70dB SPL normallyperceived as loud as 1000Hz at80dB SPL). Design of auditory signalsmust account for fact thatconstant power level for aspeaker may be perceived astoo loud or quiet dependingon signal frequency.Auditory Orien-tation in Space Only possible with binauralhearing; under optimal con-ditions, can locate sound di-rection within accuracy ofaround 3 deg; discriminationof sounds from front and be-hind depend on shape of outerear Record stereophonic soundusing an accurate model ofthe head, with microphonespositioned in positions of theeardrums.Working memory Contains equivalent of ap-prox. 2 seconds of normalspeech Provision of auditory infor-mation that must be re-tained during task perfor-mance should fall within thislimit.Table 5.1: The Characteristics of Audition and their Design ImplicationsA full account of sensory physiology is not provided here because reports of detailed em-pirical studies are available elsewhere (Schmidt 1986) and the functioning of objectivesensory physiology raises few theoretical issues of interest to the development of informa-tion systems theory. The typical characteristics of the sensory modalities and the variationin performance are of interest, however, in terms of their design implications. Tables 5.1(derived from Klinke 1986) and 5.2 summarize selections of these characteristics for audi-tion and vision - the modalities of most interest to ICT artefact design. Although they do



Chapter 5 193 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISnot yet play a major role in ICT artefact design, mechanoreception and proprioception aresummarized in table 5.3 to reect the fundamental role of the body and the self-conceptin human communication.Attribute Range Design ImplicationsDepth Cues from binocular fusion,size, overlap, haze e�ects andparallactic shifts during headmovements Design of 2D displays must ac-count for 3D interpretation byhuman visual system.Flicker Fusion Above 22Hz, apparent and realmotion indistinguishable whenchanges take less than 120ms Causal attributions may not beinferred if animation does notoperate within these limits.Tracking 50% of visual �eld per sec-ond maximum, �xation pointdrifts over time, reex saccadecaused by intrusion into pe-ripheral vision Constrains design of represen-tations for tasks requiring vi-sual tracking.Colour Normal vision is trichromatic,although some individuals un-able to discriminate certaincolours Risk of misinterpretation ofdisplay can be reduced bycolour usage.Brightness Local adaptation of retina re-gions leads to afterimages, lightadaptation takes time Very large variations in bright-ness on display or between dis-play and environment may re-duce task performance.Table 5.2: The Characteristics of Vision and their Design Implications5.4.2 Perception, Recognition and RecallThe individual is subject to a continuous stream of sensory stimuli. At higher levels of cog-nition, this continuity is reected in the dur�ee of subjective experience (see section 4.3.1).The discrete events normally considered by decision theories and evaluation methodolo-gies are not experienced as discrete events but, because sensory stimuli are received frombounded regions of space, the individual's movement and the movement of entities in andout of the individual's sensory regions (see section 5.6.2) result in marked changes in thestimulation of one or more sensory modalities. An individual in a dark room, for example,will perceive sudden illumination of the room as an event. Similarly, an encounter with a



Chapter 5 194 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISperson may be perceived as an event because the person's presence results in distinctivepatterns of sensory stimuli. The discrimination of events from the dur�ee of experiencedepends on both the physical location of the individual and his or her attention to sensorystimuli and interpretation of them with respect to his or her knowledge.
Sensitive to intensity, velocity (used
for touch to determine texture, etc.),
and acceleration (i.e. vibration);
indentations of as little as 10um 
produce sensation, spatial resolution
about 1-3mm on hand, greatest 
sensitivity (as low as 1um) to vibration
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Located at joints, nociceptors are excited
by joint movements approaching working
limits and, therefore, threatening
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interacting through.
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tional field and signals from motor system
to give perception of body in space-time

Proprioception integrated with information
about position of the head in a gravita-

Stimuli primarily from the joints, muscles
and tendons facilitate awareness of
the positioning of the body, direction and
speed of movement of body, resistance to
movement and judging the amount of
force to apply to move objects.Table 5.3: The Characteristics of Mechanoreception and Proprioception and their DesignImplicationsDrawing upon the models of human memory (section 3.4), perception can be regardedas involving the activation of one or more functions of the brain by patterns of stimuli.What kinds of patterns are activated in memory will depend upon the nature of the stimuliand the knowledge held in long-term memory. The association of stimuli with patternsin memory has a number of implications. Similar stimuli will lead to similar activationsin memory. Consequently, many similar stimuli will lead to the frequent activation ofcommon components of the di�erent stimuli. Given that frequent activation increases theprobability of future activation, a central tendency e�ect results that provides a form ofimplicit categorization or prototyping. Particular instances will be remembered insofaras they have attributes that are distinctive from the central tendency. In this regard,distinguishing attributes and contextual factors play a signi�cant role in recognition and



Chapter 5 195 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISrecall. `Categories' will be activated where partial stimuli are activated and no highlyindividuating stimuli are available.The activation of patterns in long-term memory may occur via the working memory oras a direct result of the interaction between sensory and long-term memories. When en-coding takes place via working memory, it is usually the case that the individual will bepaying conscious attention to the stimuli. Where stimuli are subject to conscious atten-tion, additional processing may take place, leading to a richer encoding of the memoriesthan would otherwise occur. How rich this encoding will be depends upon the time avail-able to the individual, which is a�ected by: (a) the rate of change of stimuli; (b) othertask demands and interruptions; and (c) the number of sensory modalities that can beintegrated and need to be integrated for immediate task performance. Moreover, semanticencoding requires more processing and is e�ective for a wider range of future retrieval sit-uations than phonological encoding, which is generally more e�ective than visual encoding(Baddeley 1990). Visual stimuli can be translated into semantic representations directlyor via phonological encoding, with the latter capability acquired with the developmentof language skills. Which type(s) of encoding are used for particular memories will be asigni�cant determinant of how the encoded knowledge can be used for constructing rep-resentations in working memory. It is also likely that encoding mechanisms previouslyassociated with a type of stimulus will be used again for encoding future experiences ofthe same type.5.4.3 RepresentationThe discussion presented in chapter 3 indicates two possibly distinct forms of represen-tation: the active representations used to guide actions; and the representations storedin long-term memory. Considerable debate has taken place regarding the nature of bothtypes of representation (see sections 3.4 and 3.5.2). Investigating how memories are storedin long-term memory is extremely di�cult because such representations are only acces-sible when they are `active.' This is not a particular obstacle to developing a model of



Chapter 5 196 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISthe individual for studying communication, however, because the focus of interest is therepresentation active in memory. Long-term memory functions are only of interest insofaras they relate to perception and contribute to the constitution of active representations.Considering active representations, two explanations have been proposed. Kosslyn (1980)and Marr (1982), for example, suggest that representations in memory are analogues ofattributes of the environmental stimuli. A rival account, advocated by Pylyshyn (1981),maintains that representations are stored using an amodal form of encoding.The distinction between analogue and propositional representations has often made refer-ence to imagery and other issues. Of most interest in terms of communication and socialinteraction, however, are the implications of the accounts for the accuracy of representa-tions and their use in reasoning and guiding action. As Pylyshyn (1981, p.26) points out,when a person manipulates a mental representation, the changes to the represented objectsare \a function of what principles one believes govern the events in question." This claimis supported by evidence of the development of cognitive skills (see, for example, Smythet al. 1994). Many children, for example, imagine that a ball rolling o� the end of a tablewill continue in a straight line for a short distance and then drop vertically, whereas mostadults (correctly) imagine a ball descending to the ground on a curved trajectory. Therules applied are a result of the interpretation of observations of, and interactions with,the world, supplemented by the explanations communicated by others.When constructing a communication artefact, an individual must draw upon discursiveand, at least to some degree, intersubjective knowledge when formulating a message. It iswidely accepted, however, that one of the distinguishing characteristics of tacit knowledgeis that it is, at best, only partially describable (Pylyshyn 1981, Anderson 1990). Indeed,Anderson (1990) proposed that tacit and discursive knowledge are stored in memory indi�erent ways (see section 3.4.1). The dependency upon tacit, experientially acquiredknowledge for constructing representations is likely to be highly signi�cant in terms ofunderstanding the impacts of ICT artefacts on reasoning and problem solving, althoughit has not been systematically explored. The use of virtual reality simulations in training,



Chapter 5 197 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISfor example, may lead to the development of skills that exhibit systematic `errors' (whenthe skills are applied out of the simulation environment) insofar as the explicit encoding ofthe simulation deviates from subjective experience. Another practical implication is thequite di�erent representations that are constructed from determinate and indeterminatemessages (Mani and Johnson-Laird 1982).5.4.4 Synchronic RelationsIn addition to the distinction between tacit and discursive knowledge, the distinctionbetween knowledge of synchronic and diachronic relations also contributes to explainingsocial activity. Synchronic relations are the associations between the attributes and re-lations of objects in the environment that constitute the individual's knowledge aboutobjects and object types. The development of such knowledge is achieved by the encodingof patterns into long-term memory, as outlined in section 5.4.2. In addition to storingdetails of the spatial properties of objects, other attributes are also encoded, includingfunctional attributes and motivations active at the time when the object was experienced.The encoding of functional attributes is critical to the development of technology as a pro-cess, providing associations between types of tasks and objects, particularly constructedartefacts, located in the environment. Given that artefacts are constructed for particularfunctions, however, the functional speci�city of the artefact also plays a role. Staplers,for example, were developed to address a speci�c function and this function usually deter-mines how they are used as a technology (i.e. they are typically used for stapling paperstogether). Less conventional associations, however, lead individuals to use staplers as pa-perweights and pencils as pointing devices. Thus, when analyzing information systems,consideration should not be restricted to the functional attributes implied by the con-struction of technology artefacts. More importantly, perhaps, it is essential at the designprocess to avoid assuming that the functions motivating the design and construction oftechnology artefacts will be apparent to their prospective users, as illustrated by Norman'sstudies of everyday technology artefacts (Norman 1988).



Chapter 5 198 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IS5.4.5 Social SchemataAlthough the basic cognitive processes involved in constructing knowledge about personsare, no doubt, essentially the same as those used for inanimate objects (section 5.4.4),there are a number of reasons why knowledge relating to persons should exhibit somesigni�cant di�erences. Some evidence of such di�erences was discussed in section 3.9.2.The �rst major di�erence is the subject's awareness that, like themselves, other personsact with intention. Consequently, a social event, such as a person smiling and saying`hello,' will not simply lead to the causal attribution that seeing a person will generallycause another person to smile and say `hello.' Instead, motives or personality traits willbe inferred as reasons for intentional actions. When one person greets another, this maybe, for example, because he or she is friendly (a dispositional trait) or knows the otherperson (i.e. he or she is motivated to maintain a valuable social relationship).Imputing intentionality to the actions of individuals complicates the basic associativemodel presented above, as illustrated by the research of Kelley (1967) (see section 3.9.1).Task demands may require interaction with a known individual or group, or an unknownindividual or group. The di�erent demands can be broadly accommodated by the asso-ciative model because known individuals will be associated with knowledge from previousencounters, whereas available cues from unknown individuals will usually activate the`central tendencies' common to many past social encounters, unless the individual has anyparticularly distinguishing attributes that activate more speci�c memories. When inter-acting with groups, there is evidence to suggest that general knowledge will again be usedor salient cues from individual members may be associated with the entire group (Fiskeand Taylor 1991).A further complication of social interaction is that a single person, unlike a single inanimateobject, will have di�erent salient attributes depending upon the situation in which he orshe is encountered (individuals will act di�erently at work and at home, for example).Thus, multiple schemata may need to be constructed for a single individual to account



Chapter 5 199 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISfor di�erent situations. It seems likely that the appropriate schemata will be activatedby the combination of cues from the presence of the individual and contextual cues fromthe environment. It is interesting to note, however, that actions tend to be attributedto personality traits rather than environmental factors (see section 3.9.1). Given thatdispositional cues are derived from the actions of the actor to whom they are attributed,whereas environmental cues are derived from comparatively static surroundings, it seemslikely that the relative salience of dispositional and environmental factors accounts for atleast some of this di�erence (see section 3.9.1).5.4.6 Diachronic Relations and Causal AttributionWhereas spatial information leads to the perception of synchronic relations, spatiotem-poral information leads to the perception of diachronic relations and, ultimately, to theattribution of causal relations between events. As noted in section 5.4.2, changes in theenvironment result in marked changes in sensory stimuli and, consequently, enable thesubject to break-up the dur�ee of experience, somewhat arbitrarily, into distinct events.Clearly, such discrimination forms an essential component of the development of diachronicrelations and causal attributions, which involve making associations between events. Itshould be noted, however, that knowledge of the continuity of activity in the environmentand the continuity of experience play a role in forming and testing causal attributions.Consider, for example, a person who observes a moving object colliding with a stationaryobject. The entire sequence is continuous but a marked change occurs at the moment ofcollision: the velocities of one or both objects will change. Thus, the continuous experi-ence can be partitioned into two events: the event of the ball moving up until collisionand then the subsequent movements. Discrimination of the two events enables the subjectto develop the spatiotemporal associations that will underpin causal attributions, such asthe conservation of momentum (although the attribution will probably not be a preciselyformulated physical law). It is important to note that the discrimination of the two eventsdoes not leave the subject unaware of the continuity of experience. As illustrated by An-



Chapter 5 200 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISderson (1990), perceived discontinuities greatly reduce the likelihood that a subject willmake causal attributions. Considering ICT artefacts, animation on television, cinema andcomputer displays must operate within the con�nes of the icker fusion frequency (seetable 5.2) if observers are reliably to perceive events as being causally related and notsimply a series of discrete and unrelated objects (i.e. images).As noted in section 3.9.1, causal attribution involves the discrimination of a range of cues,including (White 1988): (a) cause precedes e�ect; (b) temporal contiguity; (c) spatialcontiguity; (d) perceptual salience; and (e) covariation. The �rst three of these points areaddressed by the combination of continuous experience and the discrimination of discreteevents. Perceptual salience is addressed by basing this account on explanations of sensoryexperience and sensory physiology. Covariation can be accounted for by the encoding ofspatiotemporal information into an associative network, as suggested in section 5.4.2. Asan individual experiences many similar encounters, central tendencies will be reected inthe strengths of associations between the attributes of events and the relations betweenthem, resulting in representations of diachronic relations that bear some resemblance tothe analysis of variance. As noted in section 3.9.1, human performance does resemble, butdoes not exactly mimic the statistical process of analysis of variance.5.4.7 RegularizationJust as attributions to individuals di�er from simple synchronic relations, so social activi-ties di�er in some ways from simple diachronic relations. The di�erences do not just arisefrom the greater complexity of what is being observed. When social events are experienced- either by observation or participation - the experiences a�ect future performance and,hence, the ways in which future social events will take place. Thus, the extension of causalattribution to social activity is something of a self-ful�lling prophecy, ultimately leadingto the emergence and evolution of regularized social practices.The cognitive basis of social regularization occurs in its most simple form as the auto-



Chapter 5 201 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISmaticity of response resulting from conditions. As a person repeatedly performs a kindof action in response to a particular kind of stimulus, the behaviour becomes more rapid,more accurate and can be performed with less cognitive e�ort (Baddeley 1990). As demon-strated by behaviourist research (Gregory 1987, pp.71-74), automaticity is improved bythe presence of rewards and sanctions. At the level of social interaction, no deliberate con-ditioning takes place but there is a general tendency for actions that have improved thelikelihood of one's goals being achieved being repeated in the future. As actions becomemore and more practiced, they become less conscious and may, subsequently, be performedin response to appropriate cues, even though they are not directly motivated. Thus, socialactions become regularized and, because other social participants experience the successor failure of others' actions as well as their own, the actions of most individuals within agiven social organization will tend to become similar for di�erent kinds of activities.Although speci�c goals may explain why some social activities are reproduced, it doesnot obviously account for the extent and complexity of regularization observed in modernsocieties. Within the information systems literature, for example, the socio-technical ap-proach was motivated in part by evidence of poor job design and the use of inappropriatetechnologies (Mumford and Weir 1979, Mumford 1983). More generally, rituals and cus-toms continue in organizations without any obvious direct bene�ts to the actors involved(Bate 1994). As noted in section 4.3.1, Giddens assumes the existence of \a general mo-tivational commitment to the integration of habitual practices across space and time."(Giddens 1984, p.64). This motivational commitment is not explained in detail, how-ever. Going back to the discussion of self perception (section 3.9.6), Giddens's assumptionseems questionable. Repeated performance increases the probability of recall and, hence,the probability of future performance. Thus, regularization arises from the interplay be-tween cognitive functions and situation speci�c goals. No general motivation seems to berequired. Furthermore, as pointed out by Deci and Ryan (1987) and Taylor and Brown(1988), exibility of behaviour leads to increased motivation and interest. A general mo-tivation to form habits and a motivation for exibility and control are antagonistic and,consequently, will most likely result in increased stress and anxiety on the part of the



Chapter 5 202 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISindividual. Given the considerable evidence supporting the existence of goal-directed be-haviours considered in chapter 3 and the role of negotiation in social organization (seesection 4.5.3.1), Giddens's motivational claim must be rejected in favour of task-relevantgoals and a desire for exibility. As discussed in section 5.4.9, however, individuals formu-late their motivations and goals in terms of self-concepts and there seems to be a generalmotivation to maintain consistency between the multiple self-concepts that an individualholds (see section 3.9.6). Thus, the regularization of activities may, as Giddens suggests,have some anxiety-reducing e�ect.5.4.8 Self-ConceptsJust as individuals construct schemata to represent the individuals with whom they inter-act, they similarly maintain self-concepts reecting their own personality attributes, socialroles and experiences. As noted below, they also construct idealized self-concepts to facil-itate the satisfaction of motivations and goals (see section 5.4.9). Fiske and Taylor (1991,p.182) distinguish between the chronic and working self-concepts (see section 3.9.6). Thechronic self-concept refers to the entire self-concept, which includes self-attributed per-sonality traits, social roles, experiences and goals. The individual is never aware of theentire chronic self-concept but, like other parts of long-term memory, di�erent parts ofthe chronic self-concept are activated by associated stimuli. The part of the chronic self-concept active at any given time is called the working self-concept (Fiske and Taylor 1991).Whereas social cognition researchers have tended to describe the self-concept in terms ofnumerous schemata, it is maintained here that, like categories in long-term memory, thedi�erent schemata are only implicitly de�ned by central tendencies in the patterns en-coded in memory. The working self-concept, which may include motivations and goalsas idealized components, however, can be regarded as relatively discrete, as explained insection 5.4.9.



Chapter 5 203 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IS5.4.9 Motivations and Values as Idealized Self-ConceptsWhereas cognition is concerned with the knowledge underpinning behaviours, motivationsand values explain why subjects' behaviours occur at all. In terms of human communica-tion, there are two primary concerns:� what it means for a person to be motivated or to hold a particular value; and� how a person infers the motivations and values of others.Considering the �rst point, it has already been noted that some cognitive models assumethat all behaviour is goal-directed, despite evidence that highly learned behaviours becomemore automatic, implying a reduced need for conscious motivation for the behaviour tooccur (Fiske and Taylor 1991). The process is not one way, however. As Bargh (1994)points out, subjects can sometimes moderate or eliminate automatic behaviours if theyare motivated to do so. For this reason, it is useful to consider motivations and values aspart of larger mental constructions: idealized self-concepts that broadly represent to anindividual how, in certain respects, he or she would like to become.The working self-concept is highly changeable, with di�erent parts of the chronic self-concept becoming more or less active depending upon environmental and internal (tothe individual) stimuli. Given that the working self-concept is, therefore, available tothe working memory function, it follows that it is the part of the self-concept that isutilized in reasoning and action. The problem of explaining how motivations and goalsare brought into the reasoning process is resolved by recognizing that they are parts ofthe self-concept. Personal experiences are encoded into long-term memory as part of thechronic self-concept. These memories will include sensory stimuli and a�ective information(Fiske and Taylor 1991). Thus, a working self-concept will recall associated emotions aswell as information derived from the sensory stimuli. Thus, a person who has previouslyexperienced rewards or sanctions in association with events of a particular kind will recallthe emotional responses to those rewards or sanctions when in a similar environmental



Chapter 5 204 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IScontext, involved in similar types of social event and/or with the person who meted outthe rewards and sanctions.Adopting this model of motivation, it can be expected that a person will act in a particularway if: (a) the person is aware of one or more of his or her capacities that will increase thelikelihood of realizing part or all of an idealized self-concept; and (b) the likely bene�tsof any action will outweigh the expected requirements in terms of personal e�ort andresources. Included in the `costs and bene�ts' of acting in a certain way will be themaintenance of valued aspects of the self-concept. An action may be highly desirable, forexample, because it will increase wealth and the actor has constructed an idealized self-concept in which this is desirable. Attributes of the action may, however, be inconsistentwith important aspects of the chronic self-concept, such as perceiving oneself as beinghonest, and, consequently, will create a conict between the bene�ts of realizing the idealself-concept and contradicting a valued attribute of the chronic self-concept. In suchsituations, anxiety, indecisiveness and other signs of stress are likely to occur (Fiske andTaylor 1991).5.5 Social OrganizationHaving established a broad but integrated account of how individuals acquire knowledgeand utilize it to guide their actions, it is now possible to reconsider how social orga-nization develops through the interactions between individuals and consider the implica-tions for developing information and communication technologies and information systems.This section begins by considering how social organization is likely to emerge, given thesocio-cognitive model of the individual presented above, before going on to assess presenttechniques for the analysis of social organization to aid the development of ICTs andinformation systems.



Chapter 5 205 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IS5.5.1 The Emergence of Social OrganizationA useful starting point for analyzing social organization is the individual's limited capac-ities for action. An individual develops capacities through experience but the number ofcapacities developed is fundamentally limited by the time taken to acquire them. Further-more, some tasks cannot be performed by individuals owing to prohibitive factors, such asthe physical activity involved being beyond the capability of a single person. Thus, evenwhen considering the pursuit of purely personal motivations and goals, there are goodreasons to expect social activity to occur.The need to draw upon the capacities of others raises the question of whose capacitiesan individual should draw upon. For an individual to succeed in achieving a goal, he orshe must be able to discover which individuals have the required capacities for action.One possible solution is to communicate with every individual one encounters until anappropriate person is found. Clearly, this is ine�cient and does not guarantee success.If, however, one does identify a person with a particular ability, then that knowledge willbe retained in the form of an association between a motivation, that person and his orher knowledge. In the future, such knowledge will direct one's search because it will beactivated by similar motivations. Moreover, such knowledge will be acquired by everyactor, so it becomes possible for search to proceed by drawing upon one's knowledgeand other actors' knowledge about the locations of di�erent capacities. Provided thatall persons are willing to share their knowledge, it is clear that personal experience ofpursuing personal goals is su�cient for an informal information system to emerge.An information system of this sort will not be e�cient because of its contingency upon themotivations, capacities and knowledge acquisition of each actor. Owing to the regulariza-tion of social activity, however, it is likely that social interaction will be far less `random'than the account so far suggests. When a person performs an activity for another, he orshe inadvertently increases other actors' associations between their motivations and hisor her capacities for action. Consequently, when a person requires such a capacity, he or



Chapter 5 206 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISshe will be more likely either to recall that person or to be informed about that personwhen searching by communicating with others. This, in turn, increases the likelihood offuture utilization of an actor's capacity. Over time, the repeated associations between mo-tivations and actions and the repeated utilization of capacities by actors will lead to theemergence of a social organization without the need for any explicit attempt by any actorto systematize knowledge of the environment or to systematize the environment itself.An interesting consequence of this account of social organization is the emergence of adivision of labour. Unlike the conventional economic account of this phenomenon (seesections 4.2 and 4.4.1), this division does not result from capital or from exploitative rela-tionships, but from the physiological and cognitive limitations of self-serving individuals.Furthermore, it is knowledge derived from experience that is of value in this account,making the division of labour as much a cognitive as a physical phenomenon.Where the satisfaction of a person's motivations requires the involvement of several per-sons, coordination will be one aspect of the required capacities. Two possibilities arise:(a) the actors perform their activities, exchanging information with one another to ensurethat each individual performs his or her actions in the required way; or (b) one or morepersons acquires particular capacities for providing coordination and, thereby, become in-volved in the collective action in the capacity of a coordinator of others' skilled actions.Thus, task-contingent teams are likely to arise. Of course, the e�ective performance ofmany actions requires the use of physical objects and the concept of resource, therefore,acquires signi�cance in this account of social organization.5.5.2 ResourcesThe notion of an information system, as informally described above, illustrates a funda-mental trait of much human communication: it takes place for the purpose of exchangingevaluative information. In the case of capacities, the main interest is in selecting the per-son whose capacities are most likely to enable one's motivations and goals to be satis�ed.



Chapter 5 207 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISThe introduction of resources into the model of social organization only serves to reinforcethe evaluative role of much communication.As noted in section 4.5, capital plays a fundamental role in the conventional account ofeconomic power. Underlying these explanations is the concept of a resource. Resourcesare of most interest in explaining economic organization when they are scarce. Where anindividual's capital provides them with access to less of an object than they require tosatisfy their motivations and goals, choices have to be made. In such cases, evaluativeinformation is critical. Reviewing the discussion of social organization above, it is clearthat the properties of social organization arising from, and reproduced by, the scarcity ofcapacities are equally applicable to scarce physical objects. There are, however, severalimportant di�erences between capacities and resources:� capacities are limited in availability by time, whereas resources are limited by quan-tity;� capacities are potentials for transforming, whereas resources are potentials for beingtransformed; and� capacities can be reproduced through social interactions, whereas resources can onlybe transformed, with an increase in one leading to a reduction in the availability ofothers.These points combined provide a basis for explaining the power relations that arise insocial organizations and how they relate to the availability of capacities and resources.5.5.3 Power and LegitimationThe discussion so far has identi�ed three key concerns relating to the emergence of social(especially economic) organization: (a) capacities for action; (b) resources; and (c) indi-viduals' knowledge insofar as it is constitutive of a social system for providing evaluative



Chapter 5 208 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISinformation to actors. The analysis has been quite simplistic, however, in assuming thatcommunication and the sharing of capacities are unconstrained. Furthermore, no accountof resource ownership and control has been given.The discussion of organizational change theories in section 4.6.1 provides some insight intothe way in which power is associated with capacity. Barnard (1938), for example, pointsout that - unless physically compelled to do so - actors will only utilize their capacities whenthey accept as legitimate the authority of the person asking them to perform. Legitimateauthority arises from either:� a mutual exchange of capacities and/or resources either on a one-o� basis or over aprolonged period (for example, a labour contract); or� the provision of capacities and/or resources to others in order to satisfy a motivationor goal (as in the case of voluntary work).With respect to resources, power is fundamentally derived from possession. The powerthat can be derived from the information system is more complex, arising from the variousoptions that an individual has for engaging in social activity:� an individual with knowledge of the location of a resource or capacity may declineto provide information to another or may exchange the information for other infor-mation, capacities or resources;� an individual may utilize resources and capacities to inform others in the informa-tion system about his or her capacities or resources, thereby increasing the relativelikelihood of his or her capacities or resources being sought by other actors;� an individual may utilize resources and capacities to obstruct the information ac-tivities of others or to provide misinformation about the capacities and resources ofother actors;



Chapter 5 209 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IS� an individual may utilize resources and capacities to inform others in the informationsystem of his or her need for capacities or resources and the exchanges that will beentered into for them; and� an individual may utilize resources and capacities to acquire information about ca-pacities, resources, the information system or the actors participating in it.In general, the leveraging of the power derived from capacities, resources and informationsystems increases an individual's ability to satisfy his or her motivations and goals by en-gaging in exchanges that place goal-relevant capacities, resources and information sourcesunder his or her legitimate authority. Within the bounds of this authority, the individualis able to alter the structural properties of social systems that arise from the interactionsdescribed in the previous section.
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Contravention
Cooperative relationship aims
for joint gains that conflict with
precedent and past agreements.

Constraining Institutionalized
Practices

Enabling Institutionalized
Practices

Cooperation
Cooperate for joint gains 
within organizing framework
for interaction accepted by
all parties.

Coalition
Cooperate insofar as
joint gains can be
achieved.

Competition
Conflicting goals lead
both parties to avoid
interacting or only to
interact to further own
goals.

ConflictContradiction
Conflicting goals to be 
resolved within previously
accepted organizing
framework.

Conflicting goals not resolvable
within previously agreed
organizing framework.Table 5.4: General Types of Social InteractionIn cases where shared or aligned goals exist, individuals can go beyond the exchangerelationships discussed above by entering networks of negotiations, whereby the individualswith aligned goals agree how they will utilize their capacities, resources and knowledgeto contribute to an outcome that will satisfy the motivations and goals of all cooperatingactors. In many cases, cooperation of this nature will be shortlived, coming to an endwhen the cooperative activity is completed. It is possible, particularly where legitimateauthority provides a basis for repeated social encounters, that the cooperative activitieswill become regularized. In such cases, the interactions between individuals may take on



Chapter 5 210 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISa more permanent form, with individuals joining and leaving the cooperative organizationdepending upon their capacities, resources, knowledge and the extent to which membershipsatis�es their motivations and goals. It is where social organization achieves this level ofstability that roles (i.e. sets of capacities and knowledge requirements) are �lled by variousindividuals that the structural properties of social activity become institutionalized andthe cooperative social interactions come to be regarded as an organizational form. Withinthe organizational form, the interplay between personal motivations and goals and theregularized nature of social activities results in a range of di�erent types of negotiatedactivity (see section 4.5.3.1), which can be broadly classi�ed as shown in table 5.4.5.6 Information Systems DesignIn section 5.5.3, information systems were shown to be a means of satisfying one's mo-tivations and goals and a potential source of power. An information system contributesto satisfying motivations and goals by providing evaluative information to the actor. Thederivation of power from an information system, in contrast, involves the use of capacitiesand resources to act upon it. The capacities for a�ecting information systems are referredto here as information and communication technologies. The resources used to supportinformation and communication technologies (ICTs) are referred to as ICT artefacts. Theintentional development of ICTs and ICT artefacts in order to alter the information sys-tems component of a social system constitutes the process of information systems devel-opment. Drawing upon the theory presented so far, ICTs, ICT artefacts and informationsystems development are considered in turn.5.6.1 Information and Communication TechnologiesCentral to the description of human communication is the ability for each participantto draw upon mental organizations that have some similar components. Communica-



Chapter 5 211 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IStion takes place by encoding as a communication artefact an organization that can beinterpreted with respect to these intersubjective components (see section 5.3). Thus, com-munication involves the following knowledge and skills:� mental organizations (i.e. knowledge) containing some intersubjective componentsthat serve as the referents of the message;� intersubjective knowledge that constitutes a convention for translating the organi-zation of a message into a physical organization and the skill to use this knowledgeto construct (or deconstruct) a communication artefact; and� the knowledge and skill to transmit or store, and receive or search for communicationartefacts using communication media.The general characteristics of personal knowledge and how intersubjective knowledge ariseshave been considered above. The development of knowledge speci�cally relating to theconstruction and use of communication artefacts (i.e. information and communicationtechnologies) requires more detailed consideration.Messages are encoded into communication artefacts through the organization of theirattributes. It follows that communication artefacts can most usefully be described in termsof the modes of organization that they enable. Many communication artefacts are largelystatic, enabling only a single, �xed message to be encoded. After encoding, the messagecannot readily be changed, or can only be changed in limited ways. A message printedon paper is an example of such a static organization. Such artefacts usually require ICTartefacts, such as pens or printing machines and paper, to encode the message and, thereby,construct a communication artefact from a piece of paper. Other communication artefactsare more dynamic, particularly those communication technologies that exploit propagation(for example, telephone and television) or are used in co-presence, such as an abacus. Thiscommunication artefact is the representation of numbers by the arrangement of beads onwires (see �gure 5.2). Each row of beads is part of the abacus, which is the ICT artefact.
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Figure 5.2: The Representation of the Number 87,654,321 Using an Abacus (Source:http://www.ee.ryerson.ca:8080/ elf/abacus/intro.html, Accessed May 1999)Whilst dynamic in its representation of numbers, the abacus is much more limited thanmany static forms of representation because it supports only a single mode of organization.In contrast, computer-based ICT artefacts provide users with enormous exibility forspecifying di�erent modes of organization in terms of general rules and procedures forrepresentation (i.e. computer programs). Once speci�ed, modes of organization can beused to construct dynamic representations. The combination of scope for specifying modesof organization and for changing the message represented as a communication artefact ona video display or some other device makes the use of computer-based ICT artefactspotentially the most exible form of communication currently available.Like many ICT artefacts, those based around computers are typically able to store rep-resentations. In the case of computer-based ICT artefacts, however, the organizationused for storage and presentation are di�erent. The stored message must, therefore, betransformed by rules to provide communication artefacts and vice versa. As illustrated inchapter 2, the HCI community has focused on the development of computer-based rep-resentations as they appear to users, whilst the software engineering community focusesmore upon the stored representation. It should be noted, however, that both the presentedand stored organizations and the rules for translating between them are constitutive ofthe message as interpreted by the user. Consider, for example, a relational database. Thepresentation on screen of a form displaying the contents of a particular database recordcannot be accurately interpreted by the user without some knowledge of the semantic con-
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Figure 5.3: A Dynamic Tree Structure as a Mode of Navigationstructs underpinning the organization of the database. Furthermore, there are possiblearrangements of a forms-based interface, for example, that violate the rules for encodinginto a relational database.The ability to use some ICT artefacts to reconstruct messages (or components of largemessages) from stored representations indicates two other properties of communicationartefacts that have signi�cant implications for human communication. First, modes ofselection refer to the ability to �lter information prior to its presentation. In the caseof a database, for example, it is possible to specify criteria for restricting the displayedrepresentation to only task relevant parts of the stored representation (for example, re-trieving all records where the surname is `Bloggs'). Second, modes of navigation referto the mechanisms by which the user can interact with the modes of organization andselection of ICTs that support the dynamic construction of representations. An exampleof a dynamic mode of navigation is shown in �gure 5.3. The combination of selectionand navigation with the separation of storage from presentation makes it possible to storeenormous messages that can be selectively reconstructed by ICT users. The relationshipsbetween storage, presentation and interpretation must, however, be carefully consideredin the design and construction of such technologies.



Chapter 5 214 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IS5.6.1.1 Modes of OrganizationModes of organization can be described in terms of (a) dimensionality and (b) granularityand abstraction. A brief consideration of the model of the individual presented aboveidenti�es several aspects of an individual's knowledge that might be represented as di-mensions. Firstly, there are basic parameters of each sensory modality. With vision, forexample, there are the three spatial dimensions, the temporal dimension and the proper-ties of colour. In terms of higher level cognition, entities and their attributes and valuesare likely to feature prominently in representations. Abstract concepts could also be thesubject of communication, although the intimate connection between subjective experi-ence, the sense of self and the body's physiology suggest that these will be communicatedby reference to concrete phenomena, including the body. A frequently cited example ofsuch communication is the use of body language, where the subject's body serves as acommunication artefact.Whereas the dimensions a person might want to communicate are numerous, informa-tion artefacts are quite restricted in the number of dimensions they can represent. Asillustrated by Tufte (1990), this has led to the development of many technologies for in-formation design, which enable the number of encoded dimensions to be increased. Newinformation and communication technologies are providing an increasing number of di-mensions that can be exploited by the information designer. The electronic display, forexample, provides a temporal dimension, through the ability to animate, that was veryrestricted on paper. Virtual reality displays extend this even further by providing morerealistic three dimensional displays.A key contribution to e�ective information processes is the development of a clear corre-spondence between the dimensions to be represented and the dimensions of the communi-cation artefact. In the case of developing a visual analogue, such as a schematic diagram,some correspondences are obvious (spatial dimensions are usually best represented usingthe spatial dimensions of the medium, for example). Other dimensions must be repre-



Chapter 5 215 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISsented using established social conventions (for example, temperature can be representedby a colour scale with blue representing cold and red representing hot) or an arbitrary butconsistently applied convention must be used. In the case of conventions that are likelyto be unfamiliar to the recipient community, other properties of the communication arte-fact, or other communication artefacts, must be exploited to clarify the dimensions beingrepresented. It is in this way that similarities between individuals' mental organizationscan emerge through social interaction, con�rming the second point raised in section 5.3.A second information design issue is the need to balance the level of detail available andthe level of detail that will convey the intended message most e�ectively. The criticality ofthis aspect of organization is illustrated by phenomena such as `information overload.' Interms of the knowledge being used to construct the message, the key constraints are thegranularity of the relevant data. Granularity is determined by the basic elements used toconstruct the message. A message about medical conditions, for example, might refer tospeci�c conditions, such as asthma, or to classes of illness, such as respiratory conditions.When encoding a message, attention must be paid both to selecting the appropriate levelof granularity that will convey the message accurately and to ensuring that the propertiesof the medium are exploited to preserve the accuracy of the message when it is interpretedby a recipient. Thus, several characteristics of information artefacts must be borne inmind: (a) precision; (b) supported levels of analysis; and (c) layering and separation. Ingeneral, the level of precision must be su�cient to accommodate the level of granularitychosen by the sender. If this is not possible with the available information artefact, thena method of data compression must be used, which will allow a complete representationto be constructed, albeit with a consequent reduction in accuracy. As illustrated by thediscussion of the visual system, a person is able to experience aspects of the environment atdi�erent levels of analysis. When interpreting an information artefact, this ability can beexploited by paying attention to the message design at multiple levels. An e�ective graph,for example, will permit the user to interpret individual data points and to identify patternsin clusters of points or general trends across the entire data set. Layering and separation,



Chapter 5 216 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISas discussed by Tufte (1990), can be exploited to increase the number of dimensions of amessage that can be encoded into the limited dimensionality of an information artefact.Using di�erent coloured lines or di�erent shapes of data points, it is possible to representseveral dimensions on a two-dimensional graph. The creation of distinct layers by, forexample, using di�erent colours, permits the recipient to shift attention between di�erentdimensions and, perhaps, to make comparisons between dimensions and across the basicelements of the message represented by the single data items. It is important to recognisewhen designing information artefacts and constructing messages that the relation betweenthe artefact and the body is critical to the successful interpretation of messages. A personcan ease the distinction between levels of analysis on a paper graph, for example, byaltering the distance between the paper and his or her eyes. Such manipulation is morerestricted with a computer display, however, because - although the graph is visuallyvery similar - changes in distance result in considerable changes in light intensity becauseelectronic displays emit light, rather than reecting it. Furthermore, the spatial resolutionof modern displays is limited. As explained below, limitations to information organizationcan sometimes be overcome by dynamic information and communication technologies (suchas computer displays) through the provision of modes of selection and navigation.5.6.1.2 Modes of SelectionThe greater availability of information and communication technologies has led to anincreased ow of messages in many organizations and, in many cases, has enabled messagesto be created that are much denser in content. Although additional content can sometimesbe valuable (for example, a photograph of a person in place of a verbal description), itcan also lead to `information overload,' where the relevant parts of a message e�ectivelybecome hidden from the recipient (for example, providing a full transaction log in placeof an exception report). Generally speaking, it is desirable to include - or, at least,emphasize - those organizations of data most relevant to the sender's or recipient's goals.This may be relatively straightforward for communication between a sender and a single,



Chapter 5 217 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISwell-known recipient, whose information needs (or goals) are understood. The situation isgreatly complicated, however, by the existence of multiple recipients, uncertainty regardinginformation needs and a multiplicity of recipient goals. The e�ective use of modes ofselection can greatly increase the value of communication in all cases. By implication,the careful introduction of selectivity into an information artefact's design can reducecommunication costs because interpretation time (and, consequently, decision time) isreduced and single artefacts can readily convey multiple, related messages from which therecipient can extract the relevant components.Fundamentally, modes of selection embellish the organization contained by an informationartefact so that is exploits the characteristics of human perceptual systems to help therecipient draw out meaningful (especially goal relevant) portions of the message withminimal cognitive e�ort. The precise relationships between techniques for communicationartefact design and information interpretation are, however, quite poorly understood andrequire detailed empirical study (see section 7.4).5.6.1.3 Modes of NavigationLike modes of selection, modes of navigation enable senders to transmit large, complexmessages and recipients to extract from them only those aspects of a message that they re-quire. Whereas selection relies upon properties of the perceptual systems, navigation (likeorganization) is dependent upon the ability of the individual to construct and manipulatemental representations. The similarity of modes of organization and navigation stem fromthe fact that navigation e�ectively arises from an `organization of organizations.'The simplest type of navigation is a point of reference. Such references can be compiledto provide indices of the contents of single or multiple communication artefacts. Graph-like structures, such as indices, are extremely exible, allowing the sender to make anynumber of relations between any message components. Graph structures are not amenableto e�cient mental representation, however, because the relations are arbitrary. Frequently



Chapter 5 218 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISused relations will eventually be learned by artefact users, but no simpli�ed navigationrules can be inferred.The introduction of more structured modes of navigation can both facilitate learning andreduce cognitive load. Trees, for example, are a speci�c class of graph structure in whichrelations between nodes are restricted to a hierarchical pattern (see �gure 5.3). Treestructures are more readily learned, particularly by users who have a good knowledge ofthe domain to which the message refers. Taxonomies are exemplars of the use of treesto enable rapid navigation of large bodies of knowledge. The main limitation of treestructures is that the end-goal needs to be de�ned in terms of attributes or node identityfor successful navigation to be guaranteed. For example, navigating a biological taxonomyto �nd a particular species requires the user to be able to recognize (recall is not essential)either the membership of kingdom, phylum, class, order, family and genus to which thespecies belongs or have su�cient knowledge to diagnose membership at each level of thehierarchy (for example, matching a species' description with knowledge that the target hasgrey fur, brown eyes, four legs, and so on). Users will often have only vague knowledgeof their end-goal or its de�ning properties. In such cases, navigation will need to bemore exible, providing facilities based upon partial criteria and/or browsing through themessage. Again, systematic evidence of the relationship between modes of navigation andusers' abilities to interpret information and perform tasks is very limited.5.6.2 Interacting Through ICTsAs noted in section 2.4, it is instructive when considering ICTs to distinguish betweeninteracting with and interaction through ICT artefacts. Interacting through ICTs involvesthe development of skills and supporting artefacts for (a) enhancing interpersonal com-munication in co-presence or (b) providing distant interpersonal communication mediatedby some ICT artefact (sometimes referred to as establishing a `virtual presence'). Com-mon artefacts for enhancing communication in co-presence include presentation aids, suchas overhead projectors. Artefacts for mediating distant interpersonal communication in-



Chapter 5 219 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISclude telephony and television. Whether an ICT is to support co-presence or mediatedcommunication, its main impacts will be changes to the usual practices of interpersonalcommunication. These practices derive from a combination of the physiology of the actorsand the regularized social practices with which they are familiar. Thus, the primary ob-jective can be considered to be the accurate transmission of sensory stimuli. Although anunderstanding of sensory physiology is extremely important in this respect, social factorsarise through the regularization of aspects of interpersonal communication, such as bodylanguage and conventions for turn-taking in conversations. The concept of regionaliza-tion provides a starting point for analyzing these factors. Structuration theory provides avaluable account of how regionalization a�ects social interaction and, thereby, contributesto the emergence of social institutions (see section 4.3.2). Structuration theory's accountof regionalization, however, is not su�ciently detailed to help explain how ICTs a�ectsocial interaction. By considering both the physical and mental aspects of psychosocialphenomena, the description of the individual presented in the previous sections can beextended to support such explanation. The location of the body and its perceptual extentde�nes a complex of regions in which possible interactions between the individual and theenvironment can take place. This region is potentially very large, depending upon themagnitude of stimuli (some astronomical observations, for example, can be made with thenaked eye). Social interactions in co-presence, however, take place within a much narrowerarea. As shown in �gure 5.4, boundaries can be de�ned by:� combined properties of the sensory modalities and concrete objects - asshown in �gure 5.4 by the conical region of visual attention bounded by the walls ofa room;� the physical dimensions of the body - as shown in �gure 5.4 by the area of aperson's reach; and� social factors - as shown in �gure 5.4 by the region in which face-to-face conversa-tions typically take place.
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Figure 5.4: An illustration of how: the use of the hands and arms to manipulate objects(yellow); the distance at which conversations usually occur (red); and the area of greatestvisual acuity (green) combine with the structure of the environment, resulting in theregionalization of spaceGiven that regionalization has been explained in terms of the body situated in a physicalenvironment, a major impact of ICT artefacts is their mediation between the environmentof interest and the body. In explaining these impacts, it is useful to exploit the distinctionmade in section 2.4 between interacting with and interacting through ICT artefacts.As illustrated by �gure 5.5, interacting through ICT artefacts implicates tacit knowledgegained from real world experience. Thus, the actor has a strong expectation (at leastfor unfamiliar technologies) that typical patterns of regionalization will arise. Thus, fora given distance from a screen, for example, an actor engaging in mediated face-to-facecommunication will expect visual cues, such as apparent distance judged by visual angle,to be consistent with the analogous situation in co-presence. Actual performance depends,however, upon the size of the display, focal length of the camera lens and distance of theactor from the camera. It is for this reason that interaction problems arise with desktop
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of how a socially de�ned region is dependent upon the designand arrangement of ICT artefacts (see text for explanation)videoconferencing. If person a sits too close to the camera, his or her face will appear toolarge on the screen, leading person b to move further away from his or her workstation.Consequently, b will appear to be distant from a who may, consequently, move still closerto the screen or, perhaps, make personality inferences as though b was being distant andunfriendly.Although regionalization is not su�cient to explain how individuals interact in co-presenceor through ICTs, it is an essential starting point. Understanding turn-taking and interac-tions with objects in the environment, for example, �rst requires an understanding of howindividuals position themselves in space as a result of physiological, cognitive and socialfactors. When examining a small object, for example, both the tendency to pick it up andmanipulate it with one's hands and the norms relating to social positioning will determinewhether individuals will examine the object together or take turns.



Chapter 5 222 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IS5.6.3 Interacting With ICTsThe conception of an information system presented above has illustrated the fundamentalrole of both content and context to message interpretation. It has been argued that contentand context are encoded into human memory as patterns of association and that similarexperiences lead to similar and, therefore, related patterns. Knowledge can be recalledin more or less speci�c form and used as the basis for actions, including communication.Constructed messages are necessarily somewhat vague for two reasons: (a) the referents ofthe message are not precisely de�ned but stored in terms of patterns and tendencies; and(b) intersubjective knowledge is constituted by similarities between individuals' mentalorganizations and the degree of similarity will vary considerably. Much of the ambiguityarising from the vague nature of messages is resolved by the existence of a shared con-text of communication, which results from the actual or mediated (`virtual') co-presence.Where large organizations are constructed and stored (as in the case of computer-basedinformation systems), co-presence is not necessary to the communication of messages and,hence, situations are likely to arise where the context of communication does not arise asan accidental property of the communication process itself. Consequently, a major factordetermining how successful stored organizations are in terms of informing actors is howwell the context of communication can be conveyed.It was noticed in section 5.6.1 that modes of navigation rely on the `organization of or-ganization.' In other words, stored representations can make use of structural propertiesthat are abstracted away from the speci�c content and context of experiences. In thisway, central tendencies can be used to de�ne categories, attributes and relations to guidethe location of task-relevant components of the stored organization. The categories, attri-butions and relations are not (at least using current technologies) stored in the informalassociative form that characterizes human memory. In the case of �gure 5.3, for example,the user has encoded `information systems' and `software engineering' as separate cato-gories. It is likely, however, that there is substantial overlap between the two categories.In human memory this will be reected in overlapping cases being stored as patterns that



Chapter 5 223 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISare associated with some aspects of the central tendencies de�ning both terms. In storedorganizations, however, the individual encoding details of instances must decide whetherto encode boundary cases as members of a single category or as a member of both. Inorder to make the modes of navigation amenable to other individuals and to allow manyindividuals to contribute to the development of the stored organization, such organizingprinciples must either be readily inferred from the storage and communication media, orbe stated explicitly.For organizing principles to be readily inferrable, the presentation of the communicationartefact must indicate existing intersubjective knowledge that can be drawn upon by usersto manipulate and interpret `messages' derived from the stored organization. Perceptualcues may be utilized, such as representing information in tables so that categories, at-tributes or relations are implied by the rows, columns or cells. Because horizontal andvertical lines are perceptually salient, users will tend to interpret an organization of thissort as meaningful and attempt to use it to direct their search. Alternatively, social con-ventions may be used to indicate how the representation of the stored organization can bemanipulated. In the case of �gure 5.3, for example, folders are used to indicate elementsthat contain other elements, whilst pages are used to indicate where messages (ratherthan further organizational information) is presented. This mode of navigation exploitsan analogy with organizing principles used for concrete communication artefacts, eventhough the computer-based organization actually enables more layers of hierarchy than aphysical system would readily allow.The explicit statement of organizing principles is fundamentally limited by the extent towhich discursive knowledge can be used to communicate tacit knowledge. The manipu-lation of communication and ICT artefacts involves practical skills, for example, that aremost readily transferred from one person to another in situations of co-presence. Althoughsuch transfer can be achieved by training (i.e. changing socialization activities for new andexisting actors in a social system), it is sometimes only possible to provide instruction viathe ICT artefact itself. In such cases, the e�ectiveness of the ICT will be constrained by



Chapter 5 224 Socio-Cognitive Theory of ISthe ease with which encoded instructions can be interpreted by users and used to developthe tacit skills required by practice (i.e. trial and error learning).In terms of developing the skills to interact with technologies, it is useful to refer back tothe four economic issues relating to technology development, presented in section 4.5.4:� Information and Communication Skills - How can individuals and groups bestdevelop skills for translating, for example, their goals, political and environmentalpressures into articulations of the organizational form's technological requirements?� Technological Skills - How can individuals and groups best develop cognitive andpractical skills for designing and developing networks of technological activities tosatisfy their technological requirements?� Technological Artefact Evaluation - How can individuals and groups best beguided in their selections of appropriate technological artefacts, given that they mustoften acquire such artefacts with very little knowledge of their future technologicalrequirements?� Technology Skills - How can individuals and groups develop skills for incorporatingand adapting available technological artefacts e�ectively to realize their technologies?The conventional approaches to developing computer-based information systems, discussedin chapter 2, have tended to place most emphasis on developing ICT artefacts, ratherthan the skills to use them e�ectively. Where user issues have been addressed, as inthe information systems and HCI literature, more emphasis has been placed on elicitinguser needs and attempting to satisfy them through the development of ICT artefacts orthrough organizational change. Whilst these e�orts are by no means wasted, it would seemthat more attention to developing the above types of skills in the context of users' taskcharacteristics ought to be a major component of information systems development. Thiswill require a substantial change to the way in which information systems development isapproached.



Chapter 5 225 Socio-Cognitive Theory of IS5.7 Implications for Information SystemsThe theory presented in this chapter is intended to provide a basis for understanding infor-mation systems and how they develop. By paying particular attention to the relationshipbetween individual actor and social organization (of which an information system is anintrinsic component), a somewhat di�erent conception of information systems develop-ment and the issues relevant to the design of ICT artefacts has been proposed. Chapter6 illustrates how the theory can be utilized to reconsider practical information systemsissues. First an alternative model of the information systems development lifecycle is pro-posed. Second, and within the context of this lifecycle model, the evaluation of potentialinformation systems developments is explored.



Chapter 6Initial Applications of theSocio-Cognitive Theory ofInformation Systems6.1 IntroductionThe general aim of information and communication technology (ICT) investment evalua-tion can be broadly stated as follows:to provide a process by which (a) the costs and bene�ts of alternative invest-ments can be estimated; (b) an alternative can be selected; (c) the developmentof the ICT system and accompanying organizational changes can be monitoredto control costs and realize bene�ts; and (d) the long-term payo� of the invest-ment can be reviewed.Unfortunately, this general statement does not translate into practice because the abovestatement belies two well-recognized problems that have beset all attempts to evaluate226



Chapter 6 227 Theory ApplicationICT-based systems developments:1. the identi�cation of costs and bene�ts and the demonstration that they are incurredby, or arise from, a speci�c course of action; and2. the incurring and perception of di�erent costs and bene�ts by di�erent stakeholders.The thesis of this chapter is that these two problems and the common failure to realize thebene�ts of ICT investment (Ward, Taylor and Bond 1996) can be overcome by modellinginformation systems development in terms of social transformation. Section 6.2 places theabove claims in context by briey reviewing current `best practice' as described in theacademic and practitioner literature. Section 6.3 utilizes the theory presented in chapter5 to develop a model of the information systems development lifecycle. Section 6.4 thenutilizes this lifecycle model to develop a methodology for appraising working practices andaggregating the resulting analysis to address the problems of evaluating ICT investmentpayo�. Section 6.5 highlights the practical implications of the methodology and drawsconclusions.6.2 Current Evaluation `Best Practice'6.2.1 Evaluation as a ProcessIn addition to developing numerous evaluation techniques to address the speci�c needsof ICT investment, the academic literature has emphasised the importance of the orga-nizational process in which the techniques are applied. An exemplar of this research isthe analysis presented by Symons (1991), which is based upon Pettigrew's distinctionsbetween content, context and process (Pettigrew 1985). Content refers to the applica-tion of an evaluation technique to a chosen set of criteria. Context and process are moreambiguously de�ned and di�cult to distinguish between in practice. Context includes,



Chapter 6 228 Theory Applicationfor example, organization structure and internal politics, whereas process \refers to theactions, reactions and interactions of interested parties" (Symons 1991, p.210).The process and context categories are essentially attempts to distinguish between aspectsof the organization that directly and indirectly a�ect the use of evaluation techniques.Although this type of analysis may be a useful conceptual aid for an observer, it is lessuseful as a basis for guiding evaluation because process and context classi�cation haslittle bearing upon the actions of stakeholders. Consider, for example, a chief informationo�cer (CIO) who submits an investment proposal to the Board of an enterprise. Thenature of that proposal and his or her approach to gaining its acceptance are determinedby the CIO's experiences of a `culture' and an `organizational structure' and not his orher perception of them as entities.Whilst the argument above questions the practicability of one conceptual model of pro-cess, it is not intended to deny the value of considering social and political factors a�ectinginvestment evaluation. Currie's study of investments in computer-aided design (Currie1989), for example, illustrates that there are documents to be produced and negotiationsto be undertaken during evaluation. As argued above, it needs only to be recognized thatthe artefacts and events that constitute evaluation are the results of actors who have dif-ferent personal experiences to draw upon and di�erent perceptions of the same evaluationproblem and process. This suggests that evaluation can be facilitated throughout systemsdevelopment by encouraging stakeholders to model their perceptions of the factors theybelieve most inuence their own and others' actions. Such information provides a ba-sis for understanding the complex relations that bear upon the application of evaluationtechniques.6.2.2 Costs and Bene�tsThe overriding concern of evaluation must be obtaining the information needed to guidedevelopment towards achieving its objectives. The identi�cation of points in a process at



Chapter 6 229 Theory Applicationwhich information should be collected and what should be recorded at these points has,however, received less attention than techniques for manipulating the results. Thus, asmall but signi�cant step forward for evaluation methodology is the clear formulation ofprinciples for constructing evaluation measures. The following analysis provides a justi�-cation for adopting the following four principles:� metrics must be causally relevant;� metrics must be reliable;� metrics must directly relate to concrete phenomena; and� metrics must be relevant to users' actions.Considering the �rst aspect of causal relevance, a uniform process, such as a semi-automatedproduction line, can be subject to precise evaluation because it is highly uniform. Eachstage in the process is formally de�ned and has readily identi�ed inputs and outputs. Thebasis of scienti�c management (Taylor 1913) was the development of such processes andthe use of precise measures to evaluate their e�ciency. When studying more varied pro-cesses, where workers have considerable discretion over the organization of their activities,identifying a causal chain to evaluate is much more di�cult and inevitably less accurate.In general terms, the accuracy of metrics is proportional to the degree of organization ofthe process being measured. Thus, a clear understanding of the various con�gurations ofcausal factors is necessary for the construction of sound metrics.The second principle - that metrics should be reliable - refers to a number of trade-o�s tobe made when constructing metrics, particularly when the activities are subject to change.Speci�cally, establishing a reliable metric involves balancing at least the following: (a) theprovision of similar results in similar circumstances; (b) ensuring the variation in themeasure corresponds with variations in the phenomena being measured; and (c) ensuringthe measures are stable across evaluators. The validity of the �rst point is clear: whenmeasuring a speci�c attribute of a class of phenomena, it is desirable for the value obtained



Chapter 6 230 Theory Applicationto reect similarities and di�erences between di�erent instances in that class. Whenevaluating the colour of apples, for example, one wants to ensure that - even thoughapples are not of a uniform colour - predominantly red apples are recorded as being `red'and predominantly green apples are labelled `green.' Accuracy is of more importance inthis respect than precision. In many cases, an ordinal scale or a task-speci�c categorizationwill be su�cient. In cases where precision is desirable, a trade-o� between the accuracyof the metric's scale/classi�cation and the cost of evaluation e�orts must still be made.The correspondence of changes in the system and changes to a metric's value, point (b)above, is another requirement. If document ow is being incorporated into the metricsfor insurance claims processing, for example, it is essential that the measurement systemtracks the movement of documents to an agreed level of accuracy. If, for example, a goalof the system is to process 80% of claims through a 10 stage process in 20 days and 99%of claims in 30 days, metrics can only contribute to improving the process if they recordclaims document movement to an accuracy 1 day or better. For evaluating this goal,it is of little value, for example, to know that all documents stay at stage 5 for up to3 days, but valuable to discover that 60% of claims pass this stage in 1.5 days, 20% in2.0 days and 20% in 2.8 days. To record with such precision, the measurement systemmust be su�ciently sensitive to changes in the activity system. Point (c) above recognizesthe di�erences between individuals' task performances and the recording of evaluativeinformation. Where metrics are being related to individual performance, it is criticalto management that the measures accurately reect di�erences in the performance ofindividuals over time and variations in the performance of tasks by di�erent individuals.It is both ethical and politically astute to ensure that metrics reect and are seen byworkers to reect variations in performance in a fair and consistent manner, particularlyif they are used as the basis for rewards and sanctions.The third principle for constructing metrics underpins the previous two and, perhaps, forthis reason is most frequently overlooked. A great deal of research has been conducted intodeveloping metrics for estimating the intangible costs and bene�ts of IT investments (see,for example, Parker et al. 1988 and Farbeyet al. 1995). Most of the approaches attempt to



Chapter 6 231 Theory Applicationmake investment evaluation more complete by supplementing readily quanti�ed metricswith notional values where attributes cannot be measured (see, for example, Coleman1995). The limitations of such an approach are numerous (see Hemingway 1997a for adetailed critique), and include:� �nancial values mislead decision makers because they do not reect actual exchangesunder market conditions (Self 1970);� the di�erent values cannot be shown to be independent (Hemingway 1997a) and theevaluation, thus, risks double counting costs and bene�ts; and� the de�nitions of the values are open to very di�erent interpretations by stakeholdersand the estimates are, consequently, unlikely to satisfy the reliability conditionsdescribed above (Guba and Lincoln 1989).The di�culties of notional values cannot be overcome because the values have little or nobasis in fact. For this reason, it is asserted here that metrics should only be developedwhere concrete evidence can support them. Where it cannot, the judgement and skill ofstakeholders should be relied upon instead.The �nal principle asserts that metrics must not only be causally relevant, they must havesome bearing upon the actions of the individuals participating in the activity system. Ofparticular concern in this respect is the use of abstract metrics, such as Return on Man-agement (Strassmann 1990). Adopting a high level of abstraction reduces the associationbetween metrics and veri�able facts. In terms of guiding action - the only way in whichevaluation can itself add value to a development process - a sound basis in fact is essential.Thus, when evaluating the impacts of technologies on the performance of workers, metricsmust directly relate to their core activities.



Chapter 6 232 Theory Application6.2.3 Monitoring Activity SystemsDuring development, changes to an activity system necessarily change the meanings as wellas the values of metrics. For evaluation to be useful at this stage, the complex of changesmust somehow be delineated to determine whether the development is leading towards itsobjectives. Most, if not all, current evaluation methodologies provide no support for thisprocess, assuming that meanings remain constant and the initial values of metrics, thus,only need to be kept up-to-date to guide decision making e�ectively. To illustrate how themeaning of a measure can change, consider a system that allows consultants to remotelyexamine patients with the support of an on-site nurse. Such a system would change thenature of some examinations and treatments conducted by nurses (i.e. they may performsome treatments formerly given by the examining consultant). If one continued to usethe metrics from prior to the system development, both consultant and nurse examinationtimes, for example, may appear to increase and treatment times decrease. Such changeswould be di�cult to understand (or believe), however, unless one is also aware of theincreased cooperation between sta� and the reduction in time spent by nurses attendingto patients until a consultant is available. Such understanding can only be developed ifa model of the activities is available to demonstrate how the actions that constitute thesystem interrelate. However, evaluation techniques rarely centre around the use of models,but provide frameworks or classi�cations for metric choice that are largely independent ofthe activity systems being analysed. This is in contrast with the metrics used to evaluateartefacts, such as telecommunications products and software. Although it is impossible toachieve a comparable level of precision when evaluating social organizations, the principleof using evidence-based models to construct metrics is equally valid.6.2.4 Evaluation and Decision MakingWhilst the continuous monitoring of systems provides a basis for managing gradual change,there are some occasions where signi�cant decisions must be made. By far the most



Chapter 6 233 Theory Applicationsigni�cant are choices between alternative investments and decisions to abandon projects.A decision to invest ought to be based upon knowledge of the current activity systemsin an organization, how well they are performing and the extent to which they can beimproved. Such information is provided by monitoring within the organizational form.The choice involves consideration of two distinct issues: (a) which activities are most inneed of improvement (or which activities need to be established to accommodate newdemands); and (b) which available change options are preferred.Problems are caused by failing to recognize both the need for change and the merits ofalternative change options. Consider, for example, the use of return on investment (ROI)and hurdle rates. This approach to allocating funding to capital investments considersonly the relative cost e�ciency of alternative options. No consideration is given to therelative importance of the activity systems being changed. Thus, the automation of back-o�ce administration is placed on an equal footing with production and sales, and projectsfor all organizational activities are discriminated on the basis of short-term cost savingsor �nancial gains. The budgeting process implicitly recognizes the need to consider therelative importance of di�erent activities but it is an essentially political process that is notwell-related to investment evaluation techniques. Strategic approaches to evaluation (forexample, Clemons 1991 and Earl 1996) pay more attention to identifying critical activitiesand ensuring that they are supported.6.2.5 Long-Term Payo�Farbey et al. (1993) argue that post-implementation review has three purposes: (a) en-suring bene�ts delivery; (b) identifying unexpected costs and bene�ts; and (c) providingfeedback and, thereby, facilitating learning. Each point suggests that evaluation is bestcarried out for some time after implementation so that the activity system can be seento settle following the technological and other changes. Evidence suggests, however, that,although many organizations conduct some form of post-implementation review, mostevaluations are used to verify the technical conformance of the system and thereby signify



Chapter 6 234 Theory Applicationthe end of the development project (Ward et al. 1996).Farbey et al. (1993) identify three types of evaluation that are most common at thepost-implementation stage: (a) the comparison of expected and actual performance; (b)the assessment of user satisfaction; and (c) the monitoring of system usage. None ofthese provides any clear evidence for comparison with the equivalent pre-implementationworking practices. Consequently, current practice is limited in addressing the above threepurposes of post-implementation review.6.2.6 SummaryAs the above discussion shows, there is a need for evaluation methodologies that supportthe process of acquiring evidence regarding the impacts of changes to working practicesresulting from IS developments. The methodologies developed should also support usersin interpreting their metrics because the meanings of metrics change as a result of thedevelopment process. The discussion has further illustrated the importance of regardingevaluation as an intrinsic part of the development process. Consequently, a prerequisiteto developing an evaluation methodology based around the understanding of changes toworking practices is an information systems development lifecycle model that is sensitiveto such changes. For this reason, several existing lifecycle models are briey reviewedin section 6.3.1 and an alternative lifecycle model that is more suited to supporting theevaluation of working practices is developed in section 6.3.2. The lifecycle model is thenused in section 6.4 to support the development of an evaluation methodology that addressessome of the issues identi�ed above.



Chapter 6 235 Theory Application6.3 Social Transformation and the Information Systems De-velopment LifecycleOwing to the overriding need to manage the complexity of software systems, conventionalapproaches to software engineering used technology-centred methods for design (see, forexample, Yourdon 1972 and DeMarco 1979). These approaches embody the `waterfall'model of the development lifecycle (Royce 1970), viewing analysis as the identi�cation ofthe correct structure to encode the problem domain. Avison and Fitzgerald (1995) suggestthat the software development community recognizes the need for a more user-centredapproach, although development methods still leave many key design decisions under thee�ective control of technical experts. The empowerment of users during the developmentlifecycle has received attention by the Information Systems community for some years,recognizing the need for user participation in systems development and the importanceof managing end-user computing. In light of progress in supporting user participation inmajor development e�orts, Mumford (1983) proposed the following typology:1. Consultative participation - Analysts discuss the system's requirements withusers, but the technical experts perform design.2. Representative participation - Representative users work on the design teamand are, thereby, involved in decision making.3. Consensus participation - Users drive the design process, making all key decisions.An obvious trend in this list is the transfer of authority and responsibility for designdecisions from technical experts to users. It has rarely been noted, however, that thistransfer does not empower users unless they also have the capacity to act accordingly(see chapter 5 for a de�nition of this term). Furthermore, the education of users toimprove their capacities for developing and using ICT-based information systems is poorlyunderstood. It was shown in chapter 2 that, although existing approaches to systems



Chapter 6 236 Theory Applicationdevelopment have considered authority, responsibility and capacity, their use of theseconcepts as the basis for guiding the development process has been limited. Furthermore,analyses of capacity are not acted upon during systems development to ensure that usershave the information handling skills that the systems design implies. To address theseweaknesses, this section sets out a case for the adoption of a user-centred informationsystems lifecycle. A lifecycle model based upon the socio-cognitive theory is then developedand the implications for information systems is considered.6.3.1 Current Perspectives on the Information Systems and SoftwareDevelopment LifecyclesSoftware engineering di�ers from other engineering disciplines in two key respects:� the physical environment is viewed in terms of peripheral constraints rather than asthe basic medium for development; and� engineers are primarily concerned with systems and pay comparatively little atten-tion to the development of general systems components.The consequence of these di�erences is that software requires a fundamentally di�erentapproach to engineering. Numerous methods have been proposed but they all (with theexception of formal methods) typically result in software systems that have numerousdesign aws. Quality management is being improved through the application of qualitymanagement techniques, such as the Capability Maturity Model (Herbsleb, Zubrow, Gold-enson, Hayes and Paulk 1997, Ferguson and Sheard 1998), and standards, such as ISO9001and ISO15504. Nevertheless, the systemic approach to design and the absence of archi-tectural principles for developing software systems limits the quality and reliability thatcan be achieved and contrasts sharply with, for example, electronic engineering, whereapplications are constructed from a very small number of precisely engineered modules(for example, standard ampli�er circuits).



Chapter 6 237 Theory ApplicationThe most widely known model of the software development lifecycle is the conventional`waterfall' model (see section 2.3.1). Although this model is now regarded as grosslyoversimpli�ed, its inuence on more recent lifecycle models is readily discerned. Twoserious and well-documented de�ciencies of such lifecycle models are considered here. First,the customer (who de�nes the system's requirements) and the users are excluded frommuch of the decision process. Consequently, many decisions are based upon the developer'sinterpretations of what the customer requires, supplemented by his or her understandingof what constitutes a user-friendly system. This limitation has been cited as a key reasonfor low levels of software acceptance (see, for example, Norman and Draper 1986). Second,despite the strong technical focus, the process fails to satisfy the technical criteria appliedto other branches of engineering. Several alternatives to the waterfall model have beenproposed as solutions to these and other development problems, the most widely usedof which are incremental development, evolutionary development using prototypes, andrapid application development (RAD).Whilst incremental development represents a simple extension to the waterfall model, theuse of prototyping in evolutionary development is a substantial change (see section 2.3.1).A signi�cant problem for many customers and users is that, although they can state theirproblem, they have insu�cient experience of possible solutions to state their preferencesbetween them and their contribution to design is, therefore, limited. Prototyping helpsovercome this by providing users with experience of alternative software solutions and amechanism for improving the dialogue between analyst, customer and user. Prototypingmust be carefully managed, however, to avoid slowing down development or unduly in-creasing costs and is only useful for studying some aspects of systems (Olle et al. 1988).A critical decision when using prototyping is whether to throw away the prototype ordevelop it into an operational system. Throwaway prototyping raises the prospect of longdevelopment times, as with the waterfall lifecycle, whereas developing the prototype riskspoor software quality and increased maintenance costs.



Chapter 6 238 Theory ApplicationRapid application development extends prototyping tools to enable the production ofworkable applications for certain problem domains. RAD is particularly well-suited totransaction-based processes with well-de�ned inputs and relatively simple representations,such as tables, for output. From the customer's and users' perspectives, RAD has severalpotential drawbacks that must be carefully managed. Crucially, the focus on developingdatabase systems that can readily be modi�ed may encourage a short-term perspectiveand, thereby, shorten the time between revisions of the system. This has three potentialconsequences: (a) systems changes are made in response to user requests without fullconsideration of the strategic/organizational implications; (b) the coherence and integrityof the system may deteriorate more rapidly; and (c) savings at the initial developmentstage are o�set by increased maintenance/redevelopment activity.As illustrated above, software engineering has had limited success in improving the quan-tity and quality of customer and user participation. The HCI discipline, however, regardsits primary goal as the integration of user-centred techniques into software engineering(Dix et al. 1993, Sutcli�e 1995). As illustrated by the example below, HCI methodstend to augment the software engineering process with user-centred tools and techniques,rather than integrate them at the methodological level. Consequently, development re-mains document or risk driven, albeit with an increased awareness of customer and userneeds. The \psychological and organizational tools" developed by Clegg et al. (1996) il-lustrate the limitations of augmenting software engineering approaches (see section 2.4.1).With the waterfall model, the tools can provide only a list of tasks to be computerisedand a method for �ltering out unacceptable solutions after the development process. Anevolutionary prototyping methodology would resolve some of these problems by allowingusability evaluation to feed back into the task allocation and job design processes, but thiswould require some revision of the tools and how they are collectively applied.In comparison with software engineering and HCI, the information systems community hasproposed more radical approaches to user involvement in systems development. Lyytinen(1987), for example, presents a taxonomy of information systems development methodolo-



Chapter 6 239 Theory Applicationgies based upon three contexts: technology, organization and language. The taxonomy isused to illustrate how the di�erent premises of methodologies lead to di�erent perceptionsof the development process. A central point in Lyytinen's analysis is the demonstrationthat methodologies are partial in terms of their coverage of the three contexts. The socio-technical approaches, for example, emphasise the organization and technology contextsrelative to the language context. The language context relates to the capacities of users tomanipulate symbolic representations, which are the skills constitutive of information sys-tems. The technology context refers to the competence for developing and manipulatingtechnology artefacts in order to gain access to symbolic representations and to supplementlanguage skills. The organizational context refers to the social relations that bear uponthe access, control and change of communication artefacts. A lifecycle model that usessocial transformation as its central precept provides the potential for making methodolo-gies contingent in their balancing of the three contexts proposed by Lyytinen. Given thatsystems development implies organizational change, a contingent approach is preferable tothe use of a taxonomy to guide the selection of a methodology that is �xed in its treatmentof social organization.Iivari (Iivari 1990a, Iivari 1990b) develops a lifecycle model from a similar perspective tothat adopted by Lyytinen. Extending Boehm's (Boehm 1988) spiral model of the lifecycleand drawing upon the PIOCO development methodology, Iivari presents a three-phaseevolutionary lifecycle. The three phases - organizational, technical and conceptual - areessentially synonymous with the three contexts proposed by Lyytinen. By incorporatingthese factors into a lifecycle model, Iivari addresses several of the problems identi�edby Lyytinen's taxonomy, resulting in a feasible, although somewhat complex, lifecyclemodel that is sensitive to social change. As illustrated above, Lyytinen's contexts and,hence, Iivari's three-phase approach focus on developing software rather than user skills.Thus, although Iivari recognizes that the evolutionary development involves a considerableamount of learning on the part of the developers, no explicit mechanism is proposed forensuring that users participating in the development process have the requisite technicaland conceptual skills. Furthermore, the lifecycle retains a focus on software and does not



Chapter 6 240 Theory Applicationprovide any speci�c process to support the development of users' information handlingabilities.Iivari, Hirschheim and Klein (1998) identify and compare �ve approaches to IS develop-ment that are signi�cantly di�erent to conventional software engineering. In a similar veinto Lyytinen's taxonomy, the analysis clari�es and contrasts the basic premises underly-ing the approaches. Whilst this framework provides some useful insights, its analysis ofontological and epistemological positions has a number of weaknesses, the most signi�-cant being the failure to make a useful distinction between ontological and epistemologicalanti-realism (see Hacking 1983) and the narrow range of ontological commitments con-sidered. The predominance of philosophical concerns in the analysis suggests that it isof academic, rather than practical, interest. Indeed, Iivari et al. (1998) conclude witha number of comments about IS as an academic discipline. If extended to address theabove weaknesses, however, the framework may prove a useful starting point for analysingexisting methodologies and considering how they might address issues of social transfor-mation more thoroughly. Prerequisites for such methodological development are systemsand software development lifecycles that regard social transformation as central to e�ectiveinformation systems development. The following section describe such a lifecycle modelbased upon the socio-cognitive theory of information systems.6.3.2 Incorporating Social Transformation into the Information SystemsDevelopment LifecycleSocial transformation is an intentional change to a social organization. In the context ofinformation systems, such transformations must address six types of issues, which formthe basis for any intentional information systems development:1. the development of actors' capacities to represent, communicate and interpret mes-sages and use the resulting knowledge to guide action;



Chapter 6 241 Theory Application2. the development of communication artefacts to supplement the capacities identi�edin point 1;3. the development of users' capacities to exploit ICT artefacts;4. the provision of su�cient access to, and control over, communication artefacts forthe e�ective performance of tasks;5. the alignment of power over and responsibility for information sources; and6. the identi�cation and resolution of de�ciencies in the information available withinthe organizational form.Information systems development begins when at least one stakeholder participating inan activity system perceives a de�ciency in the system and subsequent analysis revealsthat the de�ciency can be resolved, at least in part, through changes to communicationprocesses and information usage. Thus, as illustrated in �gure 6.1, the �rst two stages ofthe lifecycle are stakeholders' perceived dissatisfaction initiating the lifecycle, followed bythe analysis of the activity system to determine whether the de�ciency can suitably beaddressed in information systems terms.Where the contribution of IS developments is clearly identi�ed, the next stage of analy-sis is to gain a detailed understanding of the stakeholders' perceived de�ciencies and toclassify these according to the six types listed above. The results of this analysis of theactivity system is the identi�cation of activities and communication artefacts that need tobe modi�ed. Having identi�ed what needs to be changed, the analysis goes on to considerwho will be a�ected by the changes. It should be noted at this stage that past and presentpower relations and information needs will have led to the emergence of stable informa-tion ows and standardised communication artefacts within the activity system. Manysuch ows will be components of regularised working practices. Thus, unless widespreaddissatisfaction is apparent, it can generally be assumed that the status quo serves theparticipants in the activity system reasonably well or, at least, satis�es those participantswith most power. Consequently, a key issue to be addressed when identifying stakeholders



Chapter 6 242 Theory Applicationa�ected by the proposed change is the assessment of stakeholders' power over the a�ectedinformation ows and communication artefacts and their satisfaction with the existingorganization. The balance of satisfaction and power is a key factor determining the fea-sibility of any changes to the activity system. During this analysis, it may be useful todistinguish between the following stakeholder categories:� Current Information Users - Those participants in the information system who arepresently able to access or control a communication artefact and/or its content.� Potential Information Users - Those participants who have legitimate access to com-munication artefacts, but presently do not have the capacity to manipulate theartefacts and/or interpret the messages that they contain.� Secondary Information Users - Those participants in the activity system who havepower to direct the activities of any current information users with respect to theuse of the information ows and communication artefacts in question; and� Activity Relevant Stakeholders - Those persons in the activity system who will bedirectly or indirectly a�ected by changes to the information ows and communicationartefacts being considered.Given that stakeholders may themselves lack the capacities to make the requisite changesto the system, the following points should also be considered at this stage:� Do stakeholders with the capacity and authority (i.e. legitimate power) to changecommunication artefacts perceive a need for change?� Do stakeholders with the authority to make the required changes perceive the needfor changes but lack the capacity to make them?� Do stakeholders with the capacity to make the changes lack the authority to enactthem?
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Chapter 6 244 Theory ApplicationHaving determined what changes are to be made and who is likely to e�ect, a�ect andbe a�ected by the changes, the next phase of development is to plan the change process.Owing to the diversity in goals and the complex network of power relations, the planningprocess takes the form of a negotiation cycle, illustrated by the bold lines in �gure 6.1.Accounting for the �ndings of the two analysis stages, an initial change plan is formulated.The direct and indirect impacts of the plan are then identi�ed, perhaps including someconsideration of the likely extent of 'ripple e�ects' resulting from the changes made tothe activity system. The anticipated impacts are then compared with the �ndings of theanalysis to evaluate the feasibility of the planned changes. Whilst an entire spectrum of�ndings may result from the evaluation, four broad types of outcome may result:� the proposed changes are not implemented because the likelihood of success is low,the bene�ts are low and/or the associated risks are high;� a second analysis phase is conducted because the proposed changes are found to be oflow feasibility but are perceived to be feasible in the context of a change process thatis essentially di�erent in scope (i.e. it is realized at some stage that the perceivedproblem that triggered the lifecycle is not actually the central problem that needsto be addressed);� the change plan is modi�ed as a result of improvements identi�ed during the evalu-ation of the initial plan; or� the change plan is executed.As illustrated by the negotiated implementation cycle (shown as a dashed line in �gure 6.1),it is not possible in practice to distinguish between the negotiation of the change plan andthe implementation of change. The reason for this is that the precise nature of the changeand its consequences cannot be completely predicted and, consequently, any actual changeto an activity system must itself take place through a negotiation process. The negotiationof implementation is shown to include further analysis precisely because the impacts of



Chapter 6 245 Theory Applicationthe changes need to be understood and responded to if change is to be successful (analysisat this stage is not, of course, as detailed as during the initial stages of IS development).During the process of changing the activity system, new communication artefacts mayneed to be introduced or existing artefacts redesigned. A guide for considering socialtransformation when developing communication artefacts is presented in section 6.3.3.Where the communication artefacts are ICT-based, a software development lifecycle willconstitute part of the implementation cycle (Hemingway and Gough 1999a).Following the negotiated changes to communication artefacts and information usage, theactivity system will eventually stabilise and negotiations will signi�cantly reduce, or evencease. Provided that no other signi�cant changes to the system occur, modi�ed processeswill eventually become regularised and accepted as social norms. It should be noted thatthe lifecycle described above has various iterative phases. Furthermore, numerous changeprocesses can co-occur and interact, with the initial change process sometimes stimulatingother changes. Such knock-on e�ects can even occur at the planning stage because thediscussion of systems developments can a�ect the satisfaction of stakeholders with otheraspects of the activity system. Although the change plan has e�ectively been completedat this stage, it is essential that monitoring of the changes takes place whilst the systemsettles into a new routine. If it becomes apparent that unexpected side-e�ects of thechange are becoming problematic, a new information systems development lifecycle maybe initiated.6.3.3 Social Transformation and the Development of CommunicationArtefactsA key component of many information systems developments is the creation or modi�ca-tion of communication artefacts. To provide a basis for the user-centred design of suchartefacts, which includes software systems, table 6.1 relates the key concepts of socialtransformation to three modalities that can be used to describe communication artefacts.



Chapter 6 246 Theory ApplicationCommunication Artefact Individual SocialOrganization Memory Regularisation and standardisationSelection Interpretation CommunicationNavigation Capacity Power (Access, control, authorityand responsibility)Table 6.1: Socio-Cognitive Concepts Used in the Design of Communication ArtefactsEach row of table 6.1 permits the characterisation of communication artefacts in theirpresent and planned future states in terms of the social transformations they will sup-port. Considering the �rst row, a communication artefact can be regarded as located ona continuum. At one extreme, the artefacts are standardised to reect well-establishedpractices within the activity system (this is common in, for example, accounting systems).At the other extreme are exible artefacts that can encode highly individualised mes-sages. Typical examples include `notes' �elds in structured databases and an employee'spersonal records about a client. Messages encoded in unstructured artefacts are subjectto broader interpretation than standardised messages and are not always well-understoodby individuals outside their immediate context of use.Considering the second row of table 6.1, communication artefacts can be located on acontinuum representing the encoding and extraction of messages. The possible means forencoding and extracting information are determined by the possible modes of organization.An artefact that encodes the details of numerous customers, for example, may be sortedin a particular order (or permit certain methods of sorting). The resulting organizationa�ects the ways in which parts of the encoded message can be encoded and extracted, andthe relative e�ciency of encoding and extracting messages. Of most signi�cance, however,is whether users interact through the communication artefact or interact with it. Thedistinction between organization and selection can be subtle because, particularly withstatic artefacts, such as paper forms, the modes are closely coupled. Organization refersto what can be encoded by a communication artefact and how. Selection refers to themeans available to a user for manipulating a message during its interpretation.
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Figure 6.2: The Conventional Approach to IT Investment Evaluation Compared with theEvaluation of Working PracticesThe third row of table 6.1 does not represent a continuum, but a number of factors thatneed to be considered to ensure the stability and e�ectiveness of the information system.Access to communication artefacts relevant to a task is often critical to the e�ectiveperformance of the task. Control refers to the ability of the user to modify the messagecontent of a communication artefact in order to communicate information to other users.Authority refers to the legitimate means by which a stakeholder may limit access to,and control over, communication artefacts and their message contents. Responsibility forcommunication artefacts and their message contents identi�es the stakeholders who willbe rewarded or sanctioned to reect the quality of the communication artefact and itsmessage contents. Much of the analysis relevant to balancing these issues in a systemscontext is addressed by the IS development lifecycle. In terms of developing artefacts, themain concern is providing modes of navigation by which information access and control canbe managed and, particularly in terms of software systems, authority and responsibilityimplemented.



Chapter 6 248 Theory Application6.4 A Methodology for Appraising the Impacts of Infor-mation and Communication Technologies on WorkingPracticesA conventional view of evaluation considers two key points at which evaluations are made.Firstly, during the early stages of a project, metrics will be constructed to guide decisionsconcerning the type of technical change to be made. Existing benchmarks may also beused to set targets for the development. This metric construction and ex ante evaluationare illustrated in �gure 6.2(a). Following development, the same metrics are applied again,with technical and other decision criteria used to check conformance of the implementedsystem with the agreed speci�cation and business benchmarks used to assess the likelypayback from the system. As noted by Ward et al. (1996), this activity also signi�es theend of the development project. This activity is shown as ex post evaluation in �gure6.2(a). The limitations of this conventional approach have already been discussed insection 6.2. The methodology described here evaluates working practices according to thestages presented in �gure 6.2(b). The correspondence between the stages of evaluationand the information systems development lifecycle (see section 6.3 and Hemingway andGough 1999b) are shown in �gure 6.3.6.4.1 Stage 1 - Modelling the Activity SystemThe modelling of social organization in causal terms is useful for gaining an appreciationof what leads individuals to act in the ways they do. As noted earlier, the modelling ofsocial activity is most reliable where speci�c types of activity have become regularised anddiscretion is limited by accepted norms, by actors' capacities and by power and authorityrelations. In an organizational form, it is usually possible to identify many institutionalisedpractices of this sort, which are referred to here as working practices. Working practices arethe basic elements in systems design and development and, for the purpose of constructingmetrics, are analysed here using two types of model: episodic models; and causality models.
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Figure 6.3: How the Evaluation of Working Practices Relates to Hemingway and Gough'sInformation Systems Development LifecycleBoth types of model use the set of primitives presented in �gure 6.4. Episodic modelsidentify the key actions and information ows over time, linking speci�c episode typestogether to illustrate an overall process. In doing so, they help identify the points atwhich metrics can best be located. Figure 6.5 provides a simple example of episodesthat might describe the nurses' and consultants' (both classi�ed as 'carers') perceptionsof treating patients in a hospital ward. Causality models identify the key causal factorsthat a�ect individuals' actions and, thereby, encourage understanding of what the metricsmean, how metrics are likely to impact upon the activities they measure and how metricswill change in meaning when the activity system is changed.
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Figure 6.4: Primitives for Modelling Activity Systems to Locate and Construct EvaluationMetricsThe episodic model presented in �gure 6.5 is a high-level description of two key activitiesin a hospital ward: examining and treating patients. Although these activities will beconducted many times in practice, the example in the diagram does not show iteration.The overall process of treating patients involves key entity types - patients, carers andpatient records - and is drawn from the carers' perspective (a high-level model of this sortcan often be agreed upon by a broad class of stakeholders). Both types of activity occur asbrief episodes and, thus, occurrences of these activities are shown to span a short periodof time. In contrast, the 'activity' internal to the patient (i.e. the cause of the illnessand the response of the immune system) is shown to be continually present. The exam-ination activity has been represented as a non-transforming activity. The purpose of anon-transforming activity is to provide a description of the current state of an entity or toprovide indirect access to information about a transforming action. In this case, the exam-ination process provides both, although the emphasis in �gure 6.5 is upon the informationacquired about the patient's developing condition. Treatment is a transforming actionand, as indicated by the direction of the arrow, has a change impact upon the patient. Asillustrated by the curved arrow, a transforming activity is an information source insofar as
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Figure 6.5: An Episodic Model of Key Working Practices in a Hospital Wardchange implies that there is something new to be known. Two information ows providefeedback from the patient to the carers in the form of a combined information ow. Thisindicates that carers cannot readily distinguish changes in the patient's condition resultingfrom the treatment and those resulting from internal changes, such as immune responses.Where information ows integrate, uncertainty necessarily ensues regarding causal rela-tions. The remainder of the diagram documents the information ows between the carersand the main communication artefact, the patient record.The view adopted for the causal model, shown in �gure 6.6, places more emphasis onthe causal factors that nurses perceive to stimulate the performance of examination andtreatment activities. Figure 6.6(a) shows that di�erent types of carer may perform exami-nations independently or, possibly, together. The diagram indicates a number of informa-tion ows that may lead to an examination or that may facilitate communication betweenactors as well as the logging of patient details on the patient record. It is important tonote that the causal factors are placed within the actors to indicate that the informationows themselves do not cause the carers to examine a patient, but the interpretation of
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Figure 6.6: A Causal Model of Key Working Practices in a Hospital Wardthe information ows may motivate a carer to examine a patient. Figure 6.6(b) presentsa possible development of the system using technology artefacts to monitor patients andprovide information about exceptional conditions to the nurses. It is clear from �gure6.6 that the automated monitoring equipment results in both the nurses and consultantsbeing required to integrate information from more information sources, even though themonitors only directly a�ect the nurses' conduct. The corresponding increase in causalfactors has implications for the meaning and construction of metrics, which are consideredbelow.The value of causal models of this sort becomes most apparent when they are supplementedby further information relating to the issues identi�ed by Hemingway and Gough's lifecycle(see section 6.3 and Hemingway and Gough 1999b):1. Information skills2. ICT skills



Chapter 6 253 Theory ApplicationActivity: NurseExaminationInformation Skills Recognition of symptoms; interpretation ofmeasurements; association of symptoms withconditions; association of conditions withtreatments.ICT Skills Operation of monitoring equipment, especiallyto manipulate display; identify and correctfaults on monitoring equipment.ICT Artefacts Patient record; monitoring equipment.Access/controlAuthority/responsibility Consultant has power to instruct nurse to ex-amine patient; nurse has authority to conductexamination; nurse must respond to monitor;patient has authority to allow or prevent anyexamination.Information de�ciency Patient may not communicate symptoms; fail-ure to use a monitor to collect requiredinformation; other activities prevent routineexamination.Table 6.2: A Causal Matrix for Nurses' Examinations of Patients3. ICT artefacts4. Access/control5. Authority/responsibility6. Information de�ciencyInformation for each of these categories can be compiled into a causal matrix, as illustratedin table 6.2, which provides details for �gure 6.6(b).6.4.2 Stage 2 - Constructing MetricsAlthough most ex ante evaluation methodologies begin their analyses by identifying eval-uation criteria immediately prior to the change activity, this is in fact not a good time tobegin evaluation. Metrics are most reliable when they are based around stable working



Chapter 6 254 Theory Applicationpractices and must be in place for some time for the metric users to learn how they behaveand how best to act in response to evaluation results. Only then can the current activ-ity system be e�ectively assessed and the impacts of possible changes reliably estimated.Thus, metric construction can be considered in three stages: (a) identifying the points ina model at which measures can best be located; (b) deciding what measurements to take;and (c) implementing and establishing metrics.Considering the �rst stage, it is generally accepted that problems are best dealt with asclose to their sources as possible. It follows that systems changes ought to be measuredas close to the start and end of activities as possible so that problems with them aredirectly apparent and the causal factors leading to problems are most reliably identi�ed.For this reason, it is generally advisable to locate measures at either side of transformingactivities (accommodating the time elapsing between the intervention episode and e�ectsbecoming observable). In the case of the hospital example presented in �gure 6.3, themost obvious locations for measures are before and after treatment. As in many systemsinvolving human activity, evaluation is fundamentally limited by the presence of sourcesof change that are beyond both direct control and direct measurement. In this case, thebody's response is a continual source of change that can be evaluated only indirectly and,moreover, continues to apply to the patient during the treatment activity. Consequently,even when measures are taken very close to the start and end of treatment episodes, therewill always be some uncertainty regarding the underlying causes of observed e�ects. Thelonger the duration between start and end measurements, the greater this uncertaintywill be. The only apparent way of dealing with this uncertainty is through the use ofmeasurements during pre-treatment examinations, which describe only the e�ects of thebody's response. Measurements taken at this point can be used to help discriminatebetween the body's response to the patient's condition and the actual impacts of anytreatment. From an information systems development perspective, a possible developmentof the activity system might be to introduce such measures and develop a system fordrawing upon knowledge of previous cases to support the discrimination of the changesinternal to the patient from those directly resulting from the treatment.



Chapter 6 255 Theory ApplicationHaving identi�ed where to locate measures in order to assess the e�ectiveness of change,the third stage in constructing metrics is to consider what needs to be known in order tomaintain or improve the e�ectiveness of the system. The focus is not upon the transformingactivities themselves, but upon the causal factors leading to the performance of the activityand determining the nature of its performance. The causal model presented in �gure 6.6(a)is of particular value here. This model shows that the nurses perceive three key causalfactors as a�ecting the likelihood that they will examine patients: (a) communication withthe patient suggests the need for an examination; (b) the consultant communicates theneed for an examination to the nurse; and (c) the nurse identi�es the need for examinationfrom his/her interpretation of the patient record. Two causal factors a�ect the likelihoodthat nurses will treat patients: (a) the results of an examination; and (b) consultantscommunicating the need for a particular course of treatment.6.4.3 Stage 3 - Establishing MetricsMetrics are only valuable if they serve as guides to action. Like any complex cues, theassociations between particular evaluation results and e�ective courses of action take timeto learn. The use of metrics as the basis for action also implies some change to theorganization of the system being measured, which, in turn, requires adjustments to bemade to the metrics or their underlying measures.6.4.4 Stage 4 - Initiating an Information Systems Development ProjectAs indicated by the information systems development lifecycle, a development project isinitiated when one or more stakeholders are dissatis�ed with some aspect of the activitysystem in its present form. Dissatisfaction at a personal level is highly subjective and canonly be acted upon if the dissatis�ed person(s) has/have the power to change the systemor can communicate their dissatisfaction to another. Dissatisfaction in terms of a failure toachieve \organizational goals," although nominally the responsibility of senior managers,



Chapter 6 256 Theory Applicationcannot be detected in such a way because it is not directly perceived by any individual.For this reason, some means of detecting problems is required. Metrics designed to reectthe structure and purpose of an activity system are most suited to this task. Thus, byestablishing metrics as intrinsic parts of an activity system, a mechanism is put in placeby which managers and other actors can detect problems in achieving the system's goalsand initiate developments accordingly.6.4.5 Stage 5 - Modelling the Expected Impacts of an Information Sys-tems DevelopmentEx ante evaluation has two aims: to choose between development options and to anticipatethe impacts of the chosen course of action. The activity system models proposed abovecan be used at this stage. Di�erent systems and working practices in an organization canbe examined to inform decision makers of the areas of activity that have most scope forimprovement. Expected impacts can also be modelled to help inform the choice betweendevelopment options. This second use is critical as a stimulus to debate, providing afocal point for discussions about impacts on individuals/groups as well as organizationalimplications. Such debate will clarify the resultant change plan and help to ensure thatall parties are working towards the same intended outcomes. Modelling the impacts ofthe chosen development option will also provide some indication of how existing measureswill change in meaning and how metrics will need to be revised.6.4.6 Stage 6 - Evaluation During the Development ProcessDuring information systems development, the activity system is in a state of ux andexisting measures cannot be relied upon to behave in the same ways that they did aftertheir use had been established (stage 3). Furthermore, new measures and metrics cannotbe e�ectively introduced because, as already noted, learning how to interpret and act uponmetrics requires a relatively stable learning period. Thus, at this stage, metrics are of very



Chapter 6 257 Theory Applicationlimited value for guiding action. This is not a particular problem, however, because thechange plan developed at stage 5 indicates what actions should be taken to transform thecurrent activity system. Crude metrics may be of some value for indicating the generaldirection of change. In terms of evaluation, the primary objective at this stage is to makesigni�cant changes to, and then stabilise, the system.6.4.7 Stage 7 - Revising Metrics After ImplementationAs the system stabilises following a major change, the metrics documented in the changeplan can be introduced and used to establish the di�erences between actual and intendedoutcomes. If the di�erence appears to be insu�cient or adverse, a second change plan maybe contemplated, although the impacts on the commitment and morale of the actors inthe system and other change agents must be considered. Where the discrepancy betweenoutcomes is acceptable, its implications for the measures and metrics proposed in thechange plan must be assessed. If necessary, the measures and metrics can be revisedbefore they are introduced into the changed activity system. The issues identi�ed at stage2 are relevant here because the task is essentially the same.6.4.8 Stage 8 - Implementing New MetricsThis stage is essentially the same as stage 3, although the working practices will not bewell-established. Thus, in addition to considering re�ning metrics, small adjustments tothe activities being evaluated may be considered.6.4.9 Stage 9 - Establishing New Metrics for Long-Term AppraisalWhen considering the longer-term value of a systems development, the emphasis shiftsfrom 'keeping the system going' whilst improving its performance, to looking at the con-tribution of the change to the organization's goals, which are often �nancial. As noted in



Chapter 6 258 Theory Applicationsection 6.1, this has typically been addressed by using notional costs, which raise as manyproblems as they appear to solve. Financial values are only meaningful in the context ofexchanges under market conditions. This is demonstrated by artefacts, such as works ofart, where the physical attributes have no meaningful relationship to the amount paid forthem. When evaluating an activity system, the relationship is even less direct, referringto the contribution that the system makes to the value di�erential between inputs from,and outputs to, the market. Unless an activity system is a direct and complete route oftransformation, its value cannot be directly established. The best that can be achievedis to develop a high-level causal model indicating how systems in the organizational formlink together. As already noted, the accuracy of such models is fundamentally determinedby the level of organization of the organizational form.6.5 SummaryThis chapter has identi�ed two key weaknesses of current approaches to information sys-tems development and evaluation: (a) the failure to establish causal relations betweencosts and bene�ts and (b) the incurring and perception of di�erent costs and bene�ts bydi�erent stakeholders. An information systems development lifecycle based around thenotion of social transformation was developed and used as the basis for an evaluationmethodology to address these issues. The methodology places particular emphasis on theuse of causal relations in modelling activity systems so that the meanings of the measuresused are explicit. In recognition of the changes in the meanings of measures and the timetaken for metrics to become established and serve as useful guides to action, the method-ology advocates the development of metrics during periods of organizational stability sothat preparations for managing change are always in place.A de�ning characteristic of the methodology described in this chapter is the recognitionthat investment evaluation should utilise measures that provide descriptions of everydayactivity. This is a departure frommore conventional approaches to developing and utilizing



Chapter 6 259 Theory Applicationevaluation measures during the change process. Only by understanding how an activitysystem operates on a daily basis is it possible to appreciate and measure the implicationsof change.



Chapter 7Conclusions and Future Work7.1 Reections on the Research ApproachAs explained in section 1.5, studies of human knowledge and action raise fundamentalconcerns about the validity of the assumptions underpinning empirical research and the-ory development. These philosophical di�culties are being increasingly recognized by theIS community and numerous attempts have been made to address them. A particularlysigni�cant contribution in this respect is interpretive research, which has drawn upon, forexample, phenomenology (Boland 1985) and critical theory (Hirschheim 1992). This re-search has greatly enriched the body of empirical knowledge upon which the IS communitycan draw to develop its theories. The process of theory development has not, however,been as well considered and the development of substantive and well-integrated theoriesof information systems has been limited. In particular, there has been a tendency towardsthe proliferation of new terms and concepts as a consequence of the lack of progress madein clarifying the meanings and appropriate uses of basic terms. Unfortunately, the increas-ingly complex and varied language of IS has often increased the fragmentation of the IScommunity and made it more di�cult to communicate or interpret research �ndings withprecision. 260



Chapter 7 261 Conclusions and Future WorkIn recognition of the need to clarify basic concepts and to provide a consistent and coherenttheoretical basis for information systems, this research has utilized a research methodbased upon a materialist form of dialectic. Dialectic, at least of the sort used here, wasnot chosen as a research method because it is a well established method but emerged as amethod from the research process itself. The analysis of IS evaluation methodologies ledto the conclusion that an integrated theory was required and it was only through initialattempts at conceptual integration that the epistemological and ontological problems ofexplaining human knowledge and action became apparent. It was at this stage that aperiod of philosophical study was undertaken and dialectic was considered as a possiblebasis for supporting the theory development process.As illustrated by the discussion in section 1.5, dialectic has taken a number of di�erentforms, which have mainly been used in the humanities to address problems quite di�erentto those motivating this research. Furthermore, many uses of dialectic are based on anidealism that is inconsistent with scienti�c and much psychological and social scienti�cresearch. Coming to appreciate these issues and, thereby, to develop a research methodthat genuinely supported the development of an integrated socio-cognitive theory was anactivity that continued throughout the entire research project. Much work remains to bedone in developing this type of dialectic as a research method, particularly in terms of itsuse to support theory development by means of empirical study. A crucial aspect of thisfuture work will be the demonstration of how dialectic can integrate the empirical resultsof a range of research methods, including experiment, longitudinal case study and actionresearch (see �gure 1.2). Possible ways forward in this regard are considered in section7.4.An inevitable consequence of both developing and using a research method at the sametime is that initial theory development is limited. In the case of this research, the mostobvious limitation was the focus on conceptual analysis and synthesis and the lack ofempirical study. This limitation has been bene�cial in leading to a better appreciation ofthe problems of theory development in the IS discipline and how they can be addressed.



Chapter 7 262 Conclusions and Future WorkIt is sometimes assumed that, because theory development is an inductive process, itcannot be methodical. By building upon a method for philosophical analysis, this researchhas shown that theory development can bene�t from a methodical approach. Of equalsigni�cance, it has also been shown that the use of a dialectical approach does not preventtheory development from being a creative activity.The dialectic, as described here and elsewhere, emphasizes the need both to rely uponand to depart from existing theory when developing new, integrated concepts and expla-nations. In utilizing dialectic, this research has shown that theory development requires acombination of creativity and the systematic analysis of empirical and theoretical researchin the context of the researchers' historical and institutional background. In so doing, theresearch has indicated that the development of our knowledge of IS phenomena requiresa greater understanding of the history of the many reference disciplines of InformationSystems and how they have come to converge owing to the rapid uptake of technologiesthat are bringing into question our understanding of what knowledge is and how it canbe developed and communicated. This is clearly a research issue of both scienti�c andhistorical interest, which is discussed in more detail in section 7.4.7.2 Reections on the Socio-Cognitive Theory of Informa-tion SystemsThe socio-cognitive theory of information systems, as presented in this thesis, representsan initial attempt to integrate a broad range of concepts to explain the varied and com-plex phenomena of interest to the IS community. Although much more research is requiredbefore the theory will provide a detailed and rigorous basis for understanding and devel-oping information systems, a useful start has been made in determining the scope of thetheory, identifying relevant bodies of existing theory to draw upon, providing a methodfor integrating these theories and beginning the process of integration. This attempt atdeveloping an integrated theory makes clear the need for IS to pay more attention to the



Chapter 7 263 Conclusions and Future Workconceptual analysis and development component of research. When conducted as a di-alectic process, integrated theory development complements the diverse and rich empiricalresults of the scienti�c and interpretive research methods by facilitating dialogue aboutthe commonalities and contradictions of multiple perspectives.As explained in section 1.5, dialectic research demands a balanced programme of theo-retical and empirical research. It also bene�ts from the availability of a range of existingtheory that can be subject to critical analysis. Clearly, as a piece of research based arounda dialectic relationship between theoretical and empirical study, the theory developmentin this thesis has focused more upon conceptual development. The reasons for this stemfrom the original motivation for this research and the time constraints placed upon it.The research originally set out to develop and test an evaluation methodology. This de-velopment stage, however, raised a number of conceptual issues that demanded attention.As explained in section 1.4, these issues concerned conicts between di�erent theoreticalviewpoints and between concepts and existing evidence. Having identi�ed some conceptualissues that needed to be resolved, the theorizing part of dialectic was a natural startingpoint. This stage progressed to yield the initial applications of the theory, presented inchapter 6. Owing to time constraints, empirical testing of the theory and initial applica-tions are planned as future work (see section 7.4). It should be noted that the decision toapply the theory to evaluation problems was a result of two factors. First, having begunthis research by studying evaluation, the researcher had su�cient familiarity and expertisein this area. Second, applying the theory to evaluation problems would help to developits value concepts, which were considered to be weaker that most other parts of the the-ory. Clearly, the focus on evaluation may be reected in a bias in the theory as presentlystated. Thus, it can be expected that the theory will change in response to a broaderrange of study of IS issues. Such change should be regarded as a welcome contribution tothe development of one general, integrated theory of information systems.For the reasons provided in section 1.4, a key aim of this research was to develop an ontol-ogy of IS phenomena. This aim is basic to any materialist account and will remain central



Chapter 7 264 Conclusions and Future Workto any future development of the theory. It became clear from the study of many psy-chological concepts, such as value, that the current state of knowledge in psychology andthe social sciences is not su�cient to justify many concepts that are essential to explain-ing information systems phenomena. These concepts were, therefore, introduced into thetheory through the same process of analysis and integration/synthesis but without strictapplication of the materialist requirement. Although some of these concepts may neverbe open to convincing empirical demonstration, it is envisaged that future developmentsin the reference disciplines will make it possible to improve upon the existing statementof the theory presented here. It is instructive to note that the analysis of these conceptswas facilitated by the dialectic method and that little discussion of alternative approacheshas been found in the literature.The presentation of the theory was based around the communication process. The impactof this approach appears to have been largely bene�cial, leading to a clear conceptionof information systems as constituted by regularized social behaviours and intentionallyconstructed technology artefacts. One limitation of the process viewpoint is that it isnot entirely consistent with the dialectical process described in the research method. Thereasons for this are twofold. First, much of the research in the IS literature describedIS phenomena in processual terms. Given that the concepts in the socio-cognitive the-ory are, in part, derived from existing theory, some inuence of predominant themes inthe literature is both inevitable and - given that they are likely to reect empirical evi-dence - desirable. Second, as already noted, the consideration of dialectic emerged overthe duration of the research and, consequently, did not become apparent as a processualperspective from which to consider information systems until the theory development hadprogressed signi�cantly. It should be noted, however, that the consideration of informationsystems in processual terms is broadly consistent with the dialectic and the theory wouldretain approximately the same character if given the more speci�c interpretation. Devel-oping such an interpretation is an interesting avenue for exploration as future research(see section 7.4).



Chapter 7 265 Conclusions and Future WorkIn terms of future development of the theory, a combination of increased detail and pre-cision is required. The theory so far is quite general in nature; a result of the integrativeapproach. In order to make the theory more substantive and better justi�ed, however, itneeds to be made more speci�c so that empirical research can be conducted with precision.This will be an evolutionary process, with di�erent concepts in the theory addressed in turnthrough a combination of empirical study and conceptual analysis. Having established ageneral theory, a basis is in place for considering more speci�c theory developments in thecontext of explaining information systems phenomena generally. Some initial progress inextending and re�ning the concepts relating to information skills and the development ofrepresentations has already been made (Hemingway and Gough 1999b).7.3 Research ContributionThe principle contribution of this research is the formulation of an integrated theory ofinformation systems, which bene�ts the IS community in several ways. The attention paidto formulating an ontology and the attempts at clarifying the nature of basic IS phenom-ena provides an initial basis for explaining a wide range of phenomena in a coherent andconsistent manner. This attempt at integration and the discussion of dialectic methodshows that theory development is valuable in establishing commonalities between multi-ple theoretical perspectives. This is particularly important in IS and other social sciencesbecause of the lack of methodological orthodoxy. Without persistent attempts at theoret-ical integration, such diverse disciplines risk becoming too fragmented and underminingprogress by confusing the meanings of basic terms.The socio-cognitive theory's emphasis on the embodied nature of cognition and the situ-ated nature of social interaction strengthens and further develops the arguments formu-lated by Mingers (1996). By doing so, the theory contributes to developing an understand-ing of the psychological and social impacts of ICTs when used to support social activitiesby enabling users to interact with or through them. Without an emphasis on the physical



Chapter 7 266 Conclusions and Future Workaspects of cognition and action, the distinction between interacting with and interactingthrough ICTs cannot be fully understood. Further developing the theory to reect thedialectical nature of human action and interaction will strengthen this aspect of the theory(see section 7.4).A secondary contribution of this research is the initial application of the theory to proposea lifefycle model and evaluation methodology. These applications represent �rst steps inusing the theory to address practical IS concerns. This sort of application and the conductof empirical study to test the proposed theory are essential to its successful development,as indicated by the emphasis that the dialectic described in section 1.5 places on theusefulness of theory as a basis for action. Although the lifecycle model and evaluationmethodology have not yet been used in practice, their potential for improving presentunderstanding in these areas is suggested by the signi�cant di�erences between them andexisting approaches in IS. The lifecycle model, for example, places information and technol-ogy handling skills at the centre of the development process, rather than the developmentof ICT artefacts. This appears to be a sensible substitution in terms of encouraging auser-centred approach to information systems development. Although likely to change inresponse to its practical application, the evaluation methodology is useful in emphasizingthe relationship between the meanings that metrics take on and the way in which socialinteraction becomes regularized. The methodology is also somewhat novel in its emphasison using evidence more typical of systems analysis techniques than investment appraisal.Again, it is suggested that such an approach (although not necessarily in this form) mayprove useful in overcoming the persistent di�culties in evaluating the `intangible' costsand bene�ts of IS development (Farbey et al. 1995).A �nal contribution of this research is the development of a method to support theorydevelopment. By using a form of dialectic to support this research, it has been shownthat theory development and conceptual analysis are essential parts of the knowledgedevelopment process, particularly where approaches to empirical study are diverse. Theapplication of the dialectic method was somewhat limited in this research by the need



Chapter 7 267 Conclusions and Future Workto develop the method during its application. Nevertheless, it has proven valuable inenabling theory development to take advantage of a combination of evidence presentedby researchers using conventional scienti�c and interpretive research methods. A furtherlimitation on the use of the dialectic was the lack of time for a detailed exploration of thevarious reference disciplines, their relationship to IS and the problems they all share inunderstanding information systems as psychosocial phenomena.7.4 Future WorkThe research presented in this thesis has been broad in scope, covering issues in philoso-phy, psychology, sociology and economics, as well as information systems. Moreover, thedialectical approach to research raises conceptual problems, which it cannot guaranteesatisfactorily to solve. The timespan of this research has meant that a number of long-term research issues have been raised that require further study. These are now brieyconsidered.The dialectic method developed during this research has proven to be valuable in support-ing theoretical work in a discipline with a range of empirical research methods and thatdraws upon several other disciplines. The method requires further development, however,particularly in its application to support empirical research. Future research in this areawould need to demonstrate that the use of dialectic to support a `dialogue' between theorydevelopment and empirical study would make better use of the diverse empirical resultsin IS and not encourage the emergence of an unjusti�ed methodological orthodoxy. Apossible way forward is to use the dialectic process to underpin multidisciplinary research.This approach has the advantage of encouraging collaboration with researchers in referencedisciplines, such as psychology and sociology, who have expertise in the use of establishedresearch methods and who can help to make comparisons between an integrated theory ofinformation systems and the explanatory power of existing theory in the reference disci-plines. Such a research approach is currently being explored by the author; Tom Gough



Chapter 7 268 Conclusions and Future Workof the School of Computer Studies, University of Leeds; Peter Gardner of the School ofPsychology, University of Leeds; and Janice McLaughlin of the Department of Sociologyand Social Policy, University of Leeds.In order to use dialectic successfully, a sound appreciation of the history of theory de-velopment is required. In the case of information systems, this means understanding theemergence of IS as a discipline and its overlap with its various reference disciplines. Inparticular, such study needs to consider the relationship between the development anduse of ICTs and academic study. The cognitive sciences, for example, grew out of theanalogy between the brain and an information processing machine. Although there hasbeen commentary on the IS discipline, such as Baskerville and Lee (1999) and other workof IFIP Working Group 8.2, the use of historical research methods in information systemsis not widespread. This represents another avenue for future research.The socio-cognitive theory of information systems represents only an initial step in inte-grated theory development. Much remains to be done in developing this theory. Giventhat the method for development was itself devised during the statement of the theorypresented here, an initial step must be to review the theory in its present form. Therealso remains a great deal in the literatures of the IS and reference disciplines that couldcontribute to the development of the detail of the theory. An obvious next step is totest and re�ne particular concepts through a dialectic involving both empirical and con-ceptual study. Given that any empirical results are best interpreted in the light of anestablished research method, collaboration with researchers from the various referencedisciplines would greatly strengthen such empirical testing (as the multidisciplinary re-search mentioned above is intended to demonstrate).A �nal means of testing the theory is to examine its practical contribution through itsapplication to current information systems problems. The lifecycle model and evaluationmethodology are two such applications, which could be applied and further developed. Theresults of such practical application, particularly if conducted in a research context (usingaction research, for example), could be used in combination with conventional research



Chapter 7 269 Conclusions and Future Workresults to test speci�c concepts and explanations provided by the theory.A potential practical application of the theory, which the author intends to pursue, isits use to explain the interrelationships between data models, human-computer interfaceand users' mental models (see section 5.6.1). Using the socio-cognitive theory as a guide,it may be possible to exploit advances in analyzing the informational content of inter-faces (Rollinson and Roberts 1998) to create tools that enable end-users to design anddevelop their own information systems with minimal technical knowledge. Such toolswould advance end-user computing considerably. Studies of the organizational impacts ofsuch tools would be particularly interesting because such technology could facilitate theconstruction of personal information models, which can be associated to develop intersub-jective constructs. In a sense, such a system would make explicit the ontologies and beliefsof individuals in particular domains and, over time, would provide an indication of howdi�erences in meaning are resolved. Such study, although extremely challenging in termsof research methods and the volume of evidence required, would provide insights of valueto information systems, computer science, psychology, sociology and philosophy.
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